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Abstract 

 

This thesis investigates the benefits of corporate social responsibility (CSR) engagement for 

firms that restated financial statements in the United States during the 2000–2019. I expect that 

restating firms’ previous CSR behavior positively affects the perceptions of financial analysts, 

auditors, and regulators, thus provides insurance-like protection by alleviating the negative 

effects of restatements. Concerning corporate reputation, I also expect that CSR firms are more 

committed to post-restatement reputation repair, by making positive changes to CSR and other 

corporate activities. The thesis comprises three related but distinct studies to test these 

expectations. The first two studies examine the impacts of CSR disclosure on analyst forecast 

accuracy and financial audits around restatements respectively, where CSR disclosure quality 

is measured using a self-constructed disclosure score. The third study focuses on CSR 

performance and tax aggressiveness in the context of tax-related restatements.  

Study One examines the effectiveness of CSR disclosure in protecting corporate 

reputation following financial restatements. Legitimacy theory suggests that firms signal their 

legitimacy via non-financial disclosure after the occurrence of adverse events. The empirical 

analysis shows that restating firms make substantial improvements to overall CSR disclosure 

quality by altering their standalone reports to a more conservative tone, increasing readability 

and report length, and strategically disclosing less forward-looking and sustainability-related 

content. Such improvements are more pronounced in restating firms with prior low-quality 

CSR disclosure. However, the change in CSR disclosure following restatements does not 

improve the analyst forecast accuracy. Nonetheless, in relation to non-disclosers, restating 

firms with CSR disclosure suffer smaller firm value losses.  
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Study Two investigates the effects of CSR disclosure on the auditor–client relationship 

during financial restatements. Non-financial disclosure through standalone CSR reports is 

expected to provide incremental information to auditors, wherein the quality of CSR disclosure 

signals firms’ commitment to reporting quality. The results reveal that restating CSR firms 

experience lower post-restatement audit fees than non-CSR firms when there is no change in 

auditor. CSR firms are also more likely to change auditors subsequent to financial 

restatements—specifically from non-industry-experts to industry-experts for greater assurance. 

Additional analysis shows higher incidences of auditor resignations and dismissals among low-

quality CSR firms.  

Study Three explores the relationship between CSR performance and aggressive tax 

reporting around tax-related financial restatements. Drawing on a corporate culture-based view 

of CSR, this study finds the positive association between tax aggressiveness and subsequent 

tax-related restatements is less pronounced in firms with higher levels of CSR performance. It 

also finds that tax aggressive firms significantly improve their CSR performance relative to 

other firms after a tax-related restatement occurs, consistent with the notion that firms use CSR 

for reputation management and legitimacy repair after adverse events.  

Overall, this thesis is important in that it provides empirical evidence on reputation repair 

and the value protection abilities of CSR following negative financial events. It shows that a 

history of CSR commitment can ameliorate stakeholder concerns in the face of restatement 

announcements, as well as CSR firms devoting even more efforts to restoring their tarnished 

reputation in the post-restatement period. These findings may, therefore, inform managers, 

CSR report users, researchers, and regulators of the reputational and economic value of CSR.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is defined as voluntary corporate actions designed to 

improve social conditions (Mackey et al. 2007), or corporate actions not required by law that 

attempt to further some social good and extend beyond the explicit transactional interests of 

the firm (McWilliams and Siegel 2000). Despite CSR practices being largely voluntary in 

nature, firms have increasingly allocated resources and efforts to socially responsible activities 

in recent decades (Hong and Liskovich 2015). Prominent CSR-related theories, such as 

stakeholder theory and signaling theory, suggest that firms’ CSR engagement could serve their 

moral purpose of being good corporate citizens, reflecting greater recognition of their duty to 

behave responsibly towards stakeholders and society (Carroll 1979; Freeman 1984; Marcus 

1993). Toms (2002) asserts that CSR practices signal a non-self-serving disposition toward 

various stakeholders (i.e., shareholders, creditors, customers, suppliers, employees and 

regulators). Once the signals are received and accepted by stakeholders, CSR firms accrue 

positive attributions or moral capital, which can temper potential sanctions when negative 

events occur (Godfrey et al. 2009). Other studies provide theoretical support for a CSR–risk 

management relationship from a legitimacy perspective. For example, Deegan (2002) and 

Bebbington et al. (2008) advocate the role of CSR in legitimizing an organization’s operations; 

in particular, they note that firms employ CSR as a strategic response to perceived legitimacy 

threats and reputational risk in times of crisis.  

Consistent with these theoretical arguments, empirical evidence has been provided of 

CSR hedging against various types of risks (Kim 2014; Lins et al. 2017; Tran and O'Sullivan 

2020) and firms that have invested in CSR enjoying insurance-like protection on their stock 

returns, debt and equity financing, the customer–supplier relationship, and the prediction of 
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future firm value (Chakravarthy et al. 2014; El Ghoul et al. 2011; Malik 2015). Accordingly, 

this thesis examines the value of CSR for firms encountering financial restatements, expecting 

restating firms committed to CSR to be more engaged in the process of reputation repair 

afterwards and to suffer smaller losses in value as a result of the buffering effect of CSR. 

Specifically, it aims to address CSR issues that have been largely overlooked, including 

whether CSR and non-CSR firms behave differently during a crisis, and the extent to which a 

firm’s CSR practices influence stakeholder perceptions of, and reactions to, adverse events.  

I focus on financial restatements for several reasons. First, financial restatements are 

high-impact accounting events that draw attention from market participants, policy makers, 

financial analysts, and auditors. Second, restatements offer a unique setting in which to test the 

insurance-like effects of CSR involvement. Announcement of a restatement makes it clear that 

previously issued financial statements are erroneous or fraudulent, leading financial report 

users to modify their perceptions about the credibility of restating firms (Gleason et al. 2008; 

Palmrose et al. 2004). Third, bearing in mind that financial restatements are unexpected events 

while a firm’s moral capital is gradually built over time through CSR activities, it is less likely 

that a firm’s long-term engagement in CSR is a spontaneous risk-management strategy 

targeting financial restatements. To this end, analyzing restatement-related consequences 

alleviates the endogeneity problem caused by a firm’s endogenous choice of its CSR reporting 

or CSR performance level (Bartov et al. 2020).  

In this thesis I attempt to provide answers to previously unexplored questions on the 

value of CSR around financial restatements. The first part of the thesis investigates the change 

in CSR disclosure quality and the effect of restating firms’ CSR disclosure on the decision-

making of financial statement users and preparers to provide answers to the following questions: 

Do firms alter their CSR disclosure in response to restatements? How does ex-ante CSR 

disclosure affect analysts’ and auditors’ risk assessment and professional judgments about 
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restating firms? In the second part of the thesis, I turn the attention towards restating firms’ 

social–financial behavioral consistency and examine the roles of moral values and information 

intensity in linking CSR performance with tax reporting aggressiveness during restatements. 

The following questions are addressed: Do tax avoiders’ socially responsible practices 

discourage tax-related financial misreporting? How will CSR performance change for 

aggressive tax avoiders following tax-related financial restatements?    

Chapter 2 looks into the change in firms’ CSR disclosure surrounding restatements, as 

well as the short-term and long-term impacts of ex-ante CSR disclosure on mitigating 

restatement-related reputational damage. Some researchers have questioned CSR disclosure 

initiatives during crisis periods, suggesting that firms engage in symbolic CSR reporting rather 

than substantive CSR practices for risk mitigation purposes (Aguinis and Glavas 2012; Groza 

et al. 2011; Weaver et al. 1999). I argue that substantive and symbolic CSR reporting can be 

distinguished based on CSR disclosure quality, as reflected in the tone, readability, and content 

of such disclosure (Muslu et al. 2019; Nazari et al. 2017). I also argue that negative events like 

restatements serve as a catalyst for improvements in CSR disclosure quality. Because financial 

restatements create uncertainty in information environments (Barniv and Cao 2009), investors 

and other stakeholders are more likely to rely on publicly available information to make their 

judgments about restating firms, including disclosed CSR information. As such, I expect 

restating firms to strive for higher-quality CSR disclosure to satisfy stakeholders’ information 

demands, positively affect their perceptions, and eventually reduce legitimacy losses after the 

occurrence of financial restatements. My results support this view. Using a matched sample of 

US restating CSR firms and non-restating CSR firms (or restating non-CSR firms) from 2000 

to 2017, I find that restating firms substantially improve overall CSR disclosure quality in 

contrast to their non-restating CSR counterparts, where CSR disclosure quality is proxied by a 

self-constructed disclosure score based on the content analysis of standalone CSR reports. To 
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be specific, restating firms disclose their CSR information in a more conservative tone, increase 

report length and readability, and strategically disclose less forward-looking and sustainability-

related content from the pre- to post-restatement periods. The further analyses confirm an 

insurance-like effect of prior CSR disclosure in the context of financial restatements, showing 

that restating CSR firms have smaller forecast errors and smaller firm value losses than 

restating non-CSR firms. This chapter reveals the dynamic pattern of firms’ CSR report 

narratives around adverse financial events, which has received relatively less attention in risk 

management literature.       

Chapter 3 takes an alternative perspective and considers the impact of CSR disclosure on 

auditor–client contracting during restatements. When financial restatements occur, external 

auditors interpret them as an indication of increased client risk, and subsequently increase their 

auditing efforts as a response (Hennes et al. 2014; Lobo and Zhao 2013). Nevertheless, for 

restating firms disclosing their CSR practices, auditors can gain incrementally useful 

information from CSR disclosure to assist in the risk assessment of restating firms. Du et al. 

(2020) find that auditors charge lower audit fees to firms with high levels of CSR performance 

because ethical commitment reduces auditors’ perceived engagement risk. Similarly, Hickman 

et al. (2020) report that auditor judgments are less conservative for firms with positive 

environmental performance. Accordingly, I assert that auditors charge higher post-restatement 

audit fees to compensate for increased risk in general, yet the audit fees charged are relatively 

lower for restating firms with CSR disclosure than their restating non-CSR counterparts when 

the incumbent auditor is retained. Consistent with this prediction, I employ a sample consisting 

of US firms that restated financial statements in 2000-2019 and find a negative association 

between CSR disclosure quality and audit fees in the post-restatement period. Further, as 

restatements destabilize the auditor–client relationship (Romanus et al. 2008), the association 

between CSR disclosure quality and auditor changes for restating firms is investigated. I find 
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that post-restatement auditor changes are more likely among restating CSR firms, especially 

those who signal strong commitment and truthfulness to external users by providing high-

quality CSR disclosure. Additional evidence indicates that restating CSR firms are more likely 

to change from a non-industry expert to an industry expert auditor, whereas low-quality CSR 

firms experience higher incidences of auditor resignation and dismissals. This chapter is novel 

because it attests to the benefits of CSR disclosure from an audit perspective, leading to a better 

understanding of the risk mitigation function of CSR in external audits.    

Unlike Chapters 2 and 3, Chapter 4 studies CSR performance and its relation to 

aggressive tax reporting in tax-related financial restatement settings. Tax aggressiveness is a 

possible reason for tax-related restatements—firms can engage in aggressive tax planning 

through deferred tax asset valuation allowances, tax contingency reserves, circuitous capital 

flows, and the separation of business activities, which increases tax complexity and reduces 

financial reporting transparency, consequently resulting in higher incidences of misstated tax-

related accounts (Balakrishnan et al. 2019; Burton and Tanyi 2019). With reference to CSR, 

because corporate culture constitutes an ethical climate within a firm and provides practical 

guidance about adequate financial and non-financial behavior (Hoi et al. 2013), I argue that 

firms with good CSR performance are more likely to conduct business ethically and are less 

likely to engage in deliberate misreporting. Based on a sample of 77,152 firm-year observations 

for 10,900 unique firms during 2000–2013, the empirical results show that tax aggressiveness 

increases the incidences of tax-related financial restatements. Consistent with a corporate 

culture-based view of CSR, I find that a firm’s CSR performance attenuates the positive 

relation between tax aggressiveness and subsequent tax-related restatements—that is, good 

CSR performers are less likely to be associated with future tax-related restatements than their 

counterparts while holding the level of tax aggressiveness constant. Moreover, I find that once 

tax-related restatements occur, highly tax aggressive firms increase post-restatement CSR 
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performance more than other firms to facilitate reputation repair and risk management. Chapter 

4 shows that negative events serve as catalysts for the incremental CSR improvements and 

extends a stream of tax research by pointing out behavioral consistency in corporate social–

financial performance.  

The novelty of this thesis lies in the inclusion of sustainability-related content in the 

measurement of CSR disclosure quality. Building from Muslu et al. (2019), this sustainability-

related aspect uncovers current CSR progress and achievements, as well as CSR challenges 

faced by the firms. In addition, a keyword frequency analysis helps detect the width and depth 

of a firm’s exploration of related CSR topics. Further, this thesis is innovative by highlighting 

the value of CSR disclosure in auditors’ judgments and decisions about restating firms. It shows 

that restating firms are charged lower audit fees when making high-quality CSR disclosures, 

thereby demonstrating the role of CSR in reducing information asymmetry.  

This thesis contributes to the existing literature in three ways. First, it adds to the CSR 

literature, extending prior work of Chakravarthy et al. (2014) and Wans (2020) by innovatively 

identifying the dynamic pattern of CSR in response to adverse events. While restating firms 

change the linguistic content and increase the disclosure quality of standalone CSR reports 

subsequent to financial restatements, tax aggressive firms improve post-restatement CSR 

performance by enhancing CSR strengths and reducing CSR concerns. Second, this thesis 

contributes to the risk management literature, providing useful insights relevant to specific CSR 

actions taken by firms and their impacts on stakeholder perceptions during a crisis. I show that 

reputational risk stemming from restatements motivates firms to devote more resources to their 

CSR reporting and practices, strengthening the CSR business case for intended insurance-like 

protection. In addition, I document that prior CSR disclosure positively influences auditors’ 

and financial analysts’ perceptions of firm value in an uncertain information environment, so 

that restating firms with high-quality CSR disclosure experience smaller forecast errors and 
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lower audit fees. Third, the evidence in this thesis enriches the understanding of the 

determinants of financial misreporting, which suggests aggressive tax avoiders are more prone 

to tax-related financial misreporting. While this thesis does not aim to evaluate any specific 

regulation, this finding is likely to be of interest to both financial and tax regulators such as the 

US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and Internal Revenue Service (IRS), who can 

jointly benefit from discouraging financial misconduct that might otherwise prompt costly 

enforcement. Further, by showing a negative association between CSR performance and future 

tax-related restatements for tax aggressive firms, I highlight the importance of ethics in the 

business environment, which establishes the foundation of corporate behavior and affects 

financial and non-financial performance in a broad sense.   

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 investigates CSR 

disclosure, analyst forecast accuracy, and firm value around financial restatements. Chapter 3 

shows audit fee adjustments and auditor changes for restating firms with different levels of 

CSR disclosure. Chapter 4 tests the inter-relationship between tax aggressiveness, tax-related 

restatements, and CSR performance. The last chapter concludes the thesis.   
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Chapter 2 Can CSR disclosure protect firm reputation during financial restatements?1 

 

2.1. Introduction 

In this study I investigate how firms use CSR disclosure to protect firm value and corporate 

reputation following negative events. There has been discussion on the value-adding role of 

CSR (Flammer 2013; Malik 2015), and relatively less is known about its value protection role 

(Bae et al. 2019; Peloza 2006). Thus, using financial restatements as events adversely affecting 

firm value, I address the following research questions: (1) How do firms change their CSR 

disclosure around financial restatements? (2) To what extent can CSR disclosure protect a firm 

from restatement-related effects, immediately and in the longer term? My study sits at the 

intersection of three related but distinct studies: Dhaliwal et al. (2012), Muslu et al. (2019), and 

Chakravarthy et al. (2014). While Dhaliwal et al. (2012) and Muslu et al. (2019) examine the 

relationship between CSR and analyst forecasts, these studies are not centered on adverse 

events and therefore do not consider the impact of CSR on corporate reputation. My study also 

differs from Chakravarthy et al. (2014) where reputation repair, rather than protection after 

serious accounting restatements is investigated, and there is no exclusive attention on CSR 

disclosure.  

Financial restatements occur when financial statements have to be revised and republished 

because they contained material inaccuracies. The original statements are regarded as ethical 

failures for breaching firm fiduciary duties (Staubus 2005). Such misrepresentation reduces the 

reliability of financial statements, destroys the trust of investors and other stakeholders, and 

endangers corporate legitimacy. Devaluation of reputation capital affects firm value directly 

due to expected increases in financing and transaction costs (to capital providers and 

 
1 This is a published work on the Journal of Business Ethics that reproduced in a form suitable for thesis 

submission. A title page of this original journal article is attached in Appendix 2.5.   
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stakeholders) and expected decreases in future cash flows (e.g., decreased sales and increased 

litigation risk) (Chakravarthy et al. 2014).  

Various theories such as legitimacy, reputation risk management, and agency theories have 

reasoned the inclusion of CSR disclosure in the discourse between an ethical firm and its 

stakeholders to legitimize corporate behavior and promote positive corporate reputation 

(Colleoni 2013; Michelon 2011). De la Fuente Sabaté and De Quevedo Puente (2003) define 

corporate reputation as “perceptions of how the firm behaves toward its stakeholders and the 

degree of informative transparency with which the firm develops relations with them” (p. 280), 

suggesting that corporate reputation contains both behavioral and informative aspects. That is, 

legitimate behavior in relation to the distribution of value created in the past leads stakeholders 

to expect such behavior in the future. Besides, Pérez (2015) posits that effective communication 

reduces asymmetric information, which further restricts the potential for managerial 

opportunism and builds stakeholder trust. As such, I propose that nonfinancial disclosure of 

CSR practices protects corporate reputation during crisis by dispelling customer concerns about 

environmental practices, lowering the likelihood of government regulation and compliance 

costs, and decreasing information asymmetry and uncertainty in overall information 

environment. Anecdotal evidence suggests that some restating firms such as Nordstrom Inc, 

Manpower Group and CF Industries Holding Inc started to issue CSR reports after experiencing 

financial restatements while others including American Electric Power sought external 

assurance of their CSR reporting. Thus, it is worthwhile to explore the change in CSR 

disclosure and the issue of whether and how CSR disclosure protects firm reputation in the 

context of financial restatements, through disclosed CSR contents and reporting narratives 

other than broad CSR generalizations. 

I examine the immediate and longer term protection effects of CSR disclosure via analyst 

forecasts and firm value, respectively. Analyst forecasts are ideal for testing immediate effects 
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because analysts incorporate followed firms’ CSR information in their forecasts,2 respond 

immediately to the release of restatement announcements by revising their forecasts,3 and, 

compared to insiders, short sellers, and institutional managers who take proactive actions prior 

to corrective restatements, they only react to a restatement after its announcement (Griffin 

2003). I expect a faster revision process after restatement announcements for firms with CSR 

disclosure, since the reduced information asymmetry from voluntary nonfinancial disclosure 

expedites forecast revisions. Prior CSR reporting is expected to mitigate the restatement-related 

negative consequences and in doing so, takes an insurance-like or value protection role. 

The longer-term effects of CSR disclosure are investigated because they may not be fully 

captured by analyst forecast revisions. According to Wang and Bansal (2012), the impact of 

CSR can take a prolonged time to manifest, due to its long-term strategic orientation. CSR 

activities can affect firm value through sales, costs, operational efficiency, financing, and 

litigation risk (Brown and Dacin 1997; Dhaliwal et al. 2012; Lev et al. 2010; Roberts and 

Dowling 2002; Starks 2009). Christensen (2016) find that when CSR-related misconduct 

occurs, firms reporting CSR practices experience a smaller negative price reaction. Since CSR 

disclosure can reduce adverse effects on a firm both financially and non-financially, I expect 

restating firms with CSR disclosure to experience less value destruction. 

My sample comprises US listed firms during the period 2000–2017. To analyze the 

proposed hypotheses, I identify a treatment group of restating firms that issued standalone CSR 

reports, then pair with one control group of non-restating CSR firms (Control Group 1) and the 

other control group of restating non-CSR firms (Control Group 2) in terms of the estimated 

 
2 A survey of 388 mainstream fund managers and financial analysts initiated by Deloitte, CSR Europe, 

and EuroNext (2003) shows 79% of respondents indicating that CSR activities’ positive impact on firm 

value in the long-term, and about half of them indicating that they take CSR information into account. 
3 Griffin (2003) reports that analyst revision occurs in the month of a restatement announcement and 

can last up to six months following the restatement. 
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propensity score. I self-construct a disclosure score to evaluate CSR disclosure quality based 

on the content of standalone CSR reports. The results show that restating firms improve CSR 

disclosure quality substantially following financial restatements. Greater improvements are 

found in restating firms with low-quality CSR disclosure. These improvements range from a 

change in disclosure tone (from optimistic to pessimistic), an increase in report length, to an 

improvement in report readability. Despite less frequent use of forward-looking and 

sustainability-related words in CSR reports, I report an overall improvement in post-

restatement CSR disclosure. Moreover, I find that after restatement announcements, analysts 

revise forecasts faster and publish positively biased forecasts for firms with CSR reporting 

history, despite their downward revaluations in CSR and non-CSR firms. Firms with high-

quality CSR disclosure have smaller forecast errors in the pre- and post-restatement periods, 

although the changes in CSR disclosure do not further improve forecast accuracy. Finally, there 

is a positive association between CSR disclosure quality and firm value; where a change in 

CSR disclosure quality is more effective in increasing firm value for those with low-quality 

CSR disclosure from the pre-restatement period to the post-restatement period. 

My findings contribute to the risk management literature. To my knowledge, this is the 

first study to examine how negative events lead to changes in the linguistic content of CSR 

disclosure. Complementing Dhaliwal et al. (2012) and Muslu et al.’s (2019) research on CSR 

reporting, I show that nonfinancial disclosure of CSR activities can positively influence the 

market’s perception of firm reputation during times of pressure, playing an insurance-like role 

in the face of reputation-damaging events. While Chakravarthy et al. (2014) explore the ex post 

financial and non-financial actions of restating firms targeting capital providers, customers, 

employees, and geographic communities, I focus on variation in CSR disclosure quality, and 

provide insights to management on how to change disclosure quality in times of ethical failure 
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and how the capital market differentiates disclosure quality among firms and allocates rewards 

accordingly (Gao et al. 2016). 

My study on CSR disclosure fits into the business ethics literature under Carroll’s (1983) 

CSR Pyramid where “corporate social responsibility involves the conduct of business so that 

it is economically profitable, law abiding, ethical and socially supportive” (p. 608). 

Nevertheless, Boda and Zsolnai (2016) note that CSR has not provided the expected 

improvements in ethical performance because firms in general have been unwilling to make 

ethical progress. Accordingly, the business case remains weak and stakeholders have not been 

able to compel firms to be socially responsible. However, when ethical failures occur, my 

findings demonstrate firms voluntarily enhancing their CSR activities, signifying that a catalyst 

is needed to kick-start firms to do the right thing. These types of responses have been examined 

in marketing (Bolton and Mattila 2015; Choi and La 2013) but less so in business, even though 

the two concepts of CSR and business ethics overlap and are used interchangeably. 

The remainder of this study is presented as follows. Section 2.2 reviews the literature and 

develops the hypotheses while Section 2.3 discusses the research method. Section 2.4 presents 

the descriptive statistics and results; robustness checks are given in Section 2.5 and Section 2.6 

concludes the study. 

2.2. Literature review and hypothesis development 

2.2.1 Financial restatements and adverse effects 

A financial restatement signals that previous financial statements were not credible. It is 

regarded as an ethical failure in fulfilling a firm’s fiduciary responsibility to investors and other 

stakeholders. Hribar and Jenkins (2004) and Park and Wu (2009) find that the cost of equity 

and debt financing increases after restatements, and restating firms make changes to top 

management. Arthaud-Day et al. (2006) find that CEOs and CFOs involved in financial 
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restatements are more than twice as likely to exit their firms. Palmrose et al. (2004) show that 

the market generally overreacts negatively to restatement announcements because of increased 

information uncertainty. In my sample, restating firms suffered negative abnormal returns of –

0.51% to –1.46% in the five days after a restatement announcement. Higher audit fees are 

imposed on firms that restate (Feldmann et al. 2009) and there is an increasing likelihood of 

auditor resignations because auditors interpret restatements as increased client risk (Huang and 

Scholz 2012). The occurrence of financial restatements harms a firm’s reputational capital and 

triggers negative responses from various stakeholders. These include difficulties negotiating 

deferred payments with suppliers (Chakravarthy et al. 2014), attracting talented employees 

(Jones 1995; Treviño et al. 2006), retaining existing customers, and gaining support from local 

communities (O’Connor 2002). Specifically, financial restatements destroy a trust relationship 

between a firm and its stakeholders, impair legitimacy, and in extreme cases, threaten a firm’s 

survival (McGuire et al. 1988). 

2.2.2 CSR disclosure quality and organizational legitimacy 

While prior researchers document an adverse impact of restatements on firm financial 

performance, they also suggest a link between financial performance and CSR disclosure 

(Dowell et al. 2000; Hart 1995; Porter and Van der Linde 1995). For example, Dowell et al. 

(2000) find multinational enterprises adopting stringent global environmental standards have 

higher market values compared to firms adopting less stringent host country environmental 

standards. Paul and Siegel (2006) posit that firms strive to reach higher levels of environmental 

performance in order to achieve superior economic performance (i.e., profit-maximizing CSR). 

Kim et al. (2012) contend that CSR firms behave in a responsible manner in their financial 

reporting, as a consequence, deliver more transparent and reliable financial information. 

Plumlee et al. (2015) provide evidence of a relationship between voluntary environmental 

disclosures, cost of capital, and expected future cash flows.  
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A relatively recent strand of CSR research explores firms’ use of CSR disclosure to justify 

or negate poor performance (Healy and Palepu 2001; Merkl-Davies and Brennan 2007). 

Legitimacy theory posits that firms in reputation crisis seek to reinforce their legitimacy by 

communicating to stakeholders that they are in tune with societal concerns (Bebbington et al. 

2008; Deegan 2002), and one way of signaling legitimacy is through CSR disclosure (Aerts 

and Cormier 2009; Cahan et al. 2016; Carroll and Einwiller 2014; Cho and Patten 2007; 

Mahoney et al. 2008; Zahller et al. 2015). Disclosed CSR reflects a firm’s understanding and 

acknowledgment of its responsibilities to society and the environment, and the voluntary 

disclosure narrative reflects commitment to accountability and transparency (Allee and 

DeAngelis 2015; O'Dwyer and Owen 2005; Sethi et al. 2017; Slack and Shrives 2010). 

CSR disclosure with greater accuracy and completeness is considered high-quality, and is 

expected to exert influence on stakeholder assessments of legitimacy via their perceptions of 

firm credibility (Fernandez-Feijoo et al. 2014; Melloni et al. 2017; Michelon et al. 2015; 

Rupley et al. 2012; Simnett et al. 2009). Accurate CSR disclosure requires firms to report items 

clearly, using specific language and quantitative measures to achieve a comparable and 

verifiable description of nonfinancial performance (Cho et al. 2010; Zahller et al. 2015). For 

instance, truthful representation of CSR information, especially of less than desirable CSR 

performance, could be an indication of high-quality CSR disclosure (Pflugrath et al. 2011). 

Linguistic tone is a salient factor in identifying the content of qualitative disclosures where the 

measure of linguistic tone improves explanatory power of market models by up to 62% 

(Boudoukh et al. 2013). Completeness of CSR disclosure denotes “the extent of CSR 

information disclosed” and suggests a wide coverage of CSR-related issues (Melloni et al. 

2017), including community engagement, workforce diversity, employee health and safety, 

waste management, product quality, and philanthropy. Greater completeness allows a better 

understanding of the broad scope of CSR engagement as well as the depth of firm exploration 
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in each CSR area, leaving fewer chances for ‘cherry-picking’ or other impression-management 

tactics and leading to enhanced social legitimacy. 

When faced with negative market reaction and social criticism, firms respond to perceived 

legitimacy threats by engaging in legitimacy-rebuilding activities such as CSR disclosure. 

Stakeholders depend on additional CSR information to assess perceived legitimacy and 

differentiate between restating firms based on disclosure quality, because infrequent events like 

financial restatements create uncertainties in the information environment. Aerts and Cormier 

(2009) report that firms employ annual report environmental disclosures and environmental 

press releases as legitimation tools. Notably, they further point out that firms are able to make 

strategic choice to alter their legitimacy status and to cultivate the resource through corporate 

actions, by adapting their activities and changing perceptions. Consistently, since a firm 

demonstrating greater transparency and accountability through high-quality CSR disclosure is 

perceived as more legitimate (Aerts and Cormier 2009; Lindblom 2010; Zahller et al. 2015), 

firms may alleviate skepticism and further enhance their legitimacy by improving disclosure 

quality after financial restatements. By this means, they signal their commitment to 

transparency and the incorporation of societal norms.  

Besides legitimacy theory, other theories such as impression management (Hooghiemstra 

2000), reputation risk management (Bebbington et al. 2008), agency theory (Fama 1980; 

Gardberg and Fombrun 2006), and signaling theory (Spence 1974) have been used to link CSR 

reporting with corporate reputation. In relation to strategic reputation building, reputation risk 

management and agency theories appear more pertinent. Bebbington et al. (2008) consider 

CSR reporting to be both an outcome of and part of the process of reputation risk management. 

From the agency theory perspective, CSR reporting facilitates information exchange, reduction 

in asymmetries, and greater corporate transparency, which can curb managerial opportunism. 

Rather than competing, these theories demonstrate how the use of CSR disclosure can build 
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corporate reputation in terms of legitimacy and corporate transparency. I use Hypothesis 2.1 to 

test the change in CSR disclosure quality when firms experience reputation-damaging events: 

H2.1: Among CSR reporters, firms experiencing financial restatements improve CSR 

disclosure quality compared to firms with no restatements. 

2.2.3 CSR disclosure - protection effects 

I examine an insurance-like or protection role of CSR reporting. CSR reporting practices 

consistently build ethical capital, whereby CSR firms in crisis suffer less from ethical 

skepticism and other crisis-related negative consequences than other firms (Bae et al. 2019; 

Christensen 2016; Ducassy 2013; Klein and Dawar 2004; Lins et al. 2017). Klein and Dawar 

(2004) investigate how CSR affects consumer behavior during a product-harm crisis.4 They 

describe the impact of CSR as ‘an insurance policy’, arguing that even if positive corporate 

social performance would not boost profit immediately, it might be instrumental in reducing 

legitimacy risk in a product-harm crisis. Moreover, Ducassy (2013) tests the relationship 

between social performance and financial performance for French listed firms during the global 

financial crisis of 2007–2009. Her findings suggest that firms with good social performance 

outperform other firms and suffer less from negative publicity. The buffer effect was most 

prominent before and during 2007, in the early stages of the financial crisis. After that period, 

the buffer effect of CSR diminished and the significant positive relationship between social 

performance and financial performance disappeared in 2008 and early 2009. Consistently, Lins 

et al. (2017) report that the stock returns for high-CSR firms are found to have four to seven 

percentage points higher than low-CSR firms during the 2008–2009 global financial crisis. 

Christensen (2016) examines the impact of firms’ CSR engagement in cases of high-profile 

misconduct and finds that firms with prior CSR reporting enjoy the benefit of ethical capital 

 
4 A product-harm crisis is a well-publicized instance of defective or dangerous products following the 

definition of Dawar and Pillutla (2000). 
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and suffer less from negative market reaction. Bae et al. (2019) document CSR can reduce 

losses in market share when firms are highly leveraged.  

Accounting researchers have long advocated the enhancement of information disclosure 

(Bernardi and Stark 2018; Dhaliwal et al. 2011; Hope 2003). Additional high-quality 

nonfinancial disclosure can improve the transparency of the overall information environment 

and influence the external information users, including financial analysts, who rely on the 

disclosed information to make their judgments on firm prospects. Recent research implies that 

analysts employ CSR-related information in their decision-making processes (Dhaliwal et al. 

2011), that is, analysts pay attention to CSR information content disclosed by firms, because 

superior CSR performance adds value whereas poor CSR performance can be an early warning 

sign of potential operational and compliance risks (Jemel-Fornetty et al. 2011). Further, 

Dhaliwal et al. (2011) examine the impact of first-time CSR disclosure on analyst forecasts in 

the US and find a decrease in forecast errors and dispersion among firms with superior CSR 

performance. Taken together, considering the insurance-like role in negative events and the 

role of CSR disclosure in reducing information asymmetry, I argue that firms with CSR 

disclosure experience a less negative impact on forecast accuracy than non-CSR firms when 

involved in financial restatements. Hypothesis 2.2 is stated below: 

H2.2: Restating firms with CSR disclosure have more accurate analyst forecasts compared with 

restating firms with no CSR disclosure. 

My third expectation is that CSR disclosure helps protect longer term firm value when 

financial restatements are issued. Fieseler (2011) argues that instead of immediate impact on 

financial performance, good CSR practices add value over the longer term. According to 

Epstein and Roy (2001), “Achieving a successful corporate strategy for social responsibility 

must be viewed over a long-time horizon so that both the leading and lagging indicators of 
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performance can be examined” (p. 602). Therefore, I examine the longer term impact of CSR, 

namely, on firm value as a complement to analyst forecasts, because they are more likely to 

reflect immediate response to firm changes. 

CSR disclosure contributes to firm value directly and indirectly. The superior quality of a 

firm’s social and environmental initiatives directly increases firm value by positively 

influencing stock returns, market capitalization, and market to book value (Dowell et al. 2000; 

Flammer 2013; Freedman and Stagliano 1991; Klassen and McLaughlin 1996). The indirect 

CSR-related benefits, such as increased employee productivity and accumulated ethical capital, 

will be carried over into future periods, which ultimately leads to higher firm value in the long 

run (Eccles et al. 2012; Malik 2015). 

CSR disclosure can protect or maintain firm value by reducing information asymmetry 

and mitigating risks. It provides value-relevant information, either positive or negative, to the 

market about a firm’s performance, which is subsequently reflected in sales growth, lower bid-

ask spread, and lower cost of capital (Cho et al. 2013; El Ghoul et al. 2011; Lev et al. 2010; 

Moser and Martin 2012). Moreover, CSR disclosure can maintain or boost firm value by 

alleviating regulatory risk, supply chain risk, litigation risk, and product and technology risk 

(Dowell et al. 2000; Starks 2009). In line with this, Dhaliwal et al. (2011) point out that CSR 

practices affect firm value in ways other than those related to financial disclosure, for example, 

by reducing compliance costs. In sum, while financial restatements can be value-destroying 

(Karpoff et al. 2008), depending on the value protection and enhancing capabilities of CSR, I 

expect CSR reporting firms to suffer less net restatement-related value destruction, compared 

to non-CSR firms in Hypothesis 2.3. 

H2.3: Restating firms with CSR disclosure experience smaller losses in value compared with 

restating firms with no CSR disclosure. 
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2.3. Research method  

2.3.1 Sample selection 

The sample period is between 2000 and 2017, and the data on restating firms is sourced from 

the Audit Analytics database. Firms report on their CSR practices in various ways, and I use 

issued standalone CSR reports to measure CSR disclosure. I identify restating firms with CSR 

reports in the pre- and post-restatement periods and collected these reports. 5  Following 

Dhaliwal et al. (2011) and Muslu et al. (2019), the standalone reports are from the Global 

Reporting Initiative database, CorporateRegister.com, Corporate Social Responsibility 

Newswire, SocialFunds.com,6 and company websites. 

I use standalone CSR reports7 because they have advantages over other forms of firm-

initiated nonfinancial CSR disclosure. They are a salient representation of CSR practices, 

showing additional costs and resources relating to their issuance and verification, and signaling 

strong commitment to the environment and community. There is no page limit for standalone 

CSR reports, allowing firms to disclose CSR activities in a more systematic and comprehensive 

manner.8 

 
5 Most firms in the sample publish periodical CSR reports (usually annually), and the frequency of 

CSR reporting remains largely unchanged during the financial restatement period. However, three firms 

(Nordstrom Inc, ManpowerGroup and CF Industries Holding Inc) started to issue CSR reports after the 

financial restatement. Exclusion of these restating CSR firms does not change my results. 
6 SocialFunds.com has been inaccessible since 2019. 
7 There is an evolving trend towards integrated reporting. However, mainstream CSR reporters still 

provide standalone CSR reports. A 2018 report released by the Sustainable Investments Institute (Si2) 

and IIRC Institute finds that a total of 395 firms among the S&P 500 (78%) issue CSR reports for the 

most recent reporting period, while a minority of the S&P 500 references a recognized integrated 

reporting framework (35 firms citing SASB and 4 firms citing IIRC). Nevertheless, I checked sample 

firms that publish standalone CSR reports and find that none of them adopt integrated reporting during 

the event window. Some CSR reporters adopted integrated reporting many years after the restatement, 

for example, TransAlta Corporation had a restatement in 2005 and began to issue integrated reports 

from 2015, which goes beyond the investigation period.  
8 In untabulated analysis, I compare CSR-related content in standalone CSR reports to corresponding 

content in annual reports (or 10-Ks) for restating firms and find that firms disclose this information 

mostly in the Chairman’s Letter, Business Overview, and Management’s Discussion & Analysis. 

Standalone CSR reports are longer in length (55.6 versus 2.5 pages) and cover more general issues (9.5 
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Year 

Financial restatement announcement 

pre-restatement 

Figure 2.1 The timeline of CSR disclosure surrounding a financial restatement  

 

 

Figure 2.1 demonstrates the timeline of CSR disclosure surrounding a financial 

restatement. I collect restating firms’ CSR reports three years before a financial restatement 

(year t–3 to t–1), during the restatement year (year t), and four years after the restatement (year 

t+1 to t+4).9 Table 2.1 details the sample selection process. Initially I identify 361 restating 

firms with a history of CSR report issuance, from which I exclude 217 firms that did not issue 

CSR reports during the restatement period. For the remaining 144 restating firms, I eliminate 

11 firms because of missing financial data. I further eliminate three firms that had more than 

three consecutive restatements with less than one year between each, leading to a sample of 

130 restating CSR firms. 

Table 2.1 Sample and data 

Audit Analytics restating firms with CSR reports                                       361  

 Less: firms without CSR reports during a restatement                                  (217)   

 Less: firms without CompuStat data                                                (11) 

 Less: firms with more than three restatements                                         (3)   

Restating firms with CSR reports before PSM matching                                 130 

Less: firms without matched CSR-reporting control firms                               (78)   

Final sample of restating CSR firms                                                  52  

 
versus 2.1 issues) compared to annual reports or 10-Ks. Standalone reports also divulge more details 

about CSR activities (27.3 specific issues on average). One example is Avery Dennison which used 10 

pages to disclose its environmental efforts in 2010 CSR report, showing how it reduced environmental 

footprint, managed energy consumption and greenhouse emissions, reduced waste, reduced water 

consumption, obtained environmental certifications, achieved sustainability in its supply chain and 

sources responsibly. In its 2010 annual report, there was only half a page of a section titled 

“Environmental Matters” showing the environmental liability figures. 
9 Some firms publish CSR reports biennially or every three years. If that is the case, I retain the CSR 

reports published five years before and after a financial restatement (year t-5 to t+5). 

t-3 t-2 t-1 t t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4

post-restatement pre-restatement 
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Matched non-restating firms with CSR reports (Control Group 1)                          83 

Matched restating firms with no CSR report (Control Group 2)                            70   

This table summarizes the sample selection process. The sample period is from 2000 to 2017.  

 

2.3.2 Identifying matched control firms (Control Groups 1 and 2) 

To mitigate the concern that the treatment sample is not randomly selected, I conduct PSM to 

identify control firms for these 130 restating CSR firms. I propose to use a difference-in-

difference (DID) research design concerning H2.1, in order to compare changes in CSR 

disclosure for restating CSR firms with change in CSR disclosure for non-restating CSR firms 

from pre- to post-restatement periods. Following Chakravarthy et al. (2014), I match restating 

CSR firms to non-restating CSR firms by year, industry, stock exchange, and firm size. I model 

a firm’s probability of making a financial restatement and matched control firms for each 

restating firm based on the nearest propensity score. Consequently, as shown in Table 2.1, 78 

treatments with no matched CSR control firms are eliminated. I check the CSR report issuance 

of each score-matched control firm during the corresponding restatement period and only retain 

those with reports surrounding this event. The final sample consists of 52 restating CSR firms 

with 280 CSR reports (Treatment Group). These treatment firms are matched to 83 non-

restating control firms (Control Group 1) with 463 CSR reports. The PSM model and results 

are presented in Appendix 2.2. 

To compare the effects of a financial restatement on analyst forecast and firm value for 

restating CSR and non-CSR firms, I create another control group (Control Group 2) for the 

same 52 restating firms. I require the matched firms in this control group to have same firm-

specific characteristics, make a financial restatement in the same year, but not issue any CSR 

report in the year t–3 to year t+4 window around the restatement announcement (see Figure 

2.1). I identify control firms from the Audit Analytics restatement database, matching restating 
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CSR firms to restating non-CSR control firms by year, industry, stock exchange, and firm size10 

based on the nearest propensity score. The PSM implementation results in 70 matched restating 

non-CSR firms (Control Group 2) for 52 restating CSR firms (see Appendix 2.3 for details), 

that is, 564 observations in Control Group 2 for 280 observations in Treatment Group.11 Most 

of my firms (86.4% of firms in Treatment Group and 88.5%12 of firms in Control Group 2) 

restated due to accounting rule application failures, these restatements are unintentional or less 

‘serious’ misreporting thus I do not conduct a further match on the restatement reasons.  

2.3.3 Constructing CSR disclosure score 

I utilize Java to construct a composite CSR disclosure score (DSCORE) to measure voluntary 

disclosure narratives. Inspired by Muslu et al. (2019), my DSCORE comprises seven 

components: optimism and pessimism tones (RATIO_OPT and RATIO_PES), readability 

(SMOG), report length (RESWORDS), numerical content (RATIO_NUM), horizon content 

(RATIO_HOR), and sustainability-related content (RATIO_SUS). I add sustainability-related 

content to my DSCORE because sustainability-related keywords reveal the current focus of 

environmental and sustainability development and concerns, and the keyword frequency 

reflects the width and depth of a firm’s exploration of related CSR topics. Based on prior 

research of CSR disclosure quality (Huang et al. 2013; Muslu et al. 2014), I expect a CSR 

report with a high-DSCORE to be less optimistic and more pessimistic separately in tone, to 

 
10 Adams and Hardwick (1998) and Baumann-Pauly et al. (2013) suggest that large firms are implicitly 

considered capable of assuming responsibility by implementing CSR practices, which affects the 

probability of firm CSR participation. 
11 I checked to ensure that there is no confounding event such as change in dividend rate, M&A 

announcement and executive turnover in the month of the restatement announcement for both treatment 

and control firms, which might interfere with firms’ disclosure behavior.  
12 Among treatment firms, there are 51 restatements due to accounting rule application failure, one 

restatement due to financial fraud and irregularities, four restatements due to clerical errors, and three 

restatements due to other significant issues. This represents 86.4% of Treatment Group (51 out of 59 

restatements). Among control firms, there are 69 restatements due to accounting rule application failure, 

one restatement due to clerical errors, and eight restatements due to other significant issues noted. 

Similarly, this represents 88.5% of Control group 2 (69 out of 78 restatements).  
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be more readable and longer in length, and to have more numerical, forward-looking, and 

sustainability-related content. The definitions of DSCORE and the seven components of 

DSCORE are described in Appendix 2.1. 

2.3.4 Model development and variable definition 

Following Dhaliwal et al. (2012) and Muslu et al. (2019), I use the following model to test 

H2.2: 

𝐹𝐸 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸 + 𝛼2𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 + 𝛼3𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 + 𝛼4𝐾𝐿𝐷𝑆𝑇𝑅 + 𝛼5𝐾𝐿𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑁 +

𝛼6𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐴𝑈𝐷 + 𝛼7𝐴𝐷𝐴 + 𝛼8𝐿𝑁𝐴𝐹 + 𝛼9𝐹𝐻𝑂𝑅𝐼𝑍𝑂𝑁 + 𝛼10𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 + 𝛼11𝐿𝐸𝑉 + 𝛼12𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆 +

𝛼13𝑅𝑂𝐴𝑉𝑂𝐿 + 𝛼14𝐼𝑀𝑅 + 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 + 𝜀         (2.1) 

Model (2.1) investigates the impact of CSR disclosure on forecast accuracy during a 

financial restatement. Forecast accuracy is an inverse measure of forecast error and I measure 

forecast error over three horizons, denoted by FE0, FE1, and FE2, namely, forecast error in 

year t (the restatement year) for earnings in year t (the restatement year), year t+1 (earnings 

one year ahead), and year t+2 (earnings two years ahead). I distinguish analyst forecasts made 

for different years because forecast accuracy decreases over forecast horizon time (De Bondt 

and Thaler 1990; Dhaliwal et al. 2012), but limit the longest forecast horizon to two years 

because the majority of analysts do not make earnings forecasts beyond two years (Dhaliwal 

et al. 2012). Forecast error is calculated as the average absolute difference between I/B/E/S 

analysts’ consensus of forecasted earnings per share (EPS) and actual EPS, multiplied by 100 

then divided by stock price at the beginning of the year. The variable of interest is DSCORE, 

where H2.2 predicts a negative association between DSCORE and FE. POST is an indicator 

variable coded 1 in a post-restatement period and 0 otherwise. To test the inter-temporal change 

in the relationship between DSCORE and FE, I add an interaction term, DSCORE × POST. A 

significant negative coefficient of DSCORE × POST indicates a stronger association between 
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CSR disclosure and forecast accuracy in the post-restatement period. 

I include several variables to control the relationship between analyst forecast accuracy 

and DSCORE. I control for CSR performance and CSR report quality to isolate the effects of 

CSR disclosure. CSR performance is proxied by KLD strengths and concerns.13 The third-

party CSR performance ratings, such as KLD indices, affect the decision-making of investors, 

managers, and other parties. For instance, Lee (2017) reports a positive association between 

CSR proxied by KLD and management forecast accuracy. KLDSTR (KLDCON) is defined as 

the sum of CSR strengths (concerns) from six categories (excluding corporate governance), 

namely community, employee relations, environment, human rights, product and diversity. 

CSR report quality is proxied by a dichotomous variable CSRAUD, showing whether a CSR 

report is assured by an external auditor. Casey and Grenier (2014) argue that external assured 

CSR reports reduce information asymmetry between firms and investors, therefore I expect 

that external assurance of CSR reports improves the reliability of CSR information and 

increases forecast accuracy. Moreover, I control for financial disclosure quality, because CSR 

disclosure could be correlated with financial transparency of firms (Dhaliwal et al. 2011). 

Financial disclosure quality is measured by absolute value of discretionary accruals (ADA) 

calculated from modified Jones model (Dechow et al. 1995). A high level of ADA indicates 

greater financial opacity. I expect a positive coefficient on ADA, as financially opaque firms 

are more likely to be associated with forecast errors.  

Two additional variables are included to control for factors affecting analyst forecast 

accuracy: analyst following (LNAF) and forecast horizon (FHORIZON). LNAF is defined as 

 
13 The Pearson correlation coefficient between DSCORE and KLD strengths (KLDSTR) is 0.37 at the 

1% significance level while the coefficient of DSCORE and KLD concerns (KLDCON) is –0.07 and 

insignificant. This is consistent with a firm’s CSR disclosure being positively related with its CSR 

performance (Clarkson et al. 2008; Lyon and Maxwell 2011), yet there is a potential disconnect between 

voluntary CSR disclosure and third-party CSR performance ratings (Cho et al. 2013; Shane and Spicer 

1983). 
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the natural logarithm of total number of analysts following a firm in a fiscal year, and I expect 

that a larger analyst following improves the forecast precision (Behn et al. 2008; Lys and Soo 

1995). Based on O'Brien (1990), forecast errors increase with the length of the forecast horizon, 

because more recent forecasts may incorporate more information than less recent forecasts. 

Hence, I control for forecast horizon (FHORIZON), which is the median number of days 

between earnings announcement date and analyst forecast date. Finally, I include firm-specific 

controls capturing different dimensions of information availability and uncertainty, these 

controls are firm size (SIZE), financial leverage (LEV), earnings volatility (ROAVOL), and 

firm losses (LOSS). I also include an inverse Mills ratio (IMR) calculated from Heckman’s 

(1979) two-stage estimation to control for self-selection bias and endogeneity (see Section 

2.5.1 for details). In all specifications of the model, I include the industry and year fixed effects 

and calculate the robust standard error clustered by firm. 

Hypothesis 2.3 tests the effect of CSR disclosure on firm value. I examine H2.3 with the 

following model: 

𝑇𝑂𝐵𝐼𝑁𝑄 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸 + 𝛽2𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 + 𝛽4𝐾𝐿𝐷𝑆𝑇𝑅 +

𝛽5𝐾𝐿𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽6𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐴𝑈𝐷 + 𝛽7𝐴𝐷𝐴 + 𝛽8𝑅𝐷 + 𝛽9𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑋 + 𝛽10𝐿𝑁𝑆𝐴 + 𝛽11𝐿𝐸𝑉 +

𝛽12𝑅𝑂𝐴 + 𝛽13𝐼𝑀𝑅 + 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 + 𝜀    (2.2) 

I employ Tobin’s Q to measure the market’s assessment of a restating firm’s long-term 

expected value following Cahan et al. (2016), Lenz et al. (2017), and Mishra (2017), calculated 

as the market value of common equity plus preferred stock plus total debt scaled by book value 

of total assets. I expect CSR reporting firms, particularly those with high-quality reports, to 

have relatively lower levels of information asymmetry therefore higher firm value compared 

with non-CSR firms. A positive coefficient on DSCORE supports H2.3. I include an indicator 

variable POST, an interaction term DSCORE × POST for a comparison of before and after the 
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restatement, and control for CSR performance (KLDSTR and KLDCON), report assurance 

(CSRAUD), financial disclosure (ADA), and self-selection (IMR). These variables are as 

defined earlier. 

Following prior studies, I control for other potential factors affecting firm value (Daines 

2001; Faleye 2007; Konijn et al. 2011; Myers 1977; Smith Jr and Watts 1992). I include 

research and development ratio (RD) and capital expenditure ratio (CAPX) to proxy for firm 

growth potential. RD is measured as research and development expenditure divided by total 

sales, and CAPX is capital expenditure divided by total assets. The natural logarithm of total 

sales controls for firm size (LNSA), ROA for profitability, computed as income before 

extraordinary items divided by total assets, and LEV for leverage, measured as long-term debt 

divided by total assets. 

2.4. Results and discussion 

2.4.1 Descriptive statistics 

Table 2.2 shows the sample breakdown by year and industry for the treatment group and the 

two control groups. Panel A indicates an increasing trend of firms issuing CSR reports over the 

sample period, especially after 2009 when the number of firms issuing reports almost doubled. 

Panel B shows that the petroleum, utilities, and electronics industries are the most 

environmentally sensitive industries, with firms more likely to engage in and disclose their 

CSR activities. 

Table 2.2 Sample composition 

Panel A. Sample breakdown by year 

Year Treatment Group Control Group 1 Control Group 2 

2000 1  3 

2001 2 1 4 

2002 2 3 5 

2003 5 5 8 

2004 6 5 9 
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2005 7 7 12 

2006 8 11 17 

2007 7 13 20 

2008 9 17 27 

2009 19 25 41 

2010 19 38 45 

2011 28 45 54 

2012 34 55 60 

2013 39 61 59 

2014 34 64 57 

2015 31 60 52 

2016 20 34 50 

2017 9 19 41 

Total 280 463 564 

 

Panel B. Sample breakdown by industry 

Industry                                   Treatment Group Control Group 1 Control Group 2 

Food Products 18 27 16 

Candy & Soda 
 

11 6 

Beer & Liquor   5 

Consumer Goods 11 14 15 

Healthcare 3 9 9 

Medical Equipment 7 24 26 

Pharmaceutical Products 18 13 40 

Chemicals 17 45 49 

Rubber and Plastic Products 4  
 

Construction Materials 7 5 24 

Steel Works  6 9 7 

Machinery 4  9 

Electrical Equipment 12  
 

Automobiles and Trucks 10 16 22 

Aircraft 
 

 9 

Precious Metals 5  
 

Mining 
 

6 9 

Petroleum and Natural Gas 23 40 50 

Utilities 33 97 62 

Communication 6 13 18 

Business Services 14 26 25 

Computers 5 3 9 

Electronic Equipment 20 46 69 

Measuring and Control Equipment 18 4 15 

Business Supplies 9 20 8 

Shipping Containers 2  
 

Transportation 12 10 18 

Retail  4 3 9 

Restaurants, Hotels, Motels 4 10 9 

Real Estate 3 9 9 

Other 5 3 17 

Total 280 463 564 

Panel A of this table shows the sample breakdown across years, and Panel B reports the sample 

breakdown across 48 Fama and French (1997) industry groups based on four-digit SIC codes. Treatment 

Group consists of restating firms with CSR reports, firms in Control Group 1 are non-restating firms 
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with CSR reports, and firms in Control Group 2 are restating firms with no CSR report. 

 

Table 2.3 provides the descriptive statistics for the seven components of DSCORE. The 

mean (median) value of RATIO_OPT is 14.2 (14.1), whereas the mean (median) value of 

RATIO_PES is 8.1 (7.9). This implies that firms tend to be more optimistic and less pessimistic 

when conveying CSR information, and subsequently portray a positive picture of their CSR 

performance (Lee 2017). The average SMOG is 11.6, suggesting that about 12 years of formal 

education is required to understand a CSR report. The average RESWORDS is 0, consistent 

with Muslu et al. (2019). For the disclosure of numerical content, firms frequently use Arabic 

numerals and numerical words to report CSR practices—the mean (median) of RATIO_NUM 

is 21.7 (18.9) and the maximum value is 100. The standard deviation is 11.7, indicating that 

the forms of CSR communication (including text, numbers, images, tables, and graphs) vary 

significantly among firms. The average RATIO_HOR is 1.8, meaning that firms do not tend to 

disclose their strategic plans or goals in the CSR reports. A mean (median) of 32.4 (31.0) for 

RATIO_SUS indicates a relatively high frequency of sustainability-related word usage in CSR 

reports; however, a standard deviation of 7.4 indicates variability among CSR reporting firms. 

Table 2.3 Descriptive statistics of DSCORE components 

Variables mean sd min p25 p50 p75 max 
RATIO_OPT 14.2 3.6 3.7 12.0 14.1 15.9 26.9 

RATIO_PES 8.1 3.1 0.0 6.2 7.9 9.6 18.7 

SMOG 11.6 1.4 8.6 10.7 11.5 12.5 21.3 

RESWORDS 0.0 0.6 –2.1 –0.2 0.0 0.3 3.1 

RATIO_NUM 21.7 11.7 3.6 14.3 18.9 25.2 100.0 

RATIO_HOR 1.8 2.5 0.0 0.9 1.4 2.0 36.5 

RATIO_SUS 32.4 7.4 6.5 27.5 31.0 36.8 73.0 

This table provides descriptive statistics for seven DSCORE components. Except SMOG and 

RESWORDS, the other five DSCORE components are scaled up by 1000. See Appendix 2.1 for 

variable definitions.  

 

Pearson correlations of DSCORE components are reported in Table 2.4. There is a 

negative correlation (–0.17) between RATIO_OPT and RATIO_PES at the 1% significance 

level. SMOG is positively correlated with RATIO_OPT and negatively correlated with 
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RATIO_PES, implying a link between disclosure tone and readability. The correlation between 

RESWORDS and SMOG is 0, consistent with CSR report length being measured net of report 

readability. Both RATIO_NUM and RATIO_HOR are positively correlated with SMOG and 

RESWORDS. This suggests that the inclusion of numerical and horizon contents in a CSR 

report facilitates readability, although it increases the length of the report. RATIO_SUS is 

positively correlated with the other four components of DSCORE, namely RATIO_OPT, 

SMOG, RATIO_NUM, and RATIO_HOR. 

Table 2.4 Pearson correlations of DSCORE components 

 RATIO_

OPT 

RATIO_

PES 
SMOG 

RESWO

RDS 

RATIO_

NUM 

RATIO_

HOR 

RATIO_

SUS 

RATIO_OPT 1.00       

RATIO_PES –0.17*** 1.00      

SMOG 0.28*** –0.26*** 1.00     

RESWORDS –0.07 0.28*** 0.00 1.00    

RATIO_NUM 0.02 0.33*** 0.13** 0.15** 1.00   

RATIO_HOR 0.05 –0.02 0.34*** 0.24*** 0.36*** 1.00  

RATIO_SUS 0.20*** –0.07 0.29*** –0.05 0.18*** 0.37*** 1.00 

This table reports Pearson correlations of seven DSCORE components. See Appendix 2.1 for variable 

definitions. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, or 10% levels, respectively. 

 

Table 2.5 presents the means for the main variables in the full sample and compares means 

for restating firms with CSR reports (Treatment Group) and restating firms with no CSR report 

(Control Group 2). The average forecast error for the sample increases from 1.08 to 4.04 for 

longer forecast horizons, consistent with O'Brien (1990). Mean FE0, FE1, and FE2 for restating 

CSR firms are 0.71, 2.26, and 3.22, respectively; these means are smaller than for non-CSR 

firms (1.28, 3.21, and 4.52). The mean TOBINQ for the full sample, CSR group, and non-CSR 

group are 1.71, 1.59, and 1.77, respectively. For control variables, the CSR group outperforms 

the non-CSR group in CSR performance with a higher KLDSTR of 4.91 and a lower KLDCON 

of 1.80. Compared with non-CSR firms, restating CSR firms have slightly better financial 
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disclosure quality (0.44 compared to 0.45 of non-CSR firms), attract more financial analysts, 

have longer forecast horizon, are larger in size, experience less losses and less volatile earnings, 

and are more profitable on average. 

Table 2.5 Mean comparison of main variables 

[Mean] Full Sample Treatment Group Control Group 2 t-statistics (Diff.) 

Dependent Variables     
FE0 1.08 0.71 1.28 –3.49 

FE1 2.87 2.26 3.21 –2.52 

FE2 4.04 3.22 4.52 –2.30 

TOBINQ 1.71 1.59 1.77 –1.76 

     
Independent Variables     
CSR 0.33 1.00 0  
DSCORE 1.27 3.85 0 70.44 

     
Control Variables     
KLDSTR 3.11 4.91 2.38 5.77 

KLDCON 2.08 1.80 2.19 –2.01 

CSRAUD 0.07 0.22 0.00 8.82 

ADA 0.45 0.44 0.45 –0.12 

LNAF 4.73 4.92 4.63 4.30 

FHORIZON 177.38 179.71 176.2 1.76 

RD 0.08 0.07 0.09 –1.94 

CAPX 0.06 0.06 0.06 –1.17 

SIZE 8.54 9.26 8.17 10.77 

LNSA 8.11 8.86 7.74 10.95 

LEV 0.24 0.26 0.23 2.00 

LOSS 0.20 0.12 0.24 –4.68 

ROAVOL 0.06 0.05 0.07 –4.61 

ROA 0.04 0.05 0.03 2.88 

MTB 4.00 4.23 3.89 0.72 

This table presents the means of main variables used in regression analyses for the full sample, and 

compares the means for restating CSR (Treatment Group) and non-CSR (Control Group 2) firms. The 

t-statistic is the difference between the means of Treatment Group and Control Group 2. See Appendix 

2.1 for variable definitions.  

 

2.4.2 Analysis of Hypothesis 2.1 

H2.1 predicts that CSR reporters improve disclosure quality after financial restatements 

compared with non-restating CSR reporters. I conduct a DID analysis of the DSCORE between 
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two groups, restating firms with CSR reports (Treatment Group) and non-restating firms with 

CSR reports (Control Group 1), in the pre- and post-restatement periods. 

Panel A in Table 2.6 presents the DID results for DSCORE and the low- and high-

DSCORE groups. DSCORE DID decomposition shows that there is no significant difference 

in DSCORE between the treatment and control groups in the pre-restatement period. However, 

in the post-restatement period, the difference is statistically significant for the full sample and 

high-DSCORE group (DSCORE post-diff = 0.43; high-DSCORE post-diff = 0.14). Moreover, 

in regards to the between-group difference, the low-DSCORE treatment firms underperform 

prior to a restatement in comparison with the matched controls in CSR reporting (low-

DSCORE pre-diff = –0.12), yet the negative difference diminishes in the post-restatement 

period (low-DSCORE post-diff = 0.10). For high-DSCORE firms, the between-group 

difference is greater after a restatement than before (high-DSCORE pre-diff = 0.03; high-

DSCORE post-diff = 0.14). 

From the regression results, the DID DSCORE coefficient is significantly positive for the 

full sample and the low-DSCORE group (DSCORE DID = 0.36; low-DSCORE DID = 0.22). 

When conducting DID analysis, I control for factors that may exert influence on CSR 

disclosure quality, such as firm characteristics and CSR report audit. Coefficients on SIZE and 

CSRAUD are significant and positive, showing better CSR disclosure in larger firms and those 

with CSR assurance. Overall, the results support H2.1, suggesting that restating CSR reporters 

improve their CSR reporting after a financial restatement more than do CSR firms without 

restatements. This improvement in disclosure is more evident in firms with prior low quality 

CSR disclosure. 
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Table 2.6 Difference-in-difference analysis of DSCORE 

Panel A. DID analysis of DSCORE 

 VARIABLES DSCORE  Low-DSCORE High-DSCORE 

DSCORE DID decomposition    

Before    

Pre- mean of treated (T) 2.26 2.58 3.69 

Pre- mean of control (C) 2.19 2.71 3.66 

Pre-diff (T–C) 0.07 –0.12 0.03 

After    

Post- mean of treated (T) 2.40 2.66 3.66 

Post- mean of control (C) 1.97 2.56 3.52 

Post-diff (T–C) 0.43*** 0.10 0.14*  

Diff-in-diff (Post–Pre) 0.36** 0.22* 0.11 

    

DSCORE DID with covariates   

Diff-in-diff (Post–Pre) 0.36** 0.22* 0.11 

 (2.53) (1.79) (0.92) 

SIZE 0.16*** 0.04 0.08*** 

 (4.87) (1.35) (2.95) 

LEV 0.15 0.30 0.36 

 (0.59) (1.45) (1.55) 

CSRAUD 0.67*** 0.37*** 0.23*** 

 (7.78) (4.31) (3.49) 

N 593 300 293 

Adj R2 0.18 0.09 0.10 

 

Panel B. DID analysis of DSCORE components 

Variables 

RATIO_

PES 

RATIO_

OPT 

RESWO

RDS SMOG 

RATIO_

NUM 

RATIO_

HOR 

RATIO_

SUS 

DSCORE component DID decomposition     

Before        

Pre-mean of treated (T) 8.02 17.90 –0.27 13.36 12.55 0.25 36.17 

Pre-mean of control (C) 8.76 17.25 –0.21 12.95 13.88 –0.24 34.13 

Pre-diff (T–C) –0.74*  0.65 –0.07 0.41** –1.33 0.49** 2.04** 

After        

Post-mean of treated(T) 9.00 16.86 –0.14 13.16 13.20 –0.36 33.12 

Post-mean of control(C) 8.22 18.04 –0.25 13.40 13.80 –0.27 33.53 

Post-diff (T–C) 0.77**  –1.18*** 0.11*  –0.24 –0.60 –0.09 –0.41 

Diff-in-diff (Post–Pre) 1.51*** –1.83*** 0.17** –0.66*** 0.73 –0.58* –2.45** 

        

DSCORE component DID with covariates     

Diff-in-diff (Post–Pre) 1.51*** –1.83*** 0.17** –0.66*** 0.73 –0.58* –2.45** 

 (2.93) (–3.14) (1.97) (–2.76) (0.34) (–1.83) (–2.09) 

SIZE –0.03 –0.34** 0.02 –0.17*** 0.76 0.14* –0.35 

 (–0.25) (–2.58) (0.80) (–3.18) (1.57) (1.94) (–1.29) 

LEV –1.54 0.72 –0.13 0.31 3.09 2.50*** 5.11** 

 (–1.64) (0.68) (–0.81) (0.71) (0.80) (4.31) (2.39) 

CSRAUD 1.15*** –1.66*** 0.35*** –0.97*** 2.68** –0.11 –2.68*** 

 (3.65) (–4.65) (6.43) (–6.68) (2.06) (–0.55) (–3.74) 

N 593 593 593 593 593 593 593 

Adj R2 0.04 0.08 0.09 0.14 0.02 0.04 0.08 

Panel A of this table shows the DID analysis of DSCORE, high- and low-DSCORE, and Panel B shows 
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the DID analysis of seven DSCORE components. The t values are reported in parentheses. See 

Appendix 2.1 for variable definitions. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, or 10% 

levels, respectively. 

 

Panel B in Table 2.6 analyzes the change in components of CSR reporting. Pre-restatement 

differences are significant for SMOG, RATIO_HOR, and RATIO_SUS at the p < 0.05 level. 

However, these differences become insignificant in a post-restatement period. In contrast, post-

restatement RATIO_OPT is significant and negative, while RATIO_PES and RESWORDS 

differences become significantly positive in the post-restatement period. 

The DID regression shows that restating CSR firms tend to report with more conservative 

narratives, use more pessimistic words and fewer optimistic words (RATIO_PES DID = 1.51; 

RATIO_OPT DID = –1.83) than control firms. I interpret a post-restatement change of more 

pessimistic words and fewer optimistic words in CSR reporting as an improvement in CSR 

disclosure quality. In addition, longer CSR reports (RESWORDS DID = 0.17) contain more 

information (Li 2008), and a lower level of reading difficulty (SMOG DID = –0.66) indicates 

the presence of less obfuscation (Nazari et al. 2017), in turn implying superior CSR disclosure. 

I find that restating CSR firms disclose less forward-looking information (RATIO_HOR 

DID = –0.58), and use less sustainability-related words (RATIO_SUS DID = –2.45) compared 

to non-restating non-CSR firms from the pre- to post-restatement periods. According to Li 

(2010), firms in an uncertain environment tend to disclose less information regarding future 

targets or trends. Consistently, I construe the restating firms’ decreased use of forward-looking 

and sustainability-related content in the post-restatement period as strategic. That is, alleviating 

reputational damage caused by restatements and restoring public confidence in reporting 

quality take priority over predicting uncertain future performance. 

2.4.3 Analysis of Hypothesis 2.2 

Hypothesis 2.2 predicts that restating firms with CSR disclosure are associated with more 
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accurate analyst forecasts. Before testing this hypothesis, in Table 2.7 I conduct univariate and 

multivariate analysis to compare analysts’ response to a financial restatement for restating 

firms with CSR reports (Treatment Group) and those with no CSR reports (Control Group 2). 

Table 2.7 Panel A shows univariate analysis from three aspects: the post-restatement analyst 

response speed (in days), the direction of post-restatement analyst forecast revisions 14 

(upwards or downwards), and the extent of pre- versus post-restatement analyst forecast bias 

(analyst optimism/pessimism). Forecast revision is calculated as the difference between the 

first post-restatement EPS forecast and the last pre-restatement EPS forecast for the same 

analyst following a firm, and analyst optimism (pessimism) is the difference between the 

forecast EPS and actual EPS divided by prior year stock price and multiplied by 100. A positive 

(negative) sign of forecast revision indicates an upward (downward) revision. Similarly, for 

forecast bias, a positive (negative) coefficient indicates optimism (pessimism). 

Table 2.7 Analysts’ response to a financial restatement 

Panel A. Univariate analysis  
 

Treatment Group Control Group 2 Diff. t-statistics 

Post-restatement analyst 

response speed (average 

days) 

52.46 75.72 –23.26*** –6.93 

     

Post-restatement analyst 

forecast revisions  

–0.09 –0.03 –0.07*** –3.22 

     

Pre-restatement analyst 

forecast bias 

0.54 –0.31 0.85*** 7.52 

Post-restatement analyst 

forecast bias  

0.35 –0.36 0.71*** 7.84 

 

Panel B. Regression results of post-restatement analyst response speed and DSCORE 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Dep. Var.= POSTDAY POSTDAY POSTDAY POSTDAY POSTDAY POSTDAY POSTDAY POSTDAY 

DSCORE –22.97***        

 
14 To ensure that forecast is only affected by the restatement announcement, I keep the last forecast 

EPS prior to a restatement and the first forecast EPS after the restatement for all following analysts of 

a firm in a given year. The analyst forecast EPS refers to current-year forecast EPS, that is, forecast 

made in year t for earnings in year t (the restatement year).  
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 (–6.12)        
RATIO_PES  –4.17*       

  (–1.86)       
RATIO_OPT   4.62***      

   (2.97)      
RESWORDS    –9.83     

    (–0.80)     
SMOG     8.35**    

     (2.12)    
RATIO_NUM      –1.52***   

      (–3.89)   
RATIO_HOR       2.12  

       (0.27)  
RATIO_SUS        1.61 

        (1.30) 

SIZE –18.56** –9.89 –9.20 –15.71 –14.25 –14.49 –12.59 –9.09 

 (–2.41) (–0.99) (–1.02) (–1.42) (–1.56) (–1.38) (–0.90) (–0.76) 

MTB –1.26** –1.01 –0.74 –0.33 –0.68 –0.88 –0.50 0.34 

 (–2.09) (–0.99) (–1.16) (–0.36) (–0.78) (–1.35) (–0.46) (0.30) 

LNAF –3.65 –20.20 –17.99 –20.60 –15.09 –22.83 –23.43 –26.33 

 (–0.42) (–1.19) (–1.20) (–1.31) (–1.03) (–1.26) (–1.11) (–1.34) 

N 596 596 596 596 596 596 596 596 

Adj R2 0.225 0.212 0.216 0.209 0.212 0.226 0.208 0.210 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Panel A of this table compares analysts’ response to a restatement announcement between restating CSR (Treatment Group) and 

non-CSR (Control Group 2) firms, Panel B reports the regression results of post-restatement analyst response speed and DSCORE 

(or DSCORE components). The t values reported in parentheses are based on standard errors clustered by firm. See Appendix 2.1 

for variable definitions. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, or 10% levels, respectively. 

 

Table 2.7 Panel A reveals that analysts respond faster to financial restatements. 

Specifically, the average post-restatement analyst response speed is 52.46 days for CSR firms 

compared with 75.72 days for non-CSR firms (Diff = –23.26). The post-restatement revisions 

are negative for both treatment and control firms, implying an adverse impact of restatements 

on analyst forecasts because analysts revise the EPS forecasts downwards after a restatement. 

On average, analysts following CSR firms revise forecast downwards (–0.09) after a 

restatement to a greater extent than the analysts following non-CSR firms (–0.03). Nevertheless, 

the analyst forecast bias of 0.54 and 0.35 for CSR firms in the pre- and post-restatement periods 

suggests that analysts are optimistic about CSR firms, even after revising downwards following 

restatements. In contrast, analyst forecasts for non-CSR firms are biased downwards in both 

pre- and post-restatement periods (–0.31 and –0.36).  
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Table 2.7 Panel B presents the regression results of post-restatement analyst response 

speed and CSR disclosure. POSTDAY is defined as the average days of the first post-

restatement EPS forecast from all following analysts of a firm. Following prior literature, I 

control for the information environment that may affect analyst forecast speed, including size, 

market-to-book ratio, and number of analysts following (Clement and Tse 2005; Kim and Song 

2015; Mikhail et al. 1997; Stickel 1989). In Column 1, the coefficient of DSCORE is significant 

and negative (𝛼𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸 = –22.97), meaning that after a restatement analyst response speed is 

faster for firms with high-quality CSR disclosure. I further regress POSTDAY on seven 

components of DSCORE in Columns 2–8, and find that CSR firms reporting in more 

conservative narratives (using more pessimistic words and fewer optimistic words), with lower 

reading difficulty and a higher proportion of numerical content facilitate faster analyst response 

in the post-restatement period. Overall, these results provide some insights into the attitudes 

and responses of analysts around restatements. 

To test Hypothesis 2.2, I compare forecast accuracy over three forecast horizons in 

restating firms with CSR reports and in firms without CSR. Regression results are presented in 

Table 2.8. In Panel A Column 1, the CSR coefficient is significant and negative (𝛼𝐶𝑆𝑅 = –1.04), 

indicating that current-year forecast errors for CSR firms reduce by 1.04% of the share price 

compared with non-CSR firms. Similarly, the negative CSR coefficients in Column 3 (𝛼𝐶𝑆𝑅 = –

2.43) and Column 5 (𝛼𝐶𝑆𝑅 = –3.83) show that forecast errors for year t+1 and year t+2 decrease 

by 2.43% and 3.83%. That is, in the post-restatement period, CSR disclosure leads to smaller 

forecast errors and the incremental effect of CSR disclosure on forecast accuracy is more 

pronounced over longer horizons. In Columns 2, 4, and 6, I test the relation between DSCORE 

and forecast accuracy and find that FE0, FE1, FE2 decrease significantly with DSCORE, 

consistent with my hypothesis that increasing disclosure quality reduces information 
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asymmetry, thereby increasing forecast accuracy.15 

Table 2.8 DSCORE and analyst forecast accuracy  

Panel A. Regression results of DSCORE 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Dep. Var.= FE0 FE0 FE1 FE1 FE2 FE2 

CSR –1.04**  –2.43*  –3.83**  

 (–2.14)  (–1.71)  (–2.52)  

CSR × POST 0.58  –0.60  0.43  

 (1.38)  (–0.57)  (0.31)  

DSCORE  –0.28**  –0.78**  –1.09** 

  (–2.11)  (–2.17)  (–2.65) 

DSCORE × POST  0.11  –0.18  0.01 

  (0.96)  (–0.64)  (0.04) 

POST –0.59 –0.55 –0.08 –0.12 –1.55 –1.48 

 (–1.37) (–1.29) (–0.06) (–0.10) (–1.10) (–1.05) 

KLDSTR 0.06 0.07 0.22 0.26 0.06 0.11 

 (0.69) (0.80) (1.23) (1.39) (0.22) (0.37) 

KLDCON 0.16* 0.16** 0.14 0.15 –0.03 –0.00 

 (2.01) (2.12) (0.37) (0.41) (–0.10) (–0.01) 

CSRAUD 0.32 0.45 0.14 0.65 0.93 1.47 

 (0.89) (1.13) (0.14) (0.63) (0.72) (1.17) 

ADA 0.86** 0.87** 0.29 0.30 1.12 1.15 

 (2.15) (2.12) (0.30) (0.31) (0.46) (0.48) 

LNAF 0.49 0.38 1.19 0.92 0.97 0.53 

 (0.91) (0.74) (1.00) (0.85) (0.65) (0.37) 

FHORIZON –0.02 –0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 

 (–1.34) (–1.31) (0.78) (0.84) (0.52) (0.57) 

SIZE –0.49 –0.49 –1.32* –1.38** –0.88 –0.90 

 (–1.64) (–1.65) (–1.97) (–2.06) (–0.94) (–0.97) 

LEV 0.37 0.41 3.59 3.68 4.14 4.28 

 (0.33) (0.38) (0.82) (0.87) (0.87) (0.95) 

LOSS 0.27 0.30 1.53 1.60 1.53 1.65 

 (0.49) (0.53) (0.83) (0.86) (0.91) (0.97) 

ROAVOL 6.36* 6.42* 4.48 5.51 13.98* 14.65* 

 (1.77) (1.74) (0.46) (0.58) (1.80) (1.92) 

IMR 0.07 0.07 –0.11 –0.22 –0.97 –1.02 

 
15 In untabulated analysis, I use the CSR measure from Muslu et al. (2019) as an alternative to DSCORE 

and similar results are obtained.  
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 (0.27) (0.28) (–0.18) (–0.37) (–1.12) (–1.16) 

N 191 191 184 184 175 175 

Adj R2 0.253 0.250 0.084 0.089 0.177 0.176 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES YES YES 

 

Panel B. Regression results of low- and high-DSCORE 

Model (1) (2) (3) 

Dep. Var.= FE0 FE1 FE2 

LHDS –0.96** –2.20 –3.96** 

 (–2.06) (–1.52) (–2.63) 

LHDS × POST 0.58 –0.81 0.61 

 (1.50) (–0.74) (0.57) 

HHDS –1.35** –3.20** –3.46* 

 (–2.28) (–2.13) (–1.72) 

HHDS × POST 0.41 –0.54 0.23 

 (0.58) (–0.39) (0.10) 

POST –0.58 –0.08 –1.54 

 (–1.34) (–0.06) (–1.08) 

KLDSTR 0.07 0.24 0.05 

 (0.78) (1.33) (0.17) 

KLDCON 0.16** 0.16 –0.03 

 (2.03) (0.40) (–0.12) 

CSRAUD 0.52 0.47 0.84 

 (1.23) (0.38) (0.59) 

ADA 0.87** 0.30 1.11 

 (2.14) (0.31) (0.45) 

LNAF 0.40 1.04 1.02 

 (0.74) (0.84) (0.67) 

FHORIZON –0.02 0.04 0.03 

 (–1.29) (0.80) (0.51) 

SIZE –0.48 –1.32* –0.87 

 (–1.61) (–1.97) (–0.91) 

LEV 0.34 3.52 4.17 

 (0.31) (0.80) (0.87) 

LOSS 0.29 1.57 1.50 

 (0.51) (0.84) (0.89) 

ROAVOL 6.65* 4.92 13.88* 

 (1.79) (0.50) (1.77) 

IMR 0.08 –0.09 –0.98 

 (0.29) (–0.16) (–1.11) 

N 191 184 175 

Adj R2 0.246 0.073 0.165 

Industry FE YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES 

This table reports the regression results from Model 2.1. Panel A presents the results of the impact of 

DSCORE on analyst forecast accuracy, and Panel B presents the results of the impact of low- and high-

DSCORE on forecast accuracy. The t values reported in parentheses are based on standard errors 

clustered by firm. See Appendix 2.1 for variable definitions. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance 

at the 1, 5, or 10% levels, respectively. 
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However, the interactions with POST are not significant. The insignificant coefficients on 

the interaction terms indicate no inter-temporal change in the overall association between 

disclosure and forecast accuracy. One possible explanation is that the unintentional, less 

‘serious’ compliance-related restatements in the sample have only a minor effect on overall 

financial reporting transparency, thus they are less likely to affect analyst forecast accuracy. 

Alternatively, the analysts may already incorporate CSR information into their forecasts prior 

to a financial restatement, hence an improvement in post-restatement CSR disclosure, such as 

more conservative sentiment and improved report readability, may not add much value to these 

sophisticated report users. For the other variables, ADA is significantly and positively 

correlated with only FE0. KLDCON is significant and positive for FE0 at the 10% level. The 

SIZE coefficient is negative in all models, although it is significant only for FE1. For FE0 and 

FE2, ROAVOL is marginally significant (𝑝 < 0.1). 

In Panel B of Table 2.8, I divide the CSR firms into low- and high-CSR groups based on 

the median of DSCORE, where LHDS (HHDS) is an indicator variable for low-DSCORE 

(high-DSCORE) group. The regression results for current-year, one-year ahead and two-year 

ahead forecast accuracy of low and high-DSCORE groups are presented in Columns 1, 2 and 

3. Column 1 shows that both low- and high-DSCORE are significantly and negatively 

correlated with FE0 (𝛼𝐿𝐻𝐷𝑆= –0.96; 𝛼𝐻𝐻𝐷𝑆= –1.35), and moving from low- to high-DSCORE 

group reduces FE0 by 0.39%16 of share price. In Column 2, only high-DSCORE firms are 

significantly and negatively associated with one-year ahead forecast error (𝛼𝐻𝐻𝐷𝑆= –3.20). I 

report the negative coefficients of LHDS (𝛼𝐿𝐻𝐷𝑆 = –3.96) and HHDS (𝛼𝐻𝐻𝐷𝑆 = –3.46) in 

Column 3 when running the regression with two-year ahead forecast error FE2. For control 

variables, KLDCON and ADA are significantly and positively correlated with FE0 (𝑝 < 0.05), 

 
16 The difference of 0.39 in the Column 1 is calculated as the difference of coefficients (𝛼𝐿𝐻𝐷𝑆 −
𝛼𝐻𝐻𝐷𝑆)= (–0.96) – (–1.35) = 0.39. The difference is not statistically significant. 
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and ROAVOL is marginally significant for FE0 and FE2 (𝑝 < 0.1). Collectively, the findings 

in Panels A and B of Table 2.8 support H2.2. Consistent with the view that CSR provides 

strategic insurance-like effects, I find that restating CSR firms are associated with smaller 

forecast errors than restating non-CSR firms, and for those restating firms issuing CSR reports, 

better CSR disclosure quality further improves forecast accuracy.17 

2.4.4 Analysis of Hypothesis 2.3 

Table 2.9 reports the regression results for Hypothesis 2.3, which predicts that restating firms 

disclosing CSR information are associated with higher firm value. In Panel A Column 1, the 

CSR coefficient ( 𝛽𝐶𝑆𝑅  = 0.73) is significant and positive, where CSR reports cause an 

improvement of 0.73 unit in Tobin’s Q. The interaction term CSR × POST is also marginally 

significant and positive (𝛽𝐶𝑆𝑅×𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇  = 0.49), suggesting that in the post-restatement period, 

Tobin’s Q increases 0.49 unit for CSR firms compare with that for non-CSR firms, consistent 

with the value protection role of CSR reporting (Christensen 2016). In Column 2, the DSCORE 

coefficient is significantly positive (𝛽𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸 = 0.19), indicating a positive association between 

DSCORE and firm value. Column 3 shows positive relations for both high- and low-DSCORE 

with firm value (𝛽𝐿𝐻𝐷𝑆 = 0.61; 𝛽𝐻𝐻𝐷𝑆 = 1.08).  

Table 2.9 DSCORE and firm value 

Panel A. DSCORE and TOBINQ 

Model (1) (2) (3) 

Dep. Var.= TOBINQ TOBINQ TOBINQ 

CSR 0.73**   

 (2.46)   
CSR × POST 0.49*   

 (1.68)   
DSCORE  0.19**  

  (2.30)  
DSCORE × POST  0.12  

  (1.39)  
LHDS   0.61* 

 
17  In untabulated analysis, I control for corporate governance-related factors using institutional 

ownership and my main inferences remain largely unchanged.  
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   (1.88) 

LHDS × POST   0.67* 

   (1.85) 

HHDS   1.08** 

   (2.47) 

HHDS × POST   0.23 

   (0.68) 

POST 0.11 0.11 0.12 

 (0.45) (0.44) (0.46) 

KLDSTR –0.05 –0.06 –0.06 

 (–1.46) (–1.41) (–1.49) 

KLDCON 0.09* 0.08 0.08 

 (1.69) (1.38) (1.51) 

CSRAUD –1.35** –1.39** –1.40** 

 (–2.30) (–2.16) (–2.11) 

ADA 0.25 0.25 0.25 

 (1.41) (1.37) (1.36) 

RD 5.17** 5.57** 5.49*** 

 (2.62) (2.59) (2.77) 

CAPX 6.33* 6.31* 6.22* 

 (1.77) (1.73) (1.73) 

LNSA –0.34** –0.31* –0.31** 

 (–2.23) (–1.95) (–2.02) 

LEV –1.69* –1.58* –1.66* 

 (–1.85) (–1.69) (–1.79) 

ROA 2.45* 2.69** 2.61** 

 (1.98) (2.02) (2.06) 

IMR –0.12 –0.13 –0.13 

 (–0.64) (–0.69) (–0.70) 

N 191 191 191 

Adj R2 0.697 0.689 0.696 

Industry FE YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES 

 

Panel B. DSCORE and FNTOBINQ 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dep. Var.= F1TOBINQ F2TOBINQ F3TOBINQ F4TOBINQ 

DSCORE 0.19** 0.17** 0.14** 0.13* 

 (2.63) (2.35) (2.16) (1.88) 

DSCORE×POST 0.03 0.06 0.01 –0.02 

 (0.40) (0.77) (0.17) (–0.25) 

POST 0.14 0.23 0.20 0.25* 

 (0.67) (1.19) (1.37) (1.84) 

KLDSTR –0.03 –0.02 –0.01 –0.00 

 (–0.95) (–0.50) (–0.23) (–0.03) 

KLDCON 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.06 

 (1.59) (1.25) (0.85) (1.21) 

CSRAUD –0.78 –0.73 –0.27 0.22 

 (–1.58) (–1.54) (–0.85) (0.68) 

ADA 0.03 0.09 –0.04 –0.00 

 (0.44) (0.91) (–0.44) (–0.04) 

RD 6.31*** 4.59** 4.31** 3.48** 

 (3.07) (2.59) (2.51) (2.31) 

CAPX 7.38 4.81 5.31 6.89 
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 (1.37) (1.31) (1.64) (1.66) 

LNSA –0.24 –0.25 –0.17 –0.17 

 (–1.58) (–1.67) (–1.17) (–1.02) 

LEV –0.75 –1.30** –1.05* –1.66*** 

 (–1.21) (–2.40) (–1.92) (–2.75) 

ROA 4.18*** 2.83* 3.95*** 3.43*** 

 (2.70) (1.98) (2.93) (2.87) 

IMR 0.05 –0.03 –0.09 –0.23 

 (0.28) (–0.14) (–0.43) (–1.12) 

N 191 191 191 190 

Adj R2 0.663 0.631 0.637 0.687 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 

This table reports the regression results from Model 2.2. Panel A presents the results of the impact of 

DSCORE on firm value, and Panel B presents the results of the impact of DSCORE on future firm 

value. The t values reported in parentheses are based on standard errors clustered by firm. See Appendix 

2.1 for variable definitions. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, or 10% levels, 

respectively. 

 

Notably, the interaction term low-DSCORE and POST in Column 3 is marginally 

significant and positive ( 𝛽𝐿𝐻𝐷𝑆×𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇  = 0.67), indicating a stronger positive association 

between lower quality disclosure and firm value in the post-restatement period. It possibly 

shows the improved post-restatement CSR disclosure of low-DSCORE firms resulting in 

higher post-restatement firm value. However, this effect only exists for low-DSCORE firms 

because high-DSCORE firms are already making higher quality disclosures. As for control 

variables, ROA, CAPX, and RD are positively correlated with TOBINQ in all model 

specifications, consistent with the expectation that firm value increases with operating 

profitability and future growth opportunities. The CSRAUD coefficient is significantly 

negative, contrary to expectations. I attribute these differences to additional CSR-related 

variables in my model as well as differences in sample characteristics. 

In Panel B of Table 2.9, I use a lead-lag approach to address concerns about endogeneity 

(Christensen 2016; Dhaliwal et al. 2011), where I examine the influence of CSR disclosure at 

year t on future firm value at year t + n (1 ≤ n ≤ 4). I limit the longest horizon to a four-year 

window, because my sample period covers up to four years after the occurrence of a restatement 

announcement. Panel B shows a significant and positive relationship between DSCORE and 
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future firm value (from year t + 1 to year t + 4), and the effect of CSR disclosure on future firm 

value gradually decreases over a long horizon. This evidence reflects the strategic nature of 

CSR reporting and its long-term effects in the post-restatement period. Control variables RD 

and ROA have significantly positive coefficients while the coefficient on LEV is significantly 

negative in all models expect for F1TOBINQ. My interpretation for the sign and significance 

of these variables is similar to those in Panel A. Collectively, the results reported in Table 2.9 

support H2.3, showing that CSR disclosure is associated with increased firm value and there is 

some evidence of value protection in regard to financial restatements. 

2.5. Robustness tests 

I conduct robustness checks on the results by controlling for sample selection bias via the 

Heckman’s (1979) two-stage model and the use of alternative proxies for the dependent 

variable in the main hypotheses. I discuss these tests in detail below. 

2.5.1 Heckman two-stage approach 

My analyses of CSR disclosure effects are restricted to, and can be only tested on, restating 

firms that issue CSR reports, therefore introducing a potential sample selection bias. In the first 

stage, a probit regression is used to estimate the likelihood of a firm making CSR disclosure. 

The dependent variable is an indicator variable CSR, coded 1 if a firm has issued a CSR report 

in year t, and 0 otherwise. Following Dhaliwal et al. (2012), I employ several instrumental 

variables to control for CSR-related selection bias. The first instrument is DJSI, an indicator 

variable of whether a firm is included in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index in a given year, 

since firms with better social performance are more likely to make disclosures to differentiate 

themselves and gain competitive advantage (Al-Tuwaijri et al. 2004; Dhaliwal et al. 2011). 

Other instrumental variables include firm age (AGE), profitability (ROA), leverage (LEV), 

investment and growth opportunities (RD and CAPX), and market share (MKTSHARE) based 
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on prior research (Dhaliwal et al. 2012; Jo and Harjoto 2012). Other than the instruments, I 

include these control variables: size (SIZE), earnings volatility (ROAVOL), financial opacity 

(ADA), and analyst following (LNAF). 

Appendix 2.4 reports the first-stage probit regression results. Most variables have the 

expected signs, with the exceptions of MKTSHARE and LNAF. Estimated coefficients on the 

instrumental variables DJSI and LEV are significantly positive (𝛾𝐷𝐽𝑆𝐼 = 2.65; 𝛾𝐿𝐸𝑉 = 3.28), 

and a Pseudo 𝑅2 of 0.49 confirms the validity of the employed instruments. In the second 

stage, the IMR calculated from the probit model is added to the OLS regression to control for 

potential selection bias. 

2.5.2 Analyst forecast dispersion and CSR disclosure 

I further examine the relationship between CSR disclosure and analyst forecast dispersion 

(DISPER) in Table 2.10, where DISPER is computed as the standard deviation of analyst 

forecasts for current-year earnings divided by the year-end stock price. The regression results 

show that the dispersion of analyst forecasts on average decreases 0.82% of the share price for 

CSR firms than for non-CSR control firms (𝛼𝐶𝑆𝑅 = −0.82 in Column 1). In Column 2, the 

coefficient on DSCORE is significantly negative (𝛼𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸  = −0.24), indicating a negative 

relationship between forecast dispersion and CSR disclosure quality. Consistently, Column 3 

presents that a change from the low- to high-DSCORE group reduces forecast dispersion by 

0.27% of the share price ( 𝛼𝐿𝐻𝐷𝑆 = −0.75; 𝛼𝐻𝐻𝐷𝑆 = −1.02). These findings support the 

contention that CSR reporting, especially high-quality CSR reporting, contributes to a firm’s 

overall information environment, thus reducing analyst forecast dispersion during a financial 

restatement. H2.2 is supported with this additional evidence. 
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Table 2.10 DSCORE and analyst forecast dispersion 

Model (1) (2) (3) 

Dep. Var.= DISPER DISPER DISPER 

CSR –0.82*   

 (–1.93)   
CSR × POST 0.25   

 (0.60)   
DSCORE  –0.24**  

  (–2.05)  
DSCORE × POST  0.06  

  (0.49)  
LHDS   –0.75* 

   (–1.86) 

LHDS × POST   0.13 

   (0.34) 

HHDS   –1.02* 

   (–1.88) 

HHDS × POST   0.43 

   (0.71) 

POST –0.41 –0.41 –0.42 

 (–0.98) (–0.98) (–0.97) 

KLDSTR 0.09 0.10 0.09 

 (1.28) (1.36) (1.31) 

KLDCON 0.13 0.13 0.13 

 (1.15) (1.22) (1.18) 

CSRAUD 0.03 0.14 0.06 

 (0.11) (0.50) (0.18) 

ADA 0.31 0.31 0.31 

 (0.64) (0.65) (0.64) 

LNAF 0.68 0.60 0.66 

 (1.54) (1.43) (1.45) 

FHORIZON –0.01 –0.01 –0.01 

 (–1.01) (–0.97) (–1.00) 

SIZE –0.59** –0.59** –0.59** 

 (–2.06) (–2.08) (–2.04) 

LEV 1.88 1.90* 1.87 

 (1.64) (1.68) (1.61) 

LOSS 0.69 0.71 0.70 

 (1.16) (1.17) (1.15) 

ROAVOL 0.12 0.25 0.12 

 (0.07) (0.14) (0.07) 

IMR 0.11 0.10 0.12 

 (0.59) (0.52) (0.62) 

N 191 191 191 

Adj R2 0.147 0.148 0.137 
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Industry FE YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES 

This table presents the results of the impact of DSCORE on analyst forecast dispersion. The t values 

reported in parentheses are based on standard errors clustered by firm. See Appendix 2.1 for variable 

definitions. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, or 10% levels, respectively. 

 

2.5.3 An alternative measure of firm value 

Table 2.11 presents the results of CSR disclosure and firm performance as measured by ROA. 

Again, I employ a lead-lag design and use one-year-ahead ROA18 (F1ROA) to capture the 

impact of CSR disclosure in year t on firm financial performance in year t + 1. The regression 

results show that the interaction term CSR × POST is marginally significant (𝛽𝐶𝑆𝑅 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 = 0.06 

in Column 1), providing some evidence that CSR firms are associated with superior firm 

performance in the post-restatement period. In Column 3, I find consistent evidence of a 

significant positive interaction term between low-DSCORE and POST (𝛽𝐿𝐻𝐷𝑆 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 = 0.08). 

Thus, I conclude that low-quality CSR firms improve their CSR disclosure subsequent to a 

financial restatement, which positively affects those firms’ post-restatement financial 

performance. H2.3 is further supported by this additional evidence. 

Table 2.11 DSCORE and financial performance  

Model (1) (2) (3) 

Dep. Var.= F1ROA F1ROA F1ROA 

CSR 0.04   

 (1.61)   
CSR × POST 0.06*   

 (1.91)   
DSCORE  0.01  

  (1.68)  
DSCORE × POST  0.02  

  (1.56)  
LHDS   0.03 

   (1.17) 

LHDS × POST   0.08** 

 
18 Because my sample period covers the subsequent four years after a financial restatement (year t + 1 

to t + 4), I also run the regression models with two-year-ahead ROA (F2ROA), three-year-ahead ROA 

(F3ROA), and four-year-ahead ROA (F4ROA). The untabulated results show that CSR and DSCORE 

are significantly positively associated with all forward-looking ROA measures.  
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   (2.56) 

HHDS   0.07** 

   (2.09) 

HHDS × POST   0.04 

   (0.88) 

POST –0.04 –0.04 –0.04 

 (–1.65) (–1.59) (–1.59) 

KLDSTR –0.00 –0.00 –0.00 

 (–0.63) (–0.65) (–0.80) 

KLDCON 0.02** 0.02** 0.02** 

 (2.43) (2.30) (2.26) 

CSRAUD –0.08** –0.09** –0.09* 

 (–2.19) (–2.11) (–1.99) 

ADA 0.02* 0.02* 0.02* 

 (1.81) (1.80) (1.77) 

RD 0.58** 0.59** 0.59** 

 (2.13) (2.16) (2.13) 

CAPX –0.59 –0.57 –0.59 

 (–1.09) (–1.05) (–1.07) 

LNSA –0.03* –0.03 –0.03 

 (–1.79) (–1.65) (–1.66) 

LEV –0.11 –0.11 –0.11 

 (–1.33) (–1.29) (–1.33) 

MTB –0.00 –0.00 –0.00 

 (–0.76) (–0.75) (–0.80) 

IMR 0.02 0.02 0.02 

 (1.02) (0.97) (0.91) 

N 191 191 191 

Adj R2 0.469 0.463 0.465 

Industry FE YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES 

This table shows the results of the impact of DSCORE on financial performance. The t values reported 

in parentheses are based on standard errors clustered by firm. See Appendix 2.1 for variable definitions. 

***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, or 10% levels, respectively. 

 

2.6. Conclusion 

I examine the change in restating firms’ CSR disclosure quality in response to financial 

restatements, and the effects of CSR disclosure quality on protecting firm reputation, proxied 

by analyst forecast errors and firm value. Specifically, I investigate the use of CSR disclosure 

around reputation-damaging events to determine whether nonfinancial disclosure plays an 

insurance-like role when a firm’s reputation is damaged. I find that firms improve their CSR 

disclosure quality after experiencing financial restatements. Restating firms with CSR 

disclosure have smaller forecast errors than those that do not engage in such disclosure. Also, 
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firms with CSR disclosure suffer smaller value losses from restatements. These results point to 

CSR disclosure playing a value protection or insurance-like role during events that adversely 

affect firm reputation.  

This study contributes to the growing CSR literature by showing the immediate and longer 

term economic consequences of CSR reporting. It suggests that voluntarily disclosed CSR 

information supplements mandatory financial disclosure, affecting the information processing 

behavior of financial analysts. By demonstrating the role of CSR disclosure in reducing 

information asymmetry, these findings have broader implications for moving toward more 

integrated reporting, which strives to achieve overall information usefulness. Because of the 

increasing trend toward integrated reporting, the quality of integrated reporting is a topic of 

interest to both academics and regulators (International Integrated Reporting Council [IIRC], 

2015; Eccles and Krzus 2014; Pistoni et al. 2018). My results on CSR disclosure quality can 

be generalized to a variety of firm disclosures and accelerate the exploration process toward 

integrated reporting. 

Future research can analyze other disclosure features of CSR reports, such as strategy 

frame and presentation style. Considering the ongoing evolution from sustainability to 

integrated reporting, it is worthwhile investigating how sustainability elements can fit into the 

integrated reporting framework in future research. 
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Appendix 2.1 Variable definitions 

CSR disclosure score 

RATIO_OPT Optimism ratio is defined as the number of financial positive words divided by 

total number of words in a CSR report. The financial positive word list is 

obtained from Loughran and McDonald (2016)’s Master Dictionary 

(https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-analysis/resources/).  

RATIO_PES Pessimism ratio is defined as the number of financial negative words divided by 

total number of words in a CSR report. The financial negative word list is 

obtained from Loughran and McDonald (2016)’s Master Dictionary 

(https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-analysis/resources/).  

SMOG SMOG denotes the Smog index, it is a measure of readability based on the 

number of years of formal education a reader with average intelligence needed 

to understand the report text. It is calculated as 1.043×[(number of 

polysyllables)×(30/(number of sentences))]1/2 +3.1291. Polysyllables are words 

with more than three syllables. 

RESWORDS RESWORDS is a measure of a CSR report’s length after considering two 

orthogonal components the natural logarithm of the total number of words 

(WORDS) and the readability (SMOG). RESWORDS is calculated as the 

residual from the regression 𝑊𝑂𝑅𝐷𝑆 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 × 𝑆𝑀𝑂𝐺 + 𝜀, including the 

fixed year and industry effects.  

RATIO_NUM The ratio of numerical content is calculated using the number of Arabic 

numerals and numerical words divided by the total number of words in a CSR 

report. The numerical words are the same as defined in Muslu et al. (2019).   

RATIO_HOR The ratio of horizon content is calculated using the number of future years and 

horizon words divided by the total number of words in a CSR report. The 

horizon words include both short-horizon and long-horizon words, which are the 

same as defined in Muslu et al. (2019).  

RARIO_SUS The ratio of sustainability-related content is calculated using the number of 

sustainability words divided by the total number of words in a CSR report. The 

sustainability words are “all-natural”, “healthy”, “clean”, “safe”, “community”, 

“energy-efficient” etc. A full sustainability word list is provided upon request. 

DSCORE DSCORE is a sum of decile ranks (a scale of 0.1 to 1) of RATIO_OPT, 

RATIO_PES, RATIO_NUM, RATIO_HOR, RATIO_SUS, and the inverse 

decile ranks of RATIO_OPT and SMOG. 

LHDS An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm’s DSCORE is lower than the median 

of the sample, and 0 otherwise. 

HHDS An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm’s DSCORE is larger than the median 

of the sample, and 0 otherwise. 

Variables in the main regressions 

Dependent variable(s) 

POSTDAY POSTDAY is defined as the average days of the first post-restatement EPS 

forecast from all following analysts of a firm. 

FE0 FE0 is current-year analyst forecast error for current-year earnings, calculated as 

the average absolute difference between analyst forecast and actual earnings per 

share (EPS), multiplied by 100 then divided by the stock price at the beginning 

of the year.  

FE1 FE1 is current-year analyst forecast error for one-year ahead earnings, calculated 

as the average absolute difference between analyst earnings’ forecast and actual 

earnings per share (EPS), multiplied by 100 then divided by the stock price at 

the beginning of the year.  

FE2 FE2 is current-year analyst forecast error for two-year ahead earnings, calculated 

as the average absolute difference between analyst earnings’ forecast and actual 

earnings per share (EPS), multiplied by 100 then divided by the stock price at 

the beginning of the fiscal year.  

https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-analysis/resources/
https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-analysis/resources/
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TOBINQ TOBINQ is a measure of firm value, calculated as the market value of common 

equity plus preferred stock plus total debt divided by the book value of total 

assets. Specifically, TOBINQ = (PRCC_F×CSHO + PSTK + DLC+ DLTT)/ 

AT, where PRCC_F is the fiscal year-end stock price, CSHO is number of 

shares outstanding, PSTK is the book value of preferred stock, DLC is debt in 

current labilities, DLTT is long-term debt, and AT is total asset. 

FNTOBINQ FNTOBINQ is TOBINQ at year t+n. n=1,2,3,4 stand for one-year ahead, two-

year ahead, three-year ahead and four-year ahead TOBINQ respectively.  

DISPER DISPER denotes analyst forecast dispersion, calculated as the standard deviation 

of analyst forecasts for current-year earnings divided by the year-end stock 

price. 

F1ROA F1ROA is one-year ahead return on asset (ROA). ROA is defined as net income 

divided by lagged total assets. 

 

Independent variables 

RES An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm engages in a financial restatement, 

and 0 otherwise. 

CSR An indicator variable that equals 1 if a restating firm issues a CSR report, and 0 

otherwise. 

POST An indicator variable that equals 1 if in the post-restatement period, and 0 

otherwise.   

KLDSTR KLD strength score is a sum of CSR strengths from six categories, namely 

community, employee relations, environment, human rights, product and 

diversity. 

KLDCON KLD concern score is a sum of CSR concerns from six categories, namely 

community, employee relations, environment, human rights, product and 

diversity. 

CSRAUD An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm’s CSR report is assured by an 

external auditor, and 0 otherwise.  

ADA ADA is a measure of firm-level financial disclosure quality, which is the 

absolute discretionary accruals calculated from the modified Jones (1991) model 

based on Dechow et al. (1995).  

SIZE SIZE is the natural logarithm of total equity, calculated as common shares 

outstanding CSHO multiplied by year-end stock price PRCC_F.  

LEV Leverage is calculated as long-term debt divided by total assets.  

LNAF LNAF is the natural logarithm of total number of analysts following a firm in a 

fiscal year. 

FHORIZON FHORIZON is the forecast horizon, defined as the median number of days 

between earnings announcement date and analyst forecast date. 

LOSS An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm reports a loss in a given year, and 0 

otherwise. 

ROAVOL ROAVOL measures earnings volatility, defined as the time-series standard 

deviation of previous five years’ ROA. At least three non-missing annual 

observations are required for calculation.  

RD Research and development expenditures divided by total sales. 

CAPX Capital expenditures divided by total assets. 

LNSA LNSA is the natural logarithm of total sales.  

ROA ROA is defined as net income divided by lagged total assets. 

MTB Market-to-book ratio, calculated as common shares outstanding CSHO 

multiplied by year-end stock price PRCC_F divided by total equity CEQ.    

IMR IMR is an inverse Mills ratio used to control for a restating firm’s decision of 

issuing a CSR report. IMR is calculated from the first-stage probit model shown 

in Appendix 2.4.  

Variables in robustness tests 

DJSI An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm is included in the Dow Jones 
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Sustainability World Index (1999-2017) in a given year, and 0 otherwise.  

AGE Natural logarithm of the number of years since a firm first appeared in 

CompuStat. 

MKTSHARE A firm’s fraction of sales in its Fama and French 48 Industry.  

 

Appendix 2.2 Propensity score matching (PSM) estimation procedure (Control Group 1) 

Panel A. Logit regression estimates  
  P(Restatement=1) 

  Coefficient Pr > |z| 

SIZE 0.32*** 0.00 

Year FE Yes  
Industry FE Yes  
Pseudo R2 0.1720  
N 133,746  

 

Panel B. Test of effectiveness  

    Mean t-test   

Variables   Treated Control t p > |t| Diff. (Treated–Control) 

SIZE pre-match 8.79 4.86 20.00 0.00 3.93*** 

  post-match 8.47 8.41 0.30 0.77 0.06 

 

Panel C. Kernel density plots 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2.2 presents the results of matching non-restating firms with CSR reports (Control 

Group 1) to restating firms with CSR reports (Treatment Group) by year, industry, stock 

exchange, and firm size based on the nearest propensity score.    

***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, or 10% levels, respectively. 

 

Appendix 2.3 Propensity score matching (PSM) estimation procedure (Control Group 2) 

 Panel A. Logit regression estimates  
  P(CSR=1) 

  Coefficient Pr > |z| 

SIZE 0.86*** 0.00 

Year FE Yes  
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Industry FE Yes  
Pseudo R2 0.2097  
N 3,968  

 

Panel B. Test of effectiveness  

    Mean t-test   

Variables   Treated Control t p > |t| Diff. (Treated–Control) 

SIZE pre-match 9.12 6.37 11.84 0.00 2.75*** 

  post-match 9.12 8.10 4.01 0.00 1.02*** 

 

Panel C. Kernel density plots 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2.3 presents the results of matching restating firms with no CSR report (Control 

Group 2) to restating firms with CSR reports (Treatment Group) by year, industry, stock 

exchange, and firm size based on the nearest propensity score.    

***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, or 10% levels, respectively. 
 

Appendix 2.4 First-stage probit model of a CSR report issuance decision  

  P(CSR=1) 

  Coefficient z-stat 

DJSI 2.65*** 5.53 

AGE 0.03 0.18 

ROA 1.65 1.02 

LEV 3.28*** 4.10 

RD 0.49 0.22 

CAPX –4.89 –1.05 

MKTSHARE –43.90*** –6.38 

SIZE 1.11*** 6.14 

ROAVOL –8.04*** –3.50 

ADA 0.00 0.02 

LNAF –0.64** –2.99 

Year FE Yes  
Industry FE Yes  
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Pseudo R2 0.4972  
N 445  

This table presents the first-stage probit regression results for a firm’s decision of CSR report 

issuance. See Appendix 2.1 for variable definitions.  

***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, or 10% levels, respectively. 

 

Appendix 2.5 Title page of the original journal article  
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Chapter 3 Information and signaling effects of CSR disclosure during financial 

restatements 

 

3.1 Introduction 

As financial restatements reflect a breakdown in the financial reporting process (Feldmann et 

al. 2009), firms suffer adverse consequences following restatement announcements, including 

increased information uncertainty, negative stock price reactions, and threatened 

organizational legitimacy (Chakravarthy et al. 2014; Palmrose et al. 2004). Further, 

restatements can damage the reputations of the auditor and restating client and reduce the level 

of trust between them, thereby destabilizing the auditor–client relationship. Feldmann et al. 

(2009) find that firms face higher post-restatement audit fees compared with non-restating 

firms; these higher audit fees represent the cost of additional perceived risk. Fee effects 

contribute to a reassessment of the auditor–client relationship—some restating firms opt for 

auditor retention because of the cost of changing auditors and possible replacement choices 

(Hennes et al. 2014), and others change auditors as a result of resignations or dismissals 

(Hennes et al. 2014; Huang and Scholz 2012). During auditor change, restating firms engage 

industry-expert auditors to improve error detection and restore financial reporting credibility 

(Chin and Chi 2009). Almer et al. (2008) find that investors’ credibility perceptions are 

favorably influenced by a post-restatement auditor switch to large international industry-expert 

audit firms that have never been involved in restatements. 

This study focuses on the role of CSR in the auditor–client relationship following 

financial restatements. There is empirical evidence of CSR’s influence on auditors’ perceptions 

of disclosing firms and their financial reporting quality. For example, Du et al. (2018) report a 

negative association between environmental performance and modified audit opinions and 
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audit fees, while Yao et al. (2019) show a firm’s environmental disclosure mitigates audit risk, 

leading to a higher probability of receiving unqualified opinions and lower fees. Bauer (2015) 

reveals that auditors agree more with the client-preferred accounting treatment when a client 

discloses CSR activities. Conversely, Bartov et al. (2020) find CSR exacerbates the negative 

reaction to restatement announcements. Carey et al. (2017) argue that because firms use CSR 

for impression management, auditors charge higher fees to compensate for higher risk and 

greater audit effort. 

In light of these contradictory findings, I extend the extant work by considering the role 

of CSR in the auditor–client relationship. Specifically, I examine the value of CSR disclosure 

quality on audit fees and auditor change during financial restatements, where CSR disclosure 

is evaluated in terms of its information and signaling effects. Unlike measures of CSR report 

issuance and third-party performance ratings, detailed content and interpretative narratives of 

firm-initiated CSR disclosure convey information regarding reporting attitudes, potential risk 

concerns, and future prospects beyond firm practices. In the restatement setting in which 

overall information uncertainty increases following a restatement announcement (Barniv and 

Cao 2009; Dechow et al. 1996; Palmrose et al. 2004), auditors are more likely to rely on all 

available information other than only financial reports to reassess perceived risk. To the extent 

that auditors use CSR information and can distinguish low- from high-quality disclosure, I 

expect differences in auditor responses to financial restatements, measured by audit fees and 

auditor changes, for firms with and without CSR disclosure and within the former, those with 

low- and high-quality CSR disclosure. That is, CSR reporting, especially high-quality 

disclosure, should facilitate the auditor’s decision-making in an uncertain information 

environment and protect firm value when trust is eroded in the relationship. Similarly, CSR 

disclosure is expected to take a signaling role when the relationship is terminated, through 
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resignation, when the auditor attempts to protect their reputation, or dismissal, when the firm 

tries to do likewise with its own reputation. 

Using a sample of CSR and non-CSR US firms that experience financial restatements in 

2000–2019, I find that CSR firms have relatively lower post-restatement audit fees than non-

CSR firms when the auditor is retained. This is because CSR disclosure provides incremental 

information and assists auditors’ risk assessment. Using a self-constructed measure of CSR 

disclosure quality from standalone CSR reports, I further report a negative association between 

CSR disclosure quality and audit fees in the post-restatement period when there is no change 

in auditor. With regard to CSR reporting characteristics, lower post-restatement audit fees are 

found in restating firms when their CSR reports are longer in length, exhibit more conservative 

narratives, and disclose more numerical, forward-looking and sustainability-related content. 

Moreover, consistent with a signaling effect, I find CSR disclosure quality is an important 

predictor of auditor changes, including industry-expert auditor changes subsequent to 

restatement events. That is, restating CSR firms, especially those committed to high-quality 

disclosure, are more likely to change auditor than are non-CSR firms after restatements; there 

is a higher likelihood of changing from a non-industry-expert to an industry-expert auditor. 

Additional analysis reveals that firms with low-quality CSR disclosure are more likely to 

experience auditor resignations and dismissals following restatements, confirming the 

signaling effect of CSR where auditors resign from firms with low-quality disclosure to protect 

their reputation and restating firms dismiss auditors to protect firm reputation. 

I make several contributions to the literature. First, I provide empirical evidence on the 

real effects of CSR disclosure quality on auditor response; few studies consider non-financial 

information in the auditor decision-making process (Bauer 2015; Carey et al. 2017; Chen et al. 

2016). Textual analysis on standalone CSR reports alleviates the window-dressing problem by 

capturing the multidimensional content of disclosure quality. My findings reveal how CSR 
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narratives and disclosed content influence financial audits through audit fees and auditor-

change decisions in uncertain environments in which adverse effects on both client and auditor 

reputation are present. Second, I highlight an enhanced insurance benefit of CSR disclosure 

that reaches beyond the notion of insurance against non-financial risk. While Christensen (2016) 

and Du and Wu (2019) show that CSR reporting protects firm value by preventing the 

occurrence of misconduct, I argue that firms committed to CSR are more incentivized to take 

socially desirable actions and make greater efforts when dealing with adverse financial events. 

I find that firms’ CSR disclosure quality positively affects audit fee discount and auditor change 

subsequent to restatement announcements, illustrating the importance of CSR quality in 

reputation risk management. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses the relevant 

literature and outlines the hypotheses. Section 3.3 describes the sample and econometric 

methods, while Section 3.4 presents the empirical results. Robustness checks are provided in 

Section 3.5 and Section 3.6 concludes the paper. 

3.2. Literature review and hypothesis development 

3.2.1 Background and prior literature 

A financial restatement occurs when a firm is required to restate one or more previous financial 

statements to correct an error. A restatement announcement indicates that previous statements 

contained material inaccuracies, consequently raising concerns about the restating firm’s 

financial reporting quality. The detrimental effects of restatements increase the cost of 

financing (Hribar and Jenkins 2004; Park and Wu 2009), prompt changes in top management 

and board members (Arthaud-Day et al. 2006; Gomulya and Boeker 2016), trigger negative 

market reactions (Palmrose et al. 2004) and reduce negotiating power with suppliers 

(Chakravarthy et al. 2014). Financial restatements undermine trust between a firm and its 
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stakeholders, and more importantly, harm reputational capital. Reputational losses account for 

a large proportion of total losses suffered by firms with financial misconduct or 

misrepresentation, and the repercussions can persist for many years (Amiram et al. 2018). 

Prior CSR and reputation management literature suggests that a firm’s CSR reporting 

practices may moderate the negative stakeholder responses to reputation damaging events, 

since a “reservoir of goodwill” that CSR firms accumulated over time creates a form of 

insurance against negative events (Lungeanu et al. 2018; Matozza et al. 2019; Zavyalova et al. 

2016). Lins et al. (2017) posit that a firm’s accumulated social capital pays off during a crisis 

of trust, to be specific, they find that firms with high CSR ratings have stock returns that are 

four to seven percentage points higher than firms with low CSR ratings in the 2008-2009 

financial crisis. Regarding financial restatements, Wans (2020) analyzes their market effects 

and notes that investors respond less negatively to restatements by firms with high levels of 

CSR performance. Consistent with this notion, Lungeanu et al. (2018) indicate that existing 

corporate philanthropy and strong corporate reputation dampen the effect of financial 

misconduct on restating firms’ loss of social approval. Stakeholders are prone to attribute less 

crisis-related responsibility to firms engaged in socially responsible activities, as such negative 

information is incongruent with their a priori positive expectations about the firm (Bundy and 

Pfarrer 2015). It is reasonable, then, to infer that stakeholders likely impose less severe 

penalties on CSR firms for financial misreporting. 

Another stream of research has highlighted the role of external audit in the financial 

reporting process (Cohen et al. 2017; Cohen et al. 2004; Engel et al. 2010). Stakeholders are 

inclined to hold auditors liable for financial restatements (Larcker and Richardson 2004). 

According to Stanley and DeZoort (2007) and Mande and Son (2013), shareholders and other 

stakeholders treat financial restatements, at least in part, as de facto audit failures, because they 

expect external auditors to detect misstatements. Nonetheless, after a restatement 
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announcement, the restating clients still rely upon external auditors to correct the misstatement, 

provide reasonable assurance, and enhance financial reporting credibility (Almer et al. 2008; 

Arthaud-Day et al. 2006; Mao 2018; Ng 1978). The extant auditing literature has documented 

audit adjustments after financial restatements (Blankley et al. 2012, 2014; Mande and Son 

2013). I conjecture that the post-restatement audit adjustments might be influenced by restating 

firm’s CSR reporting, as recent studies (Asante-Appiah 2020; Burke et al. 2019; Sharma et al. 

2018) notice that financial auditors pay greater attention to client’s CSR practices and 

incorporate such non-financial information into their audit of financial statements and risk 

assessment. I further discuss CSR disclosure, audit fees, and auditor change in the context of 

restatements in subsequent sections.   

3.2.2 CSR disclosure and audit fees 

Like investors and other stakeholders, financial auditors will notice and use the information 

contained in CSR disclosure in assessing risk and making judgements (Hickman et al. 2020; 

Sharma et al. 2018). According to Auditing Standard No.2110 issued by the Public Company 

Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), auditors should “obtain an understanding of the 

company and its environment to understand the events, conditions, and company activities that 

might reasonably be expected to have a significant effect on the risks of material misstatement.” 

CSR disclosure reveals information about conditions of the business and the effectiveness and 

integrity of management, which financial auditors consider during risk assessment. The 

disclosure of CSR misbehavior, for instance, not only attracts negative media coverage and 

raises questions about management effectiveness and integrity, but also adversely affects a 

firm’s financial profitability and stability through shareholder litigation, environmental fines 

and penalties, consumer boycotts, and reduced brand value (Burke et al. 2019). As such, it 

leads to financial statement impacts in forms of liabilities or impairments and has to be 

evaluated by the auditor (Asante-Appiah 2020).   
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In the context of financial restatements, I propose that CSR reporting practices are likely 

to influence audit fees following a restatement announcement. Prior studies show that the 

auditor increases audit fees for firms experiencing restatements as a response to increased client 

business risk (Bell et al. 2001; Blankley et al. 2014; Lobo and Zhao 2013).  I expand previous 

work by taking into account the effect of CSR reporting practices and the quality of disclosure, 

arguing that for restating firms disclosing their CSR practices, post-restatement audit fees are 

relatively lower than their non-CSR counterparts due to CSR’s information and reputational 

effects. 19  In respect of the information effect, because financial restatements increase 

uncertainty in the information environment (Barniv and Cao 2009), auditors use all available 

information in assessing changes in firm risk. CSR disclosure provides insights beyond those 

conveyed in financial information sources and enhances corporate transparency, which in turn, 

reduces information asymmetry and can be incrementally valuable to financial auditors (Cho 

et al. 2013; Cui et al. 2018). While the presence of negative CSR information (e.g., a chemical 

leak) negatively affects auditor judgements; a firm’s positive CSR disclosure (e.g., 

environmental friendly products) may yield more favorable auditor assessments. Hickman et 

al. (2020) present experimental evidence that the positive environmental disclosure of a client 

results in a less conservative auditor assessment of bad debt expense. Likewise, Du et al. (2018) 

contend that auditors applaud environmentally friendly firms, showing a negative relationship 

between CSR disclosure and modified audit opinions. Du et al. (2020) document that auditors 

charge socially responsible firms lower audit fees owning to lower engagement risk.  

 
19 I examine the relationship between audit fees and CSR disclosure around restatements when no 

auditor change occurs. Restating firms opt for auditor change or auditor retention depending on 

switching costs and possible replacement auditors (Hennes et al. 2014). When auditor change occurs 

within restating firms, the post-restatement audit fees will then depend on the successor auditors, for 

instance, whether they are Big N auditors, second-tier auditors, industry-expert auditors or others. 

Besides, the incomparable responses to reporting policies of the predecessor and successor auditors can 

cause variation in external audit fees charged (Blankley et al. 2012). 
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Further, I take account of CSR disclosure quality given the fact that report users can 

differentiate the disclosure quality of different CSR reports and allocate rewards accordingly 

(Burke et al. 2019; Gao et al. 2016). Zhang et al. (2020) point out that high-quality CSR 

reporting discloses CSR information in a clear, accurate, and balanced manner, including 

truthfully presenting less than desirable CSR performance. Also, the quality of CSR disclosure 

is reflected by “the extent of CSR information disclosed”, since high-quality CSR disclosure 

covers a wide range of CSR activities as well as showing the depth of firms’ involvement in 

each CSR area, allowing fewer opportunities for “cherry-picking” or other impression 

management tactics (Mijatovic and Stokic 2010; Tang and Gekara 2018). As such, I expect 

that the high-quality CSR disclosure promotes a better understanding of restating clients’ 

business and related risks, lowers the level of information asymmetry between auditors and 

restated clients, therefore, contributing to relatively lower audit fees for restating CSR firms 

subsequent to a financial restatement.  

CSR can also affect post-restatement audit fees through a reputational channel. CSR 

disclosure derives from a firm’s shared belief about moral behavior (Hoi et al. 2013). By 

disclosing its CSR practices, a firm reduces suspicion of its malevolent intent, increases 

stakeholder trust, strengthens its social legitimacy, and amasses reputational capital (Tran and 

O'Sullivan 2020). Therefore, when a negative event occurs, CSR disclosure provides 

insurance-like protection for firms since reputational capital accrued through CSR can lessen 

stakeholders’ negative reactions to adverse events (Fombrun and Shanley 1990; Godfrey 2005). 

Vanhamme and Grobben (2009) find that firms with a long CSR history are less affected by 

reputation backlashes. Shiu and Yang (2017) report that on the occurrence of a negative event, 

CSR provides insurance-like protection for firms and preserves shareholder and bondholder 

wealth. As for auditors, a stronger commitment to CSR reporting may help restore auditor 

confidence in a restated client, thereby attenuating the fee-increasing effects for restating CSR 
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firms in the post-restatement period. Recent audit studies also provide some support for this 

view. Bauer (2015) tests the effects of firms’ CSR engagement on auditor judgements, and find 

that compared with non-CSR firms, auditors agree more with CSR firms on the inventory write-

down and are less likely to issue going-concern opinions. Conversely, irresponsible CSR 

activities can severely tarnish a firm’s reputation, which negatively affects the auditor’s 

engagement risk and leads to higher audit fees (Asante-Appiah 2020; Burke et al. 2019). 

Altogether, based on the informational and reputational capital perspectives of CSR, CSR 

disclosure reduces information asymmetry and offers insurance-like protection to firms against 

the adverse consequences of misstatements, so that CSR firms are associated with relatively 

lower levels of perceived business risk and auditors will charge relatively lower post-

restatement audit fees for these CSR firms involved in financial restatements. I state hypotheses 

H3.1a and H3.1b as follows: 

H3.1a: Post-restatement audit fees are lower for CSR firms than for other firms when there is 

no auditor change. 

H3.1b: Post-restatement audit fees are lower for firms with high-quality CSR disclosure than 

for other firms when there is no auditor change. 

3.2.3 CSR disclosure and the likelihood of auditor change 

Next, I examine how CSR reporting practices and the quality of disclosure affect the likelihood 

of auditor change around restatements. Previous studies show mixed evidence on the 

association between restatements and auditor changes (Eshagniya and Salehi 2017; Hennes et 

al. 2014; Mande and Son 2013). Mande and Son (2013) point out that financial restatements 

constitute a temporary failure of accounting and audit functions, destabilize relationships 

between restating firms and their auditors, and create a need for auditor–client realignment. 

Thus, financial restatements cause subsequent auditor changes. However, Agrawal and Cooper 
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(2017), who investigate the effect of earnings-decreasing restatement announcements on top 

management and auditor turnover in 1997–2002, find strong evidence of greater turnover of 

senior-level executives but no systematic evidence of auditor turnover. 

I expect post-restatement changes to be more likely for CSR firms than for other firms 

because of a signaling effect. According to Spence (1978), signaling is a firm’s possible 

response to market failure when there is information asymmetry and managers rely on quality 

signaling in adverse circumstances (Toms 2002). Hence, change in auditors in restating firms 

is an observable action to transmit signals of firm quality. Additional evidence supports a 

signaling effect, showing that market participants react to auditor-change announcements 

(Griffin and Lont 2010). 

When restatements are disclosed via media releases, auditors are more likely to resign 

from restating clients because of greater reputation concerns (Huang and Scholz 2012). 

Meanwhile, restating firms in the spotlight face a higher probability of litigation, which 

incentivizes firms to take immediate remedial actions. Firms disclosing CSR practices 

communicate with a broad set of stakeholders, attracting media coverage and raising public 

visibility and scrutiny (Colleoni 2013; Reverte 2009). Therefore, restating CSR firms face more 

negative publicity and greater reputational risk than other firms, inciting more salient post-

restatement reactions. I expect that restating CSR firms are associated with auditor change as 

a prominent response to increased public pressure or a strong commitment to financial 

reporting quality, leading to hypothesis H3.2a: 

H3.2a: The likelihood of auditor change after restatements is higher for CSR firms than for 

other firms. 

Consistent with the signaling effect of CSR, I further test the relationship between CSR 

disclosure and change to industry-expert auditors around restatements. In addition to the 
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generic knowledge required for all audits, industry experts possess industry-specific experience 

and client-related knowledge, such as knowledge of specialized accounting rules and economic 

activities, and familiarity with the client’s accounting and internal control systems (Goodwin 

and Wu 2014). The specific knowledge and expertise take years for auditors to gain from on-

the-job experience with specific types of engagements (Frederick and Libby 1986). Once 

obtained, it can help auditors better identify accounting irregularities and breaches of contracts, 

thereby strengthening the role of auditing. 

Prior research asserts that firms audited by industry specialists report lower abnormal 

accruals in financial statements (Krishnan 2003), are more timely in reflecting bad news about 

future cash flows (Krishnan 2005), and have lower cost of equity (Krishnan et al. 2013). 

Knechel et al. (2007) show evidence on market reaction to industry-expert auditor changes, 

suggesting that firms switching between Big N auditors experience positive abnormal returns 

when the successor auditor is an industry expert. Conversely, the stock market return is 

significantly negative for a non-specialist successor auditor. In short, these empirical findings 

support that industry-expert auditors reflect high-quality auditing; the auditor-change effect is 

more pronounced when audit firms are industry experts. As restating CSR firms are more 

exposed to public scrutiny than other firms, they have more incentive to make changes as part 

of reputation repair (Zhang et al. 2020). Accordingly, I expect restating CSR firms are more 

likely to switch to an industry-expert auditor for better assurance, leading to hypothesis H3.2b: 

H3.2b: The likelihood of a change from a non-industry-expert to an industry-expert auditor 

after restatements is higher for CSR firms than for other firms. 

3.3. Research design 

3.3.1 Sample selection 
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The sample consists of US firms that restated their financial statements in 2000–2019. 

Financial restatement and auditor data are sourced from Audit Analytics, financial data from 

COMPUSTAT, and CSR disclosure quality is measured by restating firms’ standalone CSR 

reports using the methodology in Muslu et al. (2019). The strategic orientation of CSR implies 

that its impact takes a protracted time to manifest (Bansal et al. 2015), accordingly, I investigate 

the effect of CSR disclosure around restatement announcements from three years before to 

three years after the restatement (year t-3 to t + 3). CSR firms are identified through their CSR 

report issuance.20 CSR disclosure quality is measured from these reports because they are 

salient representations of CSR engagement and allow more systematic and comprehensive 

CSR disclosure, signaling a firm’s strong CSR commitment to stakeholders (Thijssens et al. 

2015; Zhang et al. 2020). Following Dhaliwal et al. (2012), CSR reports are sourced from the 

Global Reporting Initiative database, CorporateRegister.com, Corporate Social Responsibility 

Newswire, company websites, and internet searches. 

The initial sample includes 16,583 firms with restatements, from which 11,903 firms are 

excluded because auditor information is not available in Audit Analytics. I remove a further 

2,078 firms with missing COMPUSTAT data, resulting in a final sample of 2,602 restating 

firms. Among these, 222 firms issued 1,643 standalone reports around restatement 

announcements. 

3.3.2 Empirical models 

Following Simunic (1980), Craswell et al. (1995), Blankley et al. (2012), and Chen et al. (2016), 

I model audit fees as a function of CSR disclosure (or disclosure quality) and control variables 

to test hypothesis H3.1a (H3.1b): 

 
20 Some firms publish CSR reports biennially or every three years. If that is the case, I retain the firms’ 

CSR reports published five years before to five years after a financial restatement. 
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𝐿𝑁𝐴𝑈𝐷𝐼𝑇𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝐶𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑡(𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑖,𝑡)

+ 𝛼2𝐶𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑡 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑡(𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑖,𝑡 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑡) + 𝛼3𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼4𝐷𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛼5𝑅𝐴𝑀𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼6𝐵𝐼𝐺𝑁𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼7𝑇𝐸𝑁𝑈𝑅𝐸𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼8𝐹𝑌𝐸𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼9𝑀𝐴𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛼10𝐵𝑈𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐺𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼11𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑆𝐸𝐺𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼12𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼13𝑅𝑂𝐴𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼14𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛼15𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼16𝐿𝐸𝑉𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼17𝐺𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼18𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐴𝑈𝐷𝑖,𝑡  +  𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝐹𝐸

+ 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝐸

+ 𝜀𝑖,𝑡                                                                                                                      (3.1)  

The dependent variable, LNAUDIT, is the natural logarithm of total audit fees. My 

proxies for CSR disclosure are an indicator variable CSR for standalone CSR report issuance 

and a continuous variable DSCORE for CSR disclosure quality.21 DSCORE is an aggregate of 

seven components measuring the narratives, content, and other characteristics of voluntary 

non-financial reporting. These components are optimistic (RATIO_OPT) and pessimistic 

(RATIO_PES) tones, report length (RESWORDS), readability (READ_SMOG), numerical 

content (RATIO_NUM), horizon content (RATIO_HOR), and sustainability-related content 

(RATIO_SUS). A high DSCORE denotes high-quality CSR reporting, being more conservative 

in tone, producing a more readable and longer report, and disclosing more numerical, forward-

looking and sustainability-related content. POST is an indicator variable coded 1 if year 𝑡 is 

in the post-restatement period (year 𝑡 to 𝑡 + 3), and 0 otherwise. 

For hypothesis H3.1a (H3.1b), I predict a negative coefficient on the interaction term 

CSR × POST (DSCORE × POST), meaning that when there is no auditor change, CSR (high-

quality disclosure) firms have relatively lower audit fees in the post-restatement period 

compared with other firms.22 Several control variables relating to audit fees are included, 

where discretionary accruals (DACC) and real activity manipulation (RAM) control for 

financial reporting quality (Chen et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2012), and BIGN, TENURE, and GC 

 
21 The measure is based on Huang et al. (2013), Muslu et al. (2014), and Muslu et al. (2019). 
22 I do not test the relation between audit fees and CSR disclosure if restating firms experience auditor 

change because predecessor and successor auditors may have different criteria for risk assessment and 

respond differently to reporting policies, resulting in variation in external audit fees charged (Blankley 

et al. 2012). 
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control for auditor factors (Eshleman and Guo 2014; Hay et al. 2006). BIGN is an indicator 

variable that takes a value of 1 when the auditor is from a Big N firm and 0 otherwise. TENURE 

is the natural log of auditor tenure in years, and GC is an indicator variable that takes a value 

of 1 for a going-concern opinion and 0 otherwise. For audit complexity, a year-end indicator 

variable (FYE) and a merger or acquisition indicator (MA) are included because auditors charge 

higher fees for work conducted in the busy season (commonly January and February following 

a December 31 fiscal year end) and for additional work, such as adaptation to a new set of 

accounting systems and practices (Firth 2002). Following Bentley et al. (2013), the other 

proxies for audit complexity relating to audit fees are the square root of number of business 

segments (BUSSEG), an indicator variable of reported foreign segments (FORSEG), and 

inventory and account receivables (ARINV).  

Last, I control for firm characteristics associated with audit fees, including client size 

(SIZE), financial leverage (LEV), return on assets (ROA), financial losses (LOSS), and CSR 

reports (CSRAUD). Hay et al. (2006) show that client size (SIZE) accounts for a large 

proportion of variation in audit fees. Also, I control for financial leverage (LEV), where the 

ratio is positively associated with audit fees because a high level of leverage reflects high 

financial risk. Two measures of firm profitability, return on assets (ROA) and financial losses 

(LOSS) are added since auditors charge a higher fee for firms with poor financial performance 

to compensate for increased audit effort and greater risk exposure (Chen et al. 2016). As a 

signal of resource commitment to reporting activities, I include an indicator variable of external 

assurance on CSR reports (CSRAUD), and expect that firms committing resources to the 

independent verification of standalone CSR reports also commit more resources to the 

verification of their financial reporting. Both industry and year fixed effects are included in my 

model. 
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I test hypotheses H3.2a and H3.2b by regressing the likelihood of auditor change and 

change to industry expert respectively on CSR disclosure (or CSR disclosure quality) after 

controlling for other determinants of auditor change. I estimate the following regression model: 

𝐴𝑈𝐷𝐶𝐻𝐺𝑖,𝑡+1 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐶𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑡 (𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑖,𝑡)

+ 𝛽2𝐶𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑡 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑡(𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑖,𝑡 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑡) + 𝛽3𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑡  +  𝛽4𝐷𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛽5𝑅𝐴𝑀𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽6𝐺𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽7𝑇𝐸𝑁𝑈𝑅𝐸𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽8𝐿𝑁𝐴𝑈𝐷𝐼𝑇𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽9𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛽10𝐿𝐸𝑉𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽11𝑅𝑂𝐴𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽12𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽13𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐴𝑈𝐷𝑖,𝑡 +  𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝐹𝐸

+ 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝐸

+ 𝜀𝑖,𝑡                                                                                                                       (3.2) 

I employ a probit model23 in which the dependent variable is an indicator variable 

AUDCHG representing an auditor change for H3.2a, or an indicator variable EXPCHG 

denoting a change to industry-expert auditor to test H3.2b. To capture lead-lag effects, I relate 

CSR disclosure in year t to auditor change (change to industry-expert auditor) in year t + 1. 

Like Cenker and Nagy (2008), Mande and Son (2013) and Reichelt and Wang (2010), an audit 

firm is defined as an industry expert if the audit firm has at least 30% market share based on 

total audit fees within a two-digit SIC code.24 EXPCHG is an indicator variable that equals 1 

if there is a change from a non-industry-expert predecessor to an industry-expert successor, 

and 0 otherwise. For H3.2a and H3.2b, I predict a positive coefficient on CSR × POST 

(DSCORE × POST) after restatement announcements as a result of concerns about audit quality 

and firm reputation.  

I control for factors affecting auditor change following prior studies. I include DACC and 

RAM to proxy for financial reporting quality. According to Johnson et al. (2002), low financial 

 
23  In untabulated analysis, I use logistic regression to test H3.2a and H3.2b; my results remain 

qualitatively unchanged. 
24 Prior research suggests that a threshold of 30% market share of total audit fees within an industry 

could ensure Big N auditors are not classified as industry experts (Mande and Son 2013; Mayhew and 

Wilkins 2003). Nevertheless, I find qualitatively similar results when increasing the thresholds for 

classification as an industry expert to 35% and 40%. I also consider defining an industry expert based 

on each audit firm’s industry market share of client sales (Knechel et al. 2007; Krishnan 2003); the 

results are substantially the same. 
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reporting quality is associated with short audit tenures since auditors have incentive to protect 

their reputation and avoid potential lawsuits caused by material misstatements. Conversely, 

DeFond and Subramanyam (1998) document that firms with large discretionary accruals 

dismiss incumbent auditors and seek more “reasonable” successor auditors. In either case, I 

expect a relationship between financial reporting quality and the likelihood of auditor change. 

Moreover, auditors’ going-concern opinions (GC), auditor tenure (TENURE), audit fees 

(LNAUDIT), and CSR report assurance (CSRAUD) may also exert an influence on auditor 

change. Krishnan and Krishnan (1997) provide evidence that issuance of a going-concern 

opinion leads to auditor resignations; Mande and Son (2013) find that auditor change occurs 

more frequently when audit opinions are not clean. Longer audit tenures are correlated with a 

lower likelihood of auditor change (Huang and Scholz 2012; Lee et al. 2004). Auditors are less 

likely to terminate an engagement with firms paying high audit fees and obtaining external 

CSR report assurance (Huang and Scholz 2012). However, because audit fee reduction 

gradually disappears after the first few years of initial engagements and audit fees have returned 

to normal levels for continuing engagements, a firm may change auditors to save on fees (Chan 

et al. 2011). And again I control for firm characteristics by adding SIZE, LEV, ROA, and LOSS, 

and predict that auditor changes are more likely for small clients (DeAngelo 1981), less 

profitable firms, firms with losses, and highly leveraged firms (Mande and Son 2013). Finally, 

year and industry fixed effects are controlled for in the model. Detailed description of all 

variables is provided in Appendix 3.1. 

3.4. Results and discussion 

3.4.1 Descriptive statistics 

Table 3.1 shows the sample breakdown by year and industry for firm restatement 

announcements and CSR report issuance. Panel A indicates that the number of financial 
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restatements has been increasing since 2000, reaching a peak of 340 in 2006, slightly declining 

in 2007–2008, and gradually increasing afterwards. Conversely, there is a steady increase in 

restating firms’ CSR report issuance over the sample period. Panel B suggests that firms in 

manufacturing industry have the highest incidence of financial restatements, but also produce 

the largest number of CSR reports. Other industries intensively involved in restatements and 

CSR reporting are transportation and public utilities, finance, insurance and real estate, and 

service industries. Collectively, my sample contains 4,681 identified financial restatements and 

1,643 standalone CSR reports of restating firms for 2000–2019. 

Table 3.1 Sample breakdown by year and industry 

Panel A. Distribution by year 

Year Financial restatements Restating firms’ CSR report issuance 

 n Percent n Percent 

2000 60 1.28 5 0.30 

2001 81 1.73 6 0.37 

2002 104 2.22 15 0.91 

2003 144 3.08 24 1.46 

2004 178 3.80 30 1.83 

2005 260 5.55 35 2.13 

2006 340 7.26 44 2.68 

2007 249 5.32 53 3.23 

2008 194 4.14 66 4.02 

2009 201 4.29 64 3.90 

2010 202 4.32 85 5.17 

2011 224 4.79 100 6.09 

2012 302 6.45 127 7.73 

2013 376 8.03 161 9.80 

2014 368 7.86 160 9.74 

2015 348 7.43 186 11.32 

2016 394 8.42 171 10.41 

2017 347 7.41 171 10.41 

2018 307 6.56 124 7.55 

2019 2 0.04 16 0.97 

Total  4,681 100.00 1,643 100.00 

 

Panel B. Distribution by industry 

SIC Industry  Financial restatements Restating firms’ CSR report 

issuance 

 n Percent n Percent 

Agriculture, Forestry, & Fishing 15 0.32   

Mining 301 6.43 120 7.30 
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Construction 68 1.45 23 1.40 

Manufacturing 1801 38.47 685 41.69 

Transportation & Public Utilities 412 8.80 284 17.29 

Wholesale Trade 158 3.38 39 2.37 

Retail Trade 267 5.70 72 4.38 

Finance, Insurance, & Real Estate 831 17.75 232 14.12 

Services 771 16.47 154 9.37 

Nonclassifiable Establishments 57 1.21 34 2.07 

Total 4,681 100.00 1,643 100.00 

 

Table 3.2 provides the sample breakdown by CSR, audit fees, and auditor changes. Panel 

A shows that CSR firms account for 7.53% of total observations.25 Panel B compares audit 

fees for restating CSR and non-CSR firms with no auditor change. Audit fees of CSR firms are 

approximately three times higher than those of non-CSR firms. Specifically, the mean (median) 

audit fees of CSR firms are $7.220 ($5.250) million in the pre-restatement period and $7.385 

($5.159) million in the post-restatement period. For non-CSR firms, the pre-restatement audit 

fee mean (median) is $2.181 ($1.070) million and the post-restatement mean (median) is 

$2.586 ($1.339) million. The increases in audit fees of non-CSR firms are significantly larger 

(post-pre mean diff = 0.405, 𝑝 < 0.01) than that of CSR firms (post-pre mean diff = 0.165, 

𝑝 > 0.10) from the pre- to post-restatement periods. 

Table 3.2 Panel C details auditor changes in the sample. About 97% of CSR firms employ 

Big N auditors in the pre- and post-restatement periods; this proportion is 64.63% for non-CSR 

firms. For industry-expert auditor engagement, the proportion is two times higher for CSR 

firms (43.73% to 45.32%) than for non-CSR firms (20.84% to 21.66%). Both CSR and non-

 
25 There is a potential endogeneity between CSR and financial restatements. Specifically, CSR firms 

may be related to a lower likelihood of financial restatements (Tran and O'Sullivan 2020). However, I 

focus on restating firms only, and analyze the informational value of CSR disclosure quality in the 

presence of financial restatements rather than predicting the likelihood and underlying motivation of 

restatement occurrence. Nevertheless, I apply Heckman’s (1979) two-stage method to control for 

potential selection bias, model the probability of CSR issuance for restating firms in the first stage, and 

rerun my regression models including the calculated inverse Mills ratio in the second stage. Untabulated 

results show that my main inference between CSR and financial audit remains unchanged. 
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CSR firms have increased numbers of auditor changes from the pre-restatement to the post-

restatement period. Notably, the proportion of auditor changes is 17.92% for non-CSR firms 

and 7.67% for CSR firms. Likewise, the result shows an increased incidence of change to 

industry-expert auditor for CSR and non-CSR firms in the post-restatement period. 

Table 3.2 Sample breakdown by CSR, audit fees and auditor change 

Panel A. Proportion of restating CSR and non-CSR firms 

 Firm-year observations Percent 

Restating CSR firms 1,643 7.53 

Restating non-CSR firms 20,162 92.47 

Total 21,805 100.00 

 

Panel B. Comparison of audit fees  

 Pre-restatement Post-restatement t-statistics 

Audit fees ($m) Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median Std. Dev. Diff. in Means  

(post-pre) 

CSR firms 7.220 5.250 6.224 7.385 5.159 6.340 0.165 

Non-CSR firms 2.181 1.070 3.383 2.586 1.339 3.764 0.405*** 

 

Panel C. Comparison of auditor change 

C1. Big N auditors and industry-expert auditors  

 Pre-restatement Post-restatement 

 n Percent n Percent 

Big N auditors employed     

CSR firms 463 97.68 1000 97.94 

Non-CSR firms 4,585 64.63 6,861 62.37 

     

Industry-expert auditors employed     

CSR firms 184 45.32 363 43.73 

Non-CSR firms 1,531 21.66 2,249 20.84 

 

C2. Auditor change and industry-expert change  

 Pre-restatement Post-restatement 

 n Percent n Percent 

Auditor change      

CSR firms 18 4.74 65 7.67 

Non-CSR firms 1,027 16.50 1,954 17.92 

     

Industry-expert auditor change      
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Non-expert to expert auditors     

CSR firms 11 2.59 26 2.72 

Non-CSR firms 176 2.15 297 2.48 

     

Expert to non-expert auditors     

CSR firms 7 1.65 29 3.03 

Non-CSR firms 127 1.55 336 2.81 

***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, using two-

tailed tests. 

 

Table 3.3 shows descriptive statistics of the key variables. The dollar amount of audit 

fees (LNAUDIT) has a mean of $2.046 million, ranging from $0.008–$21.030 million. About 

11% of sample’s firm–year observations show auditor changes (AUDCHG), of which 3.5% 

report change to industry-expert auditors (EXPCHG). The mean value of CSR is 0.075, 

indicating that 7.5% of the sample issue standalone reports. DSCORE has a mean (median) of 

3.85 (3.90). As for the components of DSCORE, the mean of RATIO_PES is 7.756 and the 

mean of RATIO_OPT is 14.293, showing firms use more positive and fewer negative words 

when disclosing CSR information. The average SMOG is 11.861, indicating that 12 years of 

formal education is required to understand a CSR report. Firms frequently use numerical and 

sustainability-related words when communicating CSR activities (RATIO_NUM 

mean = 21.408; RATIO_SUS mean = 31.292), with considerable variation in such word usage 

among firms (RATIO_NUM sd = 20.903; RATIO_SUS sd = 7.892). In contrast, RATIO_HOR 

shows a low mean of 1.568, implying that firms are less likely to disclose strategic plans in 

CSR reports. 

Furthermore, I present statistics of control variables relating to audit fees or auditor 

change, which are in the range of those reported in earlier studies (Chen et al. 2016; Huang and 

Scholz 2012). Discretionary accruals (DACC) have a slightly negative mean of –0.117, while 

real earnings manipulation (RAM) is 0.441 on average. That is, restating firms are associated 

with income-decreasing discretionary accruals, plausibly induced by increasing litigation risk 

(DeFond and Subramanyam 1998). Nearly 66% of sample firm-year observations are audited 
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by Big N auditors (BIGN). The average audit firm tenure (TENURE) is 6.204 years. Around 

74.7% of sample observations end on fiscal year December 31 (FYE). About 62.4% experience 

mergers or acquisition activities (MA). The mean of BUSSEG is 1.528; 46.4% of the firm-year 

observations have foreign operations (FORSEG). Accounts receivable and inventory comprise 

25.2% of total assets (ARINV) for firms on average. However, this proportion can be extremely 

large in some cases. For instance, the maximum value of ARINV is 0.919, implying accounts 

receivable and inventory represent over 90% of some firms’ total assets. I further observe that 

restating firms are characterized by poor financial performance attributable to a negative ROA 

of –53.6%. Similarly, 39% of the sample experience losses (LOSS) and 30.1% have received a 

going-concern opinion (GC). The mean (median) of SIZE is 6.316 (6.544), yet a standard 

deviation of 2.539 indicates variability in firm size. The mean proportion of debt to total assets 

(LEV) is 0.448. Nearly a quarter of issued CSR reports of restating firms are assured by external 

auditors (CSRAUD).    

Table 3.3 Descriptive statistics 

Variables mean sd min p25 p50 p75 max 

LNAUDIT ($m) 2.046 3.598 0.008 0.215 0.797 2.107 21.030 

AUDCHG 0.108 0.311 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 

EXPCHG 0.035 0.184 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 

CSR 0.075 0.264 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 

DSCORE 3.850 0.942 1.500 3.200 3.900 4.600 6.400 

RATIO_PES 7.756 3.482 0.000 5.671 7.420 9.482 40.853 

RATIO_OPT 14.293 3.921 0.000 11.922 14.205 16.391 28.567 

READ_SMOG 11.861 1.885 3.605 10.815 11.667 12.657 42.626 

RESWORDS 0.001 0.726 -4.883 -0.359 0.087 0.428 8.730 

RATIO_NUM 21.408 20.903 0.000 12.865 17.928 24.624 490.385 

RATIO_HOR 1.568 1.830 0.000 0.743 1.174 1.797 36.107 

RATIO_SUS 31.292 7.892 0.000 26.771 30.801 35.134 72.973 

DACC -0.117 3.050 -17.650 -0.209 0.029 0.368 9.160 

RAM 0.441 2.708 -8.910 -0.387 0.135 0.774 11.708 

BIGN 0.659 0.474 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

TENURE (yr) 6.204 3.785 1.000 3.000 6.000 8.000 16.000 

FYE 0.747 0.435 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

MA 0.624 0.484 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

BUSSEG 1.528 0.665 1.000 1.000 1.000 2.000 5.292 

FORSEG 0.464 0.499 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 

ARINV 0.252 0.230 0.000 0.063 0.192 0.375 0.919 
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ROA -0.536 2.518 -18.338 -0.087 0.014 0.060 0.602 

LOSS 0.390 0.488 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 

SIZE  6.316 2.539 0.004 4.628 6.544 8.089 11.865 

LEV 0.448 1.050 0.000 0.046 0.220 0.434 7.489 

GC 0.301 0.459 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 

CSRAUD 0.245 0.430 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 

The presented statistics of DSCORE, seven DSCORE components (from RATIO_PES to 

RATIO_SUS), and CSRAUD are for CSR firms only. I scale up the DSCORE components 

multiplying by 1000 except SMOG and RESWORDS. 

 

Table 3.4 provides the Pearson and Spearman correlation matrices. I find that LNAUDIT is 

significantly and positively correlated with DSCORE. Firms engaged in earnings manipulation 

(DACC and RAM) pay higher audit fees. Other pairwise associations show a strong positive 

correlation between LNAUDIT and audit-task complexity. To be specific, audit fees tend to be 

higher when a firm has more BUSSEG, FORSEG, and ARINV. Large firms(SIZE) report higher 

ROA, yet are also associated with higher default risk, measured by financial leverage (LEV). 

3.4.2 Analysis of hypotheses H3.1a and H3.1b 

I present the results for H3.1a and H3.1b in Table 3.5. CSR is significantly and positively 

associated with audit fees, which reflects greater audit investments of CSR firms. POST 

exhibits a positive relation with LNAUDIT, indicating an increase in post-restatement audit fees 

of restating firms. The coefficient on CSR × POST is negative (α2 = –0.155, p < 0.05), meaning 

that restating CSR firms experience relatively lower audit fees than restating non-CSR firms in 

the post-restatement period if no auditor change has occurred. More specifically, audit fees are 

$0.856 million lower for CSR firms compared with non-CSR firms in the post-restatement 

period.26 To better understand the relationship between CSR disclosure quality and audit fees, 

I regress LNAUDIT on DSCORE, where DSCORE × POST is negative and statistically 

significant (α2 = –0.031, p < 0.05). That is, in the post-restatement period, firms with high-

quality CSR disclosure are more likely to be associated with lower audit fees when firms stay    

 
26 The calculation is based on [exp(–0.155) = 0.856]. 
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Table 3.4 Pearson and Spearman correlation  

 LNAUDIT DSCORE DACC RAM TENURE BUSSEG FORSEG ARINV ROA SIZE LEV 

LNAUDIT  0.341*** 0.031* 0.071*** 0.441*** 0.305*** 0.296*** -0.120*** 0.209*** 0.843*** 0.167*** 

DSCORE 0.328***  0.028 0.007 0.261*** 0.127*** 0.093*** -0.104*** 0.112*** 0.343*** 0.090*** 

DACC 0.057*** 0.022***  -0.038** -0.012 0.011 0.050*** 0.068*** 0.009 0.002 0.051*** 

RAM 0.086*** 0.054*** 0.100***  0.035** -0.045*** 0.091*** 0.024 0.153*** 0.001 -0.191*** 

TENURE 0.490*** 0.178*** 0.053*** 0.006  0.170*** 0.048*** -0.105*** 0.277*** 0.539*** -0.002 

BUSSEG 0.445*** 0.175*** 0.047*** 0.005 0.234***  0.201*** 0.006 0.077*** 0.295*** 0.129*** 

FORSEG 0.385*** 0.111*** 0.027*** 0.078*** 0.168*** 0.203***  0.038** 0.059*** 0.207*** -0.092*** 

ARINV 0.078*** -0.016** 0.033*** 0.003 0.055*** 0.101*** 0.224***  0.091*** -0.094*** -0.001 

ROA 0.367*** 0.062*** 0.149*** -0.017 0.218*** 0.173*** 0.191*** 0.134***  0.372*** -0.174*** 

SIZE 0.837*** 0.331*** 0.043*** 0.039** 0.413*** 0.428*** 0.228*** 0.089*** 0.293***  0.214*** 

LEV -0.214*** -0.011 -0.096*** -0.040** -0.124*** -0.094*** -0.178*** -0.060*** -0.493*** 0.039***  

***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, using two-tailed tests.                                                                                                         

Lower-triangular cells report Pearson's correlation coefficients, upper-triangular cells are Spearman’s rank correlation. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix 3.1. 
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with the incumbent auditor. For other control variables, consistent with expectations, I find that 

BIGN, BUSSEG, FORSEG, LOSS, and SIZE have significant positive association with 

LNAUDIT (p < 0.01), implying that higher audit fees are linked to Big N auditors, more 

business segments, and foreign operations, a high frequency of losses, and large firm size. The 

coefficient of FYE is positive and significant (p < 0.05), which suggests that audit work 

conducted in busy seasons leads to increased audit fees. TENURE is significantly and 

negatively related to LNAUDIT, probably reflecting lower audit effort as a result of familiarity 

with the client (Bamber and Iyer 2007).  

Table 3.5 CSR disclosure and audit fees  

Panel A. CSR (DSCORE) and audit fees 

Model (1) (2) 

Dep. Var.= LNAUDITt LNAUDITt 

CSRt 0.334***  

 (3.47)  

CSRt × POSTt -0.155**  

 (-2.16)  

DSCOREt  0.093*** 
  (4.39) 

DSCOREt × POSTt  -0.032** 
  (-2.07) 

POSTt 0.088*** 0.085*** 
 (2.72) (2.64) 

DACCt 0.007* 0.007 
 (1.66) (1.65) 

RAMt 0.007 0.006 
 (1.20) (1.17) 

BIGNt 0.839*** 0.846*** 
 (5.75) (5.79) 

TENUREt -0.250*** -0.253*** 
 (-3.66) (-3.69) 

FYEt 0.118** 0.117** 
 (2.01) (1.99) 

MAt 0.074 0.077* 
 (1.60) (1.67) 

BUSSEGt  0.184*** 0.186*** 
 (4.20) (4.25) 

FORSEGt  0.251*** 0.254*** 
 (3.51) (3.58) 

ARINVt 0.134 0.132 
 (0.57) (0.56) 
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ROAt -0.050 -0.046 
 (-0.64) (-0.59) 

LOSSt 0.233*** 0.231*** 
 (4.79) (4.76) 

SIZEt 0.421*** 0.417*** 
 (17.55) (17.46) 

LEVt -0.002 -0.003 
 (-0.02) (-0.04) 

GCt 0.091 0.092 
 (0.98) (0.98) 

CSRAUDt 0.111 0.059 

 (0.80) (0.46) 

Observations 1,588 1,588 

Adjusted R-squared 0.830 0.831 

Industry FE YES YES 

Year FE YES YES 

 

Panel B. DSCORE components and audit fees 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Dep. Var.= LNAUDITt LNAUDITt LNAUDITt LNAUDITt LNAUDITt LNAUDITt LNAUDITt 

PESt 0.652***       

 (5.83)       

PESt × POSTt -0.265***       

 (-2.82)       

OPTt  0.406**      

  (2.38)      

OPTt × POSTt  -0.169*      

  (-1.67)      

SMOGt   0.567***     

   (4.24)     

SMOGt × POSTt   -0.142     

   (-1.51)     

LENt    0.655***    

    (4.60)    

LENt × POSTt    -0.166*    

    (-1.80)    

NUMt     0.407***   

     (3.25)   

NUMt × POSTt     -0.215*   

     (-1.69)   

HORt      0.487***  

      (3.26)  

HORt × POSTt      -0.198*  

      (-1.77)  

SUSt       0.456*** 
       (3.66) 

SUSt × POSTt       -0.235** 
       (-2.08) 

POSTt 0.087*** 0.085*** 0.081** 0.082** 0.085*** 0.081*** 0.087*** 
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 (2.75) (2.66) (2.54) (2.59) (2.69) (2.60) (2.72) 

DACCt 0.008* 0.008* 0.008* 0.008* 0.007* 0.007 0.007* 
 (1.76) (1.67) (1.88) (1.81) (1.65) (1.55) (1.69) 

RAMt 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.007 
 (1.19) (1.34) (1.26) (1.08) (1.24) (1.44) (1.34) 

BIGNt 0.843*** 0.828*** 0.850*** 0.844*** 0.829*** 0.849*** 0.836*** 

 (5.78) (5.68) (5.79) (5.78) (5.69) (5.78) (5.74) 

TENUREt -0.248*** -0.255*** -0.256*** -0.246*** -0.247*** -0.252*** -0.248*** 
 (-3.63) (-3.76) (-3.73) (-3.62) (-3.62) (-3.70) (-3.62) 

FYEt 0.121** 0.121** 0.121** 0.119** 0.122** 0.113* 0.116** 
 (2.05) (2.04) (2.06) (2.03) (2.05) (1.93) (1.97) 

MAt 0.077* 0.074 0.080* 0.077* 0.070 0.078* 0.072 
 (1.68) (1.58) (1.75) (1.69) (1.51) (1.67) (1.56) 

BUSSEGt 0.189*** 0.189*** 0.185*** 0.179*** 0.187*** 0.187*** 0.189*** 
 (4.35) (4.23) (4.34) (4.13) (4.22) (4.25) (4.27) 

FORSEGt 0.251*** 0.246*** 0.251*** 0.250*** 0.249*** 0.248*** 0.250*** 
 (3.55) (3.39) (3.55) (3.55) (3.49) (3.49) (3.49) 

ARINVt 0.137 0.154 0.135 0.116 0.128 0.139 0.137 
 (0.58) (0.65) (0.57) (0.49) (0.54) (0.59) (0.58) 

ROAt -0.049 -0.055 -0.044 -0.047 -0.057 -0.047 -0.051 
 (-0.63) (-0.70) (-0.56) (-0.59) (-0.72) (-0.60) (-0.65) 

LOSSt 0.229*** 0.229*** 0.230*** 0.231*** 0.229*** 0.233*** 0.231*** 
 (4.76) (4.67) (4.73) (4.80) (4.73) (4.81) (4.75) 

SIZEt 0.419*** 0.430*** 0.417*** 0.417*** 0.426*** 0.421*** 0.423*** 
 (17.95) (17.67) (17.80) (17.65) (18.08) (17.39) (18.00) 

LEVt -0.005 -0.008 -0.004 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.004 
 (-0.06) (-0.09) (-0.04) (-0.01) (-0.01) (-0.01) (-0.05) 

GCt 0.102 0.103 0.095 0.091 0.098 0.094 0.095 
 (1.08) (1.09) (1.01) (0.98) (1.03) (1.01) (1.01) 

CSRAUDt 0.054 0.117 -0.037 -0.079 0.212* 0.165* 0.186 
 (0.41) (0.71) (-0.27) (-0.52) (1.82) (1.72) (1.44) 

Observations 1,588 1,588 1,588 1,588 1,588 1,588 1,588 

Adjusted R-squared 0.831 0.829 0.831 0.831 0.829 0.831 0.829 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, using two-tailed tests. 

This table reports the regression results from Model 3.1. Panel A presents the results of the impact of CSR (DSCORE) on audit 

fees when there is no auditor change during the restatement period, and Panel B presents the results of the impact of seven 

DSCORE components on audit fees in instances of no auditor change. The t values reported in parentheses are based on robust 

standard errors clustered by firm. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix 3.1. 

 

In Panel B of Table 3.5, audit fees are regressed on the seven components of DSCORE. 

The results suggest that firms with CSR reports that use more pessimistic and fewer optimistic 

words, are longer in length, and disclose more numerical, forward-looking and sustainability-

related content have smaller increases in post-restatement audit fees when no auditor change 

occurs. Notably, interaction terms PES × POST and SUS × POST are statistically significant 
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(p < 0.05), indicating that pessimistic tone and sustainability-related information strongly 

affect post-restatement audit fees. This suggests auditors are more inclined to a conservative 

narrative and detailed disclosure of CSR activities when adjusting audit fees for restating 

clients, consistent with de Jong and van der Meer (2017) and Gosselt et al. (2019) of the need 

for clear and sincere CSR communication to benefit from CSR efforts. My interpretation for 

the sign and significance of control variables is similar to those in Panel A. An adjusted R-

squared value that reaches 0.829 or higher represents a high explanatory power of models. 

Variance inflation factors (VIFs) are well below ten, alleviating concerns of multicollinearity 

(Neter et al. 1996).27 Overall, the findings in Table 3.5 support H3.1a and H3.1b. 

3.4.3 Analysis of hypotheses H3.2a and H3.2b 

H3.2a (H3.2b) tests the relation between the likelihood of auditor change (change to industry-

expert) and CSR disclosure, and the results are given in Table 3.6. Panel A Columns 1 and 2 

show tests for H3.2a, while Columns 3 and 4 are related to H3.2b. CSR × POST has a positive 

and significant coefficient (β2  = 4.071, p < 0.01) in Column 1, showing that CSR firms are 

more likely to experience auditor change than are non-CSR firms in the post-restatement period. 

With regard to the quality of CSR disclosure, Column 2 shows that firms with high-quality 

CSR disclosure are less likely to change auditors (β1  = –1.464, p < 0.01). The significant 

coefficient estimate on DSCORE × POST (p < 0.01) reveals that if all other variables are held 

constant, the z-score increases by 1.602 for each one-unit increase in the interaction term. It 

implies firms strongly committed to CSR are more likely to change auditors following 

restatements because of reputation concerns. Collectively, the results support H3.2a that firms 

 
27 I test all regression models for multicollinearity problems using VIF tests; the results show that the 

highest VIF is 4.08—well below 10, the conventional threshold of concern. 
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with CSR investment are more likely to change auditors to signal reputation repair following 

financial restatements. 

Table 3.6 CSR disclosure and the likelihood of auditor change 

Panel A. CSR disclosure and auditor change (change to industry-expert) 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dep. Var.= AUDCHGt+1 AUDCHGt+1 EXPCHGt+1 EXPCHGt+1 

CSRt -3.542*** –4.187***

(-17.84) (–21.30)

CSRt × POSTt 4.071*** 4.222***

(14.36) (19.44) 

DSCOREt -1.464*** –2.555***

(-16.35) (–15.50)

DSCOREt × 

POSTt 
1.602*** 2.538***

(15.52) (15.21)

POSTt 0.037 0.039 –0.137 –0.129

(0.47) (0.50) (–1.50) (–1.42)

DACCt -0.007 -0.008 0.004 0.004

(-0.44) (-0.45) (0.24) (0.21)

RAMt 0.009 0.009 –0.020 –0.020

(0.50) (0.52) (–0.99) (–0.99)

GCt 0.107 0.106 –0.399** –0.393**

(1.56) (1.55) (–2.36) (–2.33)

TENUREt -1.328*** -1.326*** –0.110 –0.108

(-19.15) (-19.19) (–1.33) (–1.28)

LNAUDITt 0.042 0.042 0.173** 0.174**

(0.87) (0.87) (2.20) (2.22)

SIZEt -0.039 -0.039 –0.033 –0.031

(-1.31) (-1.32) (–0.69) (–0.65)

LEVt -0.062 -0.061 0.149 0.150

(-0.97) (-0.96) (1.26) (1.27)

ROAt -0.005 -0.004 0.246 0.247

(-0.12) (-0.11) (1.25) (1.25)

LOSSt -0.038 -0.038 –0.076 –0.075

(-0.54) (-0.53) (–0.64) (–0.64)

CSRAUDt -0.579** -0.550* 0.140 0.220

(-2.19) (-1.88) (0.38) (0.60)

Observations 3,322 3,322 3,227 3,227

Pseudo R2 0.330 0.329 0.120 0.120

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 
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Panel B. CSR disclosure and auditor resignations (dismissals) 

Model  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Dep. Var.= RESIGNt+1 RESIGNt+1 RESIGNt+1 DISMISSt+1 DISMISSt+1 DISMISSt+1 

CSRt -0.080   -0.118   

 (-0.20)   (-0.66)   

CSRt × POSTt 0.229   0.363*   

 (0.52)   (1.81)   

DSCOREt  -0.001   -0.017  

  (-0.01)   (-0.39)  

DSCOREt × POSTt  0.032   0.078  

  (0.30)   (1.64)  

HIDSt   0.124   -0.020 
   (0.28)   (-0.08) 

HIDSt × POSTt   -0.097   0.214 
   (-0.19)   (0.82) 

LODSt   -2.990***   -0.263 
   (-18.18)   (-0.97) 

LODSt × POSTt   3.229***   0.562* 
   (8.88)   (1.84) 

POSTt -0.113 -0.106 -0.112 -0.053 -0.049 -0.052 
 (-1.04) (-0.97) (-1.03) (-0.90) (-0.83) (-0.89) 

CORE_EARNINGSt 0.156 0.158 0.150 0.218* 0.219* 0.217* 
 (0.85) (0.86) (0.82) (1.81) (1.82) (1.80) 

SEVERITYt 0.201 0.204 0.193 -0.211 -0.204 -0.216 
 (0.79) (0.81) (0.75) (-0.79) (-0.76) (-0.81) 

GCt 0.978** 0.977** 0.976** 0.919* 0.919* 0.919* 
 (2.54) (2.54) (2.53) (1.92) (1.92) (1.92) 

WEAKICt 0.146 0.144 0.148 -0.371*** -0.372*** -0.371*** 
 (1.08) (1.08) (1.10) (-3.59) (-3.59) (-3.59) 

TENUREt -0.388*** -0.387*** -0.386*** -0.892*** -0.891*** -0.892*** 
 (-4.06) (-4.08) (-4.03) (-16.62) (-16.68) (-16.52) 

BIGNt -0.275** -0.275** -0.279** 0.319*** 0.320*** 0.319*** 
 (-2.06) (-2.06) (-2.09) (3.63) (3.64) (3.64) 

EXPERTt 0.163 0.161 0.165 0.107* 0.106* 0.108* 
 (1.36) (1.35) (1.37) (1.68) (1.66) (1.70) 

LNAUDITt -0.051 -0.050 -0.051 -0.200*** -0.200*** -0.200*** 
 (-0.66) (-0.65) (-0.66) (-4.30) (-4.30) (-4.32) 

SIZEt -0.004 -0.004 -0.004 0.112*** 0.110*** 0.112*** 
 (-0.09) (-0.08) (-0.08) (4.00) (3.98) (4.04) 

LEVt 0.149* 0.149* 0.149* -0.033 -0.031 -0.033 
 (1.72) (1.72) (1.73) (-0.33) (-0.32) (-0.34) 

ROAt 0.094 0.093 0.091 0.143 0.144 0.142 
 (0.44) (0.44) (0.43) (1.43) (1.44) (1.43) 

LOSSt 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.120* 0.120* 0.118* 
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(0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (1.81) (1.81) (1.78) 

DISAGREEt 1.530*** 1.530*** 1.532*** 2.444*** 2.444*** 2.444*** 

(10.40) (10.42) (10.49) (19.48) (19.46) (19.49) 

Observations 4,340 4,340 4,340 9,242 9,242 9,242 

Pseudo R2 0.359 0.358 0.360 0.366 0.366 0.366 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES YES YES 

 ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, using two-tailed tests.   

This table reports the regression results from Model 3.2. Panel A presents the results of CSR (DSCORE) and the 

likelihood of (industry-expert) auditor change in the following year, and Panel B presents the results of CSR 

(DSCORE, high- and low-DSCORE) and the likelihood of auditor resignations and dismissals in the following year. 

z-statistics reported in parentheses are based on robust standard errors clustered by firm. Variable definitions are

provided in Appendix 3.1. 

In support of H3.2b, I report that in the post-restatement period, there is a higher 

likelihood of CSR firms changing from a non-industry-expert to an industry-expert auditor 

(β2 = 4.222, p < 0.01 in Column 3), and the one-year-lead EXPCHG increases significantly 

with DSCORE × POST (β2 = 2.538, p < 0.01 in Column 4). These results confirm that restating 

firms with a greater commitment to CSR are motivated to take reputation repair actions; thus, 

they strive for high-quality audits with industry-expert auditors. It is also consistent with the 

signaling effect, as CSR firms transmit quality signals of their financial statements by 

exhibiting a prominent change to industry-expert auditors. Additionally, I find that changes to 

industry-expert auditors are more likely when firms have higher audit fees and fewer going 

concern reports. 

3.4.4 Auditor resignations versus dismissals 

I conduct an additional test to distinguish auditor-initiated (resignations) from client-initiated 

(dismissals) auditor change because prior research has documented that these changes are 

driven by different interests (Calderon and Ofobike 2008) and the impact varies depending on 

the initiating party (Francis et al. 2017). 28  Accordingly, I regress auditor resignations or 

28 Using the data from Audit Analytics, I identify 506 firm-years with auditor resignations and 1,692 

firm-years with auditor dismissals among 3,064 firm-year auditor switches in my sample. The 

remaining 866 firm-year auditor switches with no clear identification of auditor resignations and 

dismissals are not included in additional analyses of resignations and dismissals. 
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dismissals in the year after the restatement on CSR disclosure, and present the results in Panel 

B of Table 3.6. 

Columns 1, 2, and 3 of Panel B examine the impact of CSR disclosure on auditor 

resignations. Columns 3 and 6 divide CSR firms into high- and low-quality CSR groups based 

on the median of DSCORE, where HIDS (LODS) is an indicator variable for the high-DSCORE 

(low-DSCORE) group. There is a significant and positive relationship between LODS × POST 

and RESIGN in Column 3, suggesting firms with low-quality CSR disclosure are more likely 

to experience auditor resignations after financial restatements. However, I find this effect only 

exists for low-DSCORE firms, as the coefficient on HIDS × POST is insignificant. It implies 

that low-quality CSR disclosure, such as over-optimistic narratives and a lack of details of 

specific practices, can adversely affect auditor perceptions of a restating firm, thereby 

contributing to an increased likelihood of resignation. Prior studies suggest a link between CSR 

and financial reporting quality (Chih et al. 2008; Hong and Andersen 2011; Martínez-Ferrero 

et al. 2016). For instance, Martínez-Ferrero et al. (2016) argue that CSR has a positive effect 

on corporate reputation and this favorable effect is more intense in firms with less-than-

desirable financial performance. My analyses further show the quality of disclosed CSR as a 

determinant of decision-making in an uncertain information environment. For low-quality CSR 

firms, there would be less or no favorable effect. 

Columns 4, 5, and 6 of Panel B in Table 6 investigate the association between CSR-

related measures and the likelihood of auditor dismissals. CSR × POST is marginally 

significant for DISMISS (p < 0.1) in Column 4, while LODS × POST is marginally significantly 

positive in Column 6. This indicates that compared with non-CSR firms, CSR firms are more 

likely to dismiss auditors following financial restatements; these auditor dismissals are mainly 

initiated by low-quality CSR firms. As explained in Hennes et al. (2014), stakeholders tend to 

hold auditors accountable for restatements; hence, low-quality CSR firms dismiss auditors 
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presumably in the hope of restoring their financial reporting credibility. It is notable that GC 

and DISAGREE are positively related to both RESIGN and DISMISS, which implies increased 

perceived risk causes auditor changes.29 The signs for other control variables are consistent 

with expectations, except for BIGN. I attribute these differences to CSR-related variables in 

my model and differences in sample characteristics. 

3.5. Robustness tests 

I conduct several additional analyses to test the robustness of the results supporting my 

hypotheses, including: (1) re-running the regression models with a propensity-score matched 

sample; (2) addressing self-selection issues; (3) considering the severity of restatements; and 

(4) controlling for potential influence of corporate governance. I discuss these tests in detail 

below. 

3.5.1 Propensity score matching 

The earlier sample of restating firms are unbalanced due to a small proportion (approximately 

7.5%) of restating CSR firms. To reduce the bias caused by confounding variables, I conduct 

propensity score matching (PSM) and identify restating non-CSR firms with similar 

characteristics. I model a firm’s probability of issuing standalone CSR reports, and then match 

control firms for each restating CSR firm using one-to-five nearest neighbor matching with 

replacement and setting a caliper to 0.25 standard deviations of the propensity score 

(Rosenbaum and Rubin 1985). A matched control firm is required to restate in the same year, 

from an industry with the same 2-digit SIC codes, have a closest firm size, yet issue no 

standalone CSR reports. Consequently, I find 293 matched controls for 164 treatments, 

 
29  By definition, there is no Form 8-K information about disagreements or reportable events for 

restating firms with no auditor change. However, I add DISAGREE to the model comparing resignation 

(dismissal) and no-change firms to control for potentially omitted auditor concerns associated with 

auditor changes. 
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resulting in a final sample of 1,677 observations. Table 3.7 presents results for the main 

hypotheses using the propensity-score matched sample. For both panels, regression results are 

generally consistent with my previous inferences. This provides additional evidence that 

restating CSR firms, particularly the ones with high-quality CSR disclosure, experience a 

higher likelihood of post-restatement auditor change and relatively lower post-restatement 

audit fees for auditor retention than restating non-CSR firms, even after matching for CSR 

report issuance. 

Table 3.7 Propensity score matching 

Panel A. Tests of H3.1a and H3.1b using a matched sample 

Model (1) (2) 

Dep. Var.= LNAUDITt LNAUDITt 

CSRt 0.185*  

 (1.81)  

CSRt × POSTt -0.190*  

 (-2.02)  

DSCOREt  0.062** 
  (2.15) 

DSCOREt × POSTt  -0.056** 
  (-2.08) 

POSTt 0.222* 0.223** 
 (2.01) (2.03) 

DACCt -0.001 -0.002 
 (-0.15) (-0.19) 

RAMt 0.022** 0.022** 
 (2.36) (2.41) 

BIGNt 0.222 0.220 
 (1.56) (1.57) 

TENUREt -0.417*** -0.427*** 
 (-2.88) (-3.02) 

FYEt -0.058 -0.065 
 (-0.29) (-0.32) 

MAt 0.207** 0.210** 
 (2.68) (2.66) 

BUSSEGt -0.077 -0.082 
 (-0.90) (-0.94) 

FORSEGt 0.328** 0.342** 
 (2.03) (2.10) 

ARINVt -0.148 -0.155 
 (-0.33) (-0.35) 

ROAt -0.078 -0.079 
 (-0.21) (-0.22) 
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LOSSt 0.113 0.112 

(1.01) (1.01) 

SIZEt 0.377*** 0.375*** 

(4.74) (4.72) 

LEVt 0.124 0.145 

(0.53) (0.62) 

GCt 0.051 0.036 

(0.20) (0.14) 

CSRAUDt 0.526*** 0.470** 

(2.73) (2.39) 

Observations 172 172 

Adjusted R-squared 0.863 0.863 

Industry FE YES YES 

Year FE YES YES 

Panel B. Tests of H3.2a and H3.2b using a matched sample 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Dep. Var.= AUDCHGt+1 AUDCHGt+1 EXPCHGt+1 EXPCHGt+1 

CSRt -4.428*** -4.237***

(-9.24) (-8.36)
CSRt × POSTt 8.034*** 4.327***

(6.23) (8.84) 
DSCOREt -1.120*** -1.151***

(-10.67) (-6.86)
DSCOREt × POSTt 2.338*** 1.193***

(5.96) (6.04) 
POSTt -0.820 -0.646 0.621* 0.614* 

(-1.17) (-0.91) (1.67) (1.65) 
DACCt 0.166** 0.179** 0.025 0.024 

(2.14) (2.18) (0.96) (0.95) 
RAMt -0.386*** -0.424*** -0.070* -0.070*

(-3.57) (-3.16) (-1.67) (-1.67)
GCt 4.020** 4.139** -1.740* -1.757*

(2.31) (2.26) (-1.95) (-1.96)
TENUREt -2.245*** -2.391*** 0.311 0.317

(-3.02) (-3.03) (0.80) (0.82)
LNAUDITt -1.867** -1.837** -0.089 -0.104

(-2.42) (-2.31) (-0.35) (-0.42)
SIZEt 0.876** 0.736* 0.066 0.067

(2.12) (1.82) (0.20) (0.20)
LEVt -2.987* -3.344* 0.210 0.218

(-1.76) (-1.80) (0.23) (0.24)
ROAt 10.247*** 10.351** -2.798 -2.782

(2.59) (2.40) (-0.84) (-0.84)
LOSSt 1.846** 1.873** -1.041 -1.027
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(2.19) (2.09) (-1.62) (-1.61) 

Observations 132 132 142 142 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 

Pseudo R2 0.583 0.606 0.265 0.265 
***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, using two-tailed tests.   

This table reports the regression results of a PSM matched sample. Panel A presents the results of the impact of CSR 

(DSCORE) on audit fees when there is no auditor change during the restatement period, and Panel B presents the 

results of CSR (DSCORE) and the likelihood of subsequent (industry-expert) auditor change. The t values (z-

statistics) reported in parentheses in Panel A (Panel B) are based on robust standard errors clustered by firm. Variable 

definitions are provided in Appendix 3.1.    

3.5.2 Self-selection and two-stage regressions 

My analyses are restricted to and can be only tested on firms that restated their financial 

statements, thereby introducing a potential sample selection bias. To verify the robustness of 

results, I employ Heckman’s (1979) two-stage approach. The first-stage probit analysis is 

shown in Appendix 3.2, and the second-stage estimation is provided in Table 3.8. In the first-

stage, a probit regression is used to estimate the likelihood of a financial restatement in a year, 

where the dependent variable RES is an indicator variable coded 1 if a firm announces a 

financial restatement in year t, and 0 otherwise. Following Kedia and Rajgopal (2007), 

Romanus et al. (2008) and Blankley et al. (2012), I include several instrumental variables that 

represent unobservable factors associated with the occurrence of financial restatements. The 

first instrument, distance to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) offices 

(SEC_DISTANCE), is used to proxy for information available on regulatory activities. Kedia 

and Rajgopal (2007) posit that firms geographically close to the SEC office are better informed 

about regulatory reach and oversight; thus, they are less likely to misreport. As such, 

SEC_DISTANCE affects a firm’s probability of financial restatements, and still, it is unlikely 

to be related to audit fees or auditor changes. The other instrumental variables are firm age 

(AGE), the amount of financing raised (FIN), and earnings-to-price ratio (EPR). I also control 

for firm size (SIZE), financial leverage (LEV), profitability (ROA), financial reporting quality 

(DACC), and audit-related variables (TENURE, BIGN and GC). 
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Table 3.8 Heckman’s selection model  

Panel A. Tests of H3.1a and H3.1b controlling for selection bias 

Model (1) (2)

Dep. Var.= LNAUDITt LNAUDITt 

CSRt 0.316*** 

(3.12) 

CSRt × POSTt -0.143**

(-1.98)

DSCOREt 0.089*** 

(4.00) 

DSCOREt × POSTt -0.029*

(-1.92)

POSTt 0.090*** 0.087*** 

(2.74) (2.66) 

DACCt 0.002 0.002 

(0.36) (0.33) 

RAMt 0.007 0.007 

(1.24) (1.22) 

BIGNt 0.977*** 0.984*** 

(4.84) (4.88) 

TENUREt -0.358*** -0.362***

(-3.00) (-3.03)

FYEt 0.136** 0.134**

(2.23) (2.21) 

MAt 0.073 0.076* 

(1.58) (1.66) 

BUSSEGt 0.180*** 0.181*** 

(4.13) (4.17) 

FORSEGt 0.255*** 0.258*** 

(3.48) (3.55) 

ARINVt 0.129 0.127 

(0.53) (0.52) 

ROAt -0.103 -0.097

(-1.20) (-1.13)

LOSSt 0.236*** 0.235*** 

(4.67) (4.65) 

SIZEt 0.427*** 0.423*** 

(17.82) (17.72) 

LEVt 0.025 0.025 

(0.27) (0.27) 

GCt 0.143 0.144 

(1.33) (1.33) 

CSRAUDt 0.120 0.067 

(0.88) (0.53) 

IMRt 1.267 1.277 

(1.15) (1.16) 

Observations 1,546 1,546 

Adjusted R-squared 0.828 0.829 

Industry FE YES YES 
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Year FE YES YES 

Panel B. Tests of H3.2a and H3.2b controlling for selection bias 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dep. Var.= AUDCHGt+1 AUDCHGt+1 EXPCHGt+1 EXPCHGt+1 

CSRt -3.588*** -4.085***

(-19.05) (-24.97)

CSRt × POSTt 4.105*** 4.163***

(14.69) (18.43) 

DSCOREt -1.504*** -2.434***

(-17.10) (-14.38)

DSCOREt × POSTt 1.637*** 2.434***

(16.19) (14.23) 

POSTt 0.018 0.021 -0.107 -0.101

(0.23) (0.26) (-1.15) (-1.09)

DACCt -0.012 -0.012 0.023 0.022

(-0.66) (-0.66) (1.25) (1.19)

RAMt 0.008 0.009 -0.020 -0.020

(0.47) (0.49) (-0.96) (-0.97)

GCt 0.187** 0.186** -0.511*** -0.507***

(2.55) (2.53) (-3.06) (-3.03)

TENUREt -1.412*** -1.408*** 0.098 0.099 

(-18.98) (-19.04) (0.97) (0.97) 

LNAUDITt 0.084* 0.083* 0.122 0.123 

(1.71) (1.69) (1.49) (1.50) 

SIZEt -0.030 -0.030 -0.056 -0.054

(-0.98) (-0.99) (-1.12) (-1.08)

LEVt 0.016 0.016 0.013 0.016

(0.24) (0.24) (0.10) (0.12)

ROAt 0.008 0.008 0.357 0.357

(0.20) (0.21) (1.54) (1.53)

LOSSt -0.022 -0.022 -0.072 -0.072

(-0.32) (-0.32) (-0.58) (-0.59)

CSRAUDt -0.626** -0.593** 0.130 0.190

(-2.30) (-1.97) (0.37) (0.53)

IMRt 1.858*** 1.830*** -4.136*** -4.110***

(2.66) (2.62) (-4.12) (-4.09)

Observations 3,256 3,256 3,163 3,163 

Pseudo R2 0.331 0.330 0.132 0.132 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 
***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, using two-tailed tests.   

This table reports the regression results controlling for selection bias. Panel A presents the results of the impact 

of CSR (DSCORE) on audit fees when there is no auditor change during the restatement period, and Panel B 

presents the results of CSR (DSCORE) and the likelihood of subsequent (industry-expert) auditor change. The t 

values (z-statistics) reported in parentheses in Panel A (Panel B) are based on robust standard errors clustered by 

firm. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix 3.1.    
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As presented in Appendix 3.2, two instrumental variables, AGE and EPR, are 

significantly negatively correlated with RES; the coefficient estimates of most variables have 

the predicted sign, except BIGN. An inverse Mills ratio (IMR) is calculated from the first-stage 

probit model and added to Equations (3.1) and (3.2) as an additional regressor to control for 

selection bias. Table 3.8 Panels A and B show regression results of two sets of hypotheses 

controlling for IMR remain similar, indicating that the main inferences are not driven by self-

selection bias. 

3.5.3 Severity of restatements 

Although all restatements denote a breakdown in financial reporting process, those non-

technical or substantive restatements30 are regarded as more severe (Cohen et al. 2014). I infer 

that financial restatements of greater severity have a stronger effect on audit fees and auditor 

changes, and conduct tests on sample firms with only severe restatements.31,32 Table 3.9 Panel 

A reports results for H3.1a and H3.1b for non-technical financial restatements, while Panel B 

of Table 3.9 shows regression results for H3.2a and H3.2b. The estimation results indicate that 

firms with high-quality CSR disclosure are associated with lower post-restatement audit fees 

in instances of no auditor change and a higher likelihood of change to industry experts after 

restatements. Thus, my main findings are further supported by this additional evidence. 

 
30 Following Mande and Son (2013), I define the financial restatements associated with reorganization 

issues and accounting rules as technical or non-substantive restatements. The reorganization issues 

comprise mergers and acquisitions, disposals, discontinued operations, bankruptcy, receiverships, stock 

splits, and stock dividends. Restatements related to accounting rules are changes in GAAP accounting 

principles, changes in estimates, and clarifications issued by FASB on GAAP matters. 
31 Alternatively, I consider those having an adverse impact on financial statements as more severe 

financial restatements following Agrawal and Cooper (2017), in which a financial restatement is defined 

as an adverse restatement if its impact on net income, equity, or operating cash flow is negative. The 

untabulated results for adverse financial restatements are qualitatively similar to my main findings. 
32 I also consider firms associated with multiple restatements experiencing more negative consequences 

(Kravet and Shevlin 2010) and test two sets of multi restatement firms: (1) those that restate multiple 

times during 2000–2019; and (2) those that restate multiple times in year t. However, I do not find audit 

fees and auditor changes in these firms are statistically different from those in firms with single 

restatements (results not tabulated). 
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Table 3.9 Severity of restatements 

Panel A. Tests of H3.1a and H3.1b for non-technical financial restatements 

Model (1) (2) 

Dep. Var.= LNAUDITt LNAUDITt 

CSRt 0.342***  

 (3.51)  

CSRt × POSTt -0.131*  

 (-1.92)  

DSCOREt  0.097*** 

  (4.59) 

DSCOREt × POSTt  -0.028* 

  (-1.90) 

POSTt 0.083** 0.080** 

 (2.28) (2.22) 

DACCt 0.009** 0.008** 

 (2.08) (2.08) 

RAMt 0.010 0.009 

 (1.60) (1.61) 

BIGNt 0.934*** 0.944*** 

 (5.76) (5.82) 

TENUREt -0.251*** -0.255*** 

 (-3.17) (-3.22) 

FYEt 0.119* 0.119* 

 (1.88) (1.88) 

MAt 0.139*** 0.141*** 

 (2.92) (3.00) 

BUSSEGt  0.181*** 0.183*** 

 (3.69) (3.77) 

FORSEGt  0.266*** 0.270*** 

 (3.60) (3.69) 

ARINVt 0.158 0.156 

 (0.61) (0.60) 

ROAt -0.021 -0.016 

 (-0.27) (-0.19) 

LOSSt 0.232*** 0.229*** 

 (4.49) (4.47) 

SIZEt 0.427*** 0.422*** 

 (16.60) (16.46) 

LEVt -0.069 -0.071 

 (-0.53) (-0.55) 

GCt 0.161* 0.162* 

 (1.70) (1.72) 

CSRAUDt 0.053 0.000 

 (0.40) (0.00) 

Observations 1,366 1,366 

Adjusted R-squared 0.839 0.840 

Industry FE YES YES 

Year FE YES YES 
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Panel B. Tests of H3.2a and H3.2b for non-technical financial restatements 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4)

Dep. Var.= AUDCHGt+1 AUDCHGt+1 EXPCHGt+1 EXPCHGt+1 

CSRt -3.564*** -4.307***

(-18.23) (-21.85)

CSRt × POSTt 4.001*** 4.306***

(12.37) (19.14) 

DSCOREt -1.484*** -2.541***

(-17.30) (-14.92)

DSCOREt × POSTt 1.593*** 2.502***

(15.16) (14.33) 

POSTt 0.017 0.019 -0.099 -0.088

(0.20) (0.23) (-1.04) (-0.93) 

DACCt 0.001 0.000 0.008 0.007 

(0.03) (0.03) (0.37) (0.33) 

RAMt -0.000 0.000 -0.019 -0.019

(-0.01) (0.02) (-0.88) (-0.88) 

GCt 0.143** 0.143** -0.379** -0.371**

(2.07) (2.08) (-2.19) (-2.16)

TENUREt -1.287*** -1.286*** -0.119 -0.114

(-17.99) (-18.03) (-1.36) (-1.28) 

LNAUDITt 0.063 0.062 0.216*** 0.219*** 

(1.22) (1.19) (2.63) (2.67) 

SIZEt -0.046 -0.045 -0.053 -0.050

(-1.42) (-1.39) (-1.04) (-0.99) 

LEVt -0.072 -0.071 0.143 0.144 

(-1.20) (-1.18) (1.23) (1.25) 

ROAt -0.024 -0.024 0.186 0.186 

(-0.66) (-0.65) (1.05) (1.04) 

LOSSt -0.030 -0.029 -0.117 -0.116

(-0.39) (-0.37) (-0.92) (-0.91) 

CSRAUDt -0.527* -0.485 0.095 0.214 

(-1.72) (-1.50) (0.25) (0.56) 

Observations 2,898 2,898 2,786 2,786 

Pseudo R2 0.322 0.322 0.117 0.117 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 

***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, 

using two-tailed tests.   
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This table reports the regression results for firms experiencing non-technical financial 

restatements. Panel A presents the results of the impact of CSR (DSCORE) on audit fees 

when there is no auditor change during the restatement period, and Panel B presents the 

results of CSR (DSCORE) and the likelihood of subsequent (industry-expert) auditor 

change. The t values (z-statistics) reported in parentheses in Panel A (Panel B) are based 

on robust standard errors clustered by firm. Variable definitions are provided in 

Appendix 3.1.    

3.5.4 Controlling for corporate governance 

Prior research has documented a relationship between external audit and corporate governance 

(Griffin et al. 2008; Larcker and Richardson 2004; Zaman et al. 2011). For instance, Mande 

and Son (2013) find that firms with better corporate governance may take prompt action to 

mitigate the adverse effects of financial restatements, which lead to a higher likelihood of 

auditor changes. Griffin et al. (2008) show a significant positive relation between audit fees 

and governance measures. Thus, I consider whether corporate governance influences 

interpretations of associations between CSR disclosure and external financial audit for restating 

firms, and re-test the main hypotheses after controlling for governance characteristics.33  

Similar to DeFond et al. (2005) and Mande and Son (2013), I measure corporate 

governance using the following proxies: audit committee size (PAUDSIZE), audit committee 

independence (ACIND), institutional ownership (INSTOWN) and the Entrenchment Index 

(EINDEX) developed by Bebchuk et al. (2009).34 Specifically, I expect a firm with stronger 

corporate governance to have a relatively large size of audit committee, a higher proportion of 

independent directors on audit committee, larger institutional shareholdings, and a lower E-

index. Table 3.10 presents the regression results controlling for internal and external corporate 

33 A potential endogeneity issue that I notice is a possible relation between corporate governance and 

the likelihood of financial restatements. Prior research shows mixed evidence on this relationship. Baber 

et al. (2009) report that firms with weak corporate governance have more frequent financial restatements, 

while Larcker et al. (2007) and Abdullah et al. (2010) document that financial restatements are not 

associated with governance proxies including board independence, institutional ownership, executive 

compensation and anti-takeover variables. Besides, unlike the papers mentioned above, I focus on 

restating firms only and are interested in the responsiveness of corporate governance after financial 

restatements, and more importantly, its impact on the relationship between CSR and external audit for 

restating firms.  
34 I retain similar results using an aggregated governance index of these four variables. The detailed 

definition of each variable is provided in Appendix 3.1.   
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governance. The coefficient of CSR × POST (DSCORE × POST) is negative and significant in 

Panel A, implying an audit fee discount for high-quality CSR firms if retaining the same auditor 

after restatements. In Panel B, the interactions between CSR-related variables and POST (CSR 

× POST and DSCORE × POST) are significantly positive (p < 0.01) for (industry-expert) 

auditor changes, which suggests that (industry-expert) auditor changes are more likely for high-

quality CSR firms following financial restatements. ACIND and INSTOWN show marginally 

negative effects on auditor changes in Columns 1 and 2, consistent with the view that well-

governed firms have fewer auditor changes. Accordingly, my main hypotheses appear to be 

confirmed, even after considering the impacts of corporate governance.  

Table 3.10 Internal and external corporate governance 

Panel A. Tests of H3.1a and H3.1b controlling for corporate governance 

Model (1) (2) 

Dep. Var.= LNAUDITt LNAUDITt 

CSRt 0.336***  

 (3.05)  
CSRt × POSTt -0.156**  

 (-2.03)  
DSCOREt  0.095*** 

  (4.06) 

DSCOREt × POSTt  -0.031* 

  (-1.94) 

POSTt 0.096*** 0.092*** 

 (2.91) (2.82) 

DACCt 0.004 0.004 

 (0.93) (0.91) 

RAMt 0.009 0.009 

 (1.64) (1.57) 

BIGNt 0.751*** 0.752*** 

 (5.32) (5.35) 

TENUREt -0.232*** -0.234*** 

 (-3.25) (-3.28) 

FYEt 0.129** 0.129** 

 (2.19) (2.20) 

MAt 0.087** 0.090** 

 (2.26) (2.35) 

BUSSEGt  0.177*** 0.178*** 

 (4.00) (4.03) 

FORSEGt  0.286*** 0.289*** 

 (4.04) (4.11) 
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ARINVt 0.335 0.329 

 (1.27) (1.25) 

ROAt -0.205** -0.198** 

 (-2.21) (-2.14) 

LOSSt 0.203*** 0.203*** 

 (3.83) (3.85) 

SIZEt 0.428*** 0.422*** 

 (17.29) (17.27) 

LEVt -0.085 -0.087 

 (-0.69) (-0.71) 

GCt 0.068 0.069 

 (0.67) (0.69) 

CSRAUDt 0.050 -0.010 

 (0.39) (-0.08) 

PAUDSIZEt 0.115 0.116 

 (1.09) (1.10) 

ACINDt -0.103 -0.109 

 (-0.97) (-1.04) 

INSTOWNt 0.054 0.066 

 (0.54) (0.67) 

EINDEXt -0.014 -0.014 

 (-1.12) (-1.09) 

Observations 1,449 1,449 

Adjusted R-squared 0.824 0.826 

Industry FE YES YES 

Year FE YES YES 

 

Panel B. Tests of H3.2a and H3.2b controlling for corporate governance 

Model  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dep. Var.= AUDCHGt+1 AUDCHGt+1 EXPCHGt+1 EXPCHGt+1 

CSRt -3.766***  -4.412***  

 (-12.35)  (-14.86)  

CSRt × POSTt 4.298***  4.230***  

 (11.47)  (17.47)  

DSCOREt  -1.598***  -2.482*** 

  (-14.12)  (-14.46) 

DSCOREt × POSTt  1.742***  2.430*** 

  (13.97)  (13.96) 

POSTt 0.074 0.075 -0.071 -0.071 

 (0.83) (0.85) (-0.72) (-0.72) 

DACCt -0.012 -0.012 0.021 0.021 

 (-0.50) (-0.52) (1.05) (1.06) 

RAMt 0.008 0.008 -0.009 -0.009 

 (0.39) (0.39) (-0.42) (-0.42) 

GCt 0.028 0.027 -0.411** -0.409** 

 (0.37) (0.36) (-2.10) (-2.09) 

TENUREt -1.321*** -1.318*** -0.156* -0.155* 

 (-15.75) (-15.77) (-1.68) (-1.68) 

LNAUDITt 0.004 0.005 0.212** 0.213** 
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 (0.08) (0.09) (2.41) (2.42) 

SIZEt -0.009 -0.011 -0.078 -0.078 

 (-0.23) (-0.28) (-1.39) (-1.38) 

LEVt -0.111 -0.108 0.116 0.112 

 (-0.65) (-0.64) (0.52) (0.50) 

ROAt -0.112 -0.112 0.546** 0.545** 

 (-1.61) (-1.61) (2.04) (2.04) 

LOSSt -0.071 -0.072 -0.003 -0.004 

 (-0.82) (-0.83) (-0.02) (-0.03) 

CSRAUDt -0.565* -0.569* 0.389 0.407 

 (-1.83) (-1.66) (1.02) (1.06) 

PAUDSIZEt 0.211 0.210 -0.243 -0.240 

 (1.34) (1.33) (-1.09) (-1.08) 

ACINDt -0.247* -0.244* 0.069 0.069 

 (-1.67) (-1.66) (0.31) (0.31) 

INSTOWNt -0.308* -0.307* -0.173 -0.175 

 (-1.85) (-1.84) (-0.75) (-0.76) 

EINDEXt 0.059** 0.060** 0.035 0.034 

 (2.04) (2.04) (1.15) (1.15) 

Observations 2,825 2,825 2,738 2,738 

Pseudo R2 0.322 0.322 0.116 0.116 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 
***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, using two-tailed 

tests.     

This table reports the regression results controlling for internal and external corporate governance factors. 

Panel A presents the results of the impact of CSR (DSCORE) on audit fees when there is no auditor 

change during the restatement period, and Panel B presents the results of CSR (DSCORE) and the 

likelihood of subsequent (industry-expert) auditor change. The t values (z-statistics) reported in 

parentheses in Panel A (Panel B) are based on robust standard errors clustered by firm. Variable 

definitions are provided in Appendix 3.1.   

 

3.6. Conclusion 

This study examines the effect of CSR disclosure on audit fees and auditor changes around 

restatement announcements. The occurrence of financial restatements represents a breakdown 

of a firm’s financial reporting process, providing a unique empirical setting to investigate 

whether and how voluntary non-financial disclosure influences auditing response to adverse 

financial events. Answering Malik’s (2015) and Chen et al.’s (2016) call for research on the 

association between CSR report content and financial audit, I construct a proxy for CSR 

disclosure quality using textual analysis of standalone CSR reports. My results indicate that 

CSR firms are associated with relatively lower post-restatement audit fees than non-CSR firms 
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when there is no auditor change. This effect is more pronounced for restating CSR firms 

reporting in a more conservative tone, disclosing more numerical, forward-looking, and 

sustainability-related contents, and showing longer CSR reports. With respect to change of 

auditor, I find firms committed to CSR disclosure are more likely to experience auditor changes 

in the post-restatement period, and further show that compared with non-CSR firms, restating 

CSR firms are more likely to change to industry-expert auditors. Further, a detailed analysis of 

auditor changes shows that low-quality CSR disclosers are associated with a higher likelihood 

of post-restatement auditor resignations and dismissals. These results extend prior research 

documenting a complementary role of CSR disclosure in external report users’ decision-

making in uncertain information environments (Mahoney et al. 2008; Tran and O'Sullivan 2020; 

Verbeeten et al. 2016; Wans 2020). To the extent that superior CSR reporting practices are 

valued by auditors, I provide novel empirical evidence to motivate firms to devote greater effort 

to CSR disclosure. 

My results have implications for regulators, managers, academics, and others. I document 

that uncertainty in restating firms’ information environment triggers auditors’ demand for 

additional information to develop a more holistic understanding of a firm. Like Maniora (2017) 

suggested, disclosing a truthful picture of business operations requires financial and non-

financial information to be linked. Accordingly, I show a favorable effect of CSR reporting on 

audit fees and auditor changes for restating firms. Regulators should notice a tendency for 

decision-makers to perceive financial and non-financial information as useful; thus, regulatory 

reform should strive toward an overall improvement in information transparency rather than 

focusing on only one type of disclosure. In this sense, my study provides an empirical 

underpinning for an integrated reporting framework, which enhances the usefulness of 

information to users via a complete representation of operations (Burke and Clark 2016). 

Moreover, my results offer helpful insights for managers by showing the quality of CSR 
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disclosure as a key determinant of auditor response to financial restatements—in particular, 

low-quality CSR firms facing a higher incidence of post-restatement auditor resignations. 

Practitioners and academics should consider CSR disclosure quality and its changes as much 

as they do to the initiation of CSR reports, although it seems less salient (Gao et al. 2016; 

Hirshleifer and Teoh 2003). 

Despite these implications, potential limitations of this study provide opportunities for 

future research. I do not examine other characteristics of CSR reporting (e.g., CSR assurance 

or mandatory CSR disclosure) that can have important implications for firms’ credibility. Also, 

I acknowledge the possible lack of a direct link between CSR reporting and external financial 

audit, despite my findings of a favorable effect of CSR disclosure quality on auditor response. 

Last, I examine the association between CSR disclosure and financial audit in the financial 

restatement setting, where a breakdown of financial reporting process magnifies uncertainty in 

the information environment. It would be valuable to explore such a relationship in an 

experimental or a broader setting to provide a comprehensive understanding of corporate 

sustainability practices and risk-management strategies.    
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Appendix 3.1 Variable definitions 

Variables Definition 

CSR disclosure score 

DSCORE DSCORE is a sum of decile ranks (scaled between 0.1 to 1), namely, 

OPT, PES, NUM, HOR, SUS, SMOG and LEN, with OPT and 

SMOG inversely ranked.  

LODS An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm’s DSCORE is lower 

than the median of the sample, and 0 otherwise. 

HIDS An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm’s DSCORE is larger 

than the median of the sample, and 0 otherwise. 

RATIO_OPT Optimism ratio is defined as the number of financial positive words 

divided by total number of words in a CSR report. The financial 

positive word list is obtained from Loughran and McDonald 

(2016)’s Master Dictionary (https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-

analysis/resources/). OPT is the inverse decile rank of RATIO_OPT 

on a scale of 0.1 to 1. 

RATIO_PES Pessimism ratio is defined as the number of financial negative words 

divided by total number of words in a CSR report. The financial 

negative word list is obtained from Loughran and McDonald 

(2016)’s Master Dictionary (https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-

analysis/resources/). PES is the decile rank of RATIO_PES on a 

scale of 0.1 to 1. 

RATIO_NUM The ratio of numerical content is calculated using the number of 

Arabic numerals and numerical words divided by the total number 

of words in a CSR report. The numerical words are the same as 

defined in Muslu et al. (2019). NUM is the decile rank of 

RATIO_NUM on a scale of 0.1 to 1. 

RATIO_HOR The ratio of horizon content is calculated using the number of future 

years and horizon words divided by the total number of words in a 

CSR report. The horizon words include both short-horizon and long-

horizon words, which are the same as defined in Muslu et al. (2019). 

HOR is the decile rank of RATIO_HOR on a scale of 0.1 to 1. 

RARIO_SUS The ratio of sustainability-related content is calculated using the 

number of sustainability words divided by the total number of words 

in a CSR report. The sustainability words are “all-natural”, 

“healthy”, “clean”, “safe”, “community”, “energy-efficient” etc. A 

full sustainability word list is provided upon request. SUS is the 

decile rank of RATIO_SUS on a scale of 0.1 to 1. 

READ_SMOG READ_SMOG denotes the Smog index; it is a measure of 

readability based on the number of years of formal education a 

reader with average intelligence needed to understand the report 

text. It is calculated as 1.043× [(number of polysyllables) × (30/ 

(number of sentences))]1/2 +3.1291. Polysyllables are words with 

more than three syllables. SMOG is the inverse decile rank of 

READ_SMOG on a scale of 0.1 to 1.    

RESWORDS RESWORDS is a measure of a CSR report’s length after 

considering two orthogonal components the natural logarithm of the 

total number of words (WORDS) and the readability (SMOG). 

RESWORDS is calculated as the residual from the regression 
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WORDS=α+β×SMOG+ε, including the fixed year and industry 

effects. LEN is the decile rank of RESWORDS on a scale of 0.1 to 

1. 

Variables in the main regressions 

LNAUDIT Natural logarithm of total audit fees ($m).  

AUDCHG An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm changes its auditor, and 

0 otherwise.  

EXPCHG Following prior studies (Cenker and Nagy 2008; Mande and Son 

2013; Reichelt and Wang 2010; Schmidt and Wilkins 2013), I define 

an audit firm as an industry expert if the audit firm has at least 30 

percent market share based on total audit fees within a two-digit SIC 

code. EXPCHG is an indicator variable that equals 1 if there is a 

change from a non-industry-expert predecessor to an industry-expert 

successor auditor, and 0 otherwise. 

CSR An indicator variable that equals 1 if the firm issues a CSR report, 

and 0 otherwise. 

POST An indicator variable that equals 1 if in the post-restatement period, 

and 0 otherwise.   

DACC Discretionary accruals are calculated from the modified Jones model 

based on Dechow et al. (1995). 

RAM Real activities manipulation is calculated as abnormal cash flows 

from operations less abnormal production costs plus abnormal 

discretionary expenses following Roychowdhury (2006) and Chen et 

al. (2016).  

BIGN An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm is audited by a Big N 

auditor, and 0 otherwise. 

TENURE Natural logarithm of the auditor’s tenure with the client (in years).  

FYE An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm’s fiscal year end is 

December 31, and 0 otherwise. 

MA An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm has a merger or 

acquisition, and 0 otherwise. 

BUSSEG Square root of number of business segments reported.  

FORSEG An indicator variable that equals 1 if foreign segments of a firm are 

reported, and 0 otherwise.  

ARINV The sum of account receivable and inventory divided by a firm’s 

total assets.  

ROA Return on assets is calculated as net income before extraordinary 

items divided by lagged total assets.  

LOSS An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm reports a loss, and 0 

otherwise. 

CSRAUD An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm’s CSR report is assured 

by an external auditor, and 0 otherwise. 

SIZE Natural logarithm of total assets.  

LEV Leverage is calculated as current liabilities plus long-term debt 

divided by total assets.  

GC An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm receives a going-concern 

opinion from its auditor, and 0 otherwise.  

Variables in additional analyses and robustness tests 

RESIGN An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm’s auditor resigns, and 0 

otherwise. 
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DISMISS An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm dismiss its auditor, and 0 

otherwise.  

CORE_EARNINGS An indicator variable that equals 1 if a restatement involves cost of 

sales issues, recognition issues of revenue or operating expenses; 

and 0 otherwise.  

SEVERITY An indicator variable that equals 1 if a restatement involves 

financial fraud, irregularities or SEC investigation, and 0 otherwise. 

WEAKIC An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm receives an adverse 

internal control report, and 0 otherwise. 

EXPERT An indicator variable that equals 1 if the audit firm has at least 30 

percent market share based on total audit fees within a two-digit SIC 

code, and 0 otherwise. 

DISAGREE An indicator variable that equals 1 if there is a disagreement 

between a firm and its auditor on a matter of accounting principles 

or practices, financial statement disclosure, or auditing scope or 

procedure, and 0 otherwise. 

PAUDSIZE The proportion of a firm’s audit committee size to its full board size.  

ACIND The proportion of a firm’s independent audit committee members to 

total audit committee members.  

INSTOWN The proportion of the number of shares held by institutional 

investors to the total number of shares outstanding.  

EINDEX Entrenchment index developed by Bebchuk et al. (2009) based on 

six provisions, where a low E-index indicates stronger governance.  

RES An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm restates its financial 

statements, and 0 otherwise. 

SEC_DISTANCE An indicator variable that equals 1 if the distance between a firm’s 

headquarter and SEC headquarter (or SEC regional offices) are 

within 100 km, and 0 otherwise.  

AGE Natural logarithm of the number of years since a firm first appeared 

in COMPUSTAT. 

FIN Finance raised is calculated as the sum of additional cash raised 

from issuance of long-term debt, common stock and preferred stock 

divided by total assets. 

EPR Earnings-to-price ratio is calculated as income from continuing 

operations divided by market capitalization at the end of the year.  

IMR An inverse Mills ratio used to control for the likelihood of a 

financial restatement. IMR is calculated from the first-stage probit 

model shown in Appendix 3.2. 

 

Appendix 3.2 Heckman first-stage probit model 

Dep. Var.=  RESt  

SEC_DISTANCEt 0.013 

 (0.71) 

AGEt –0.045***  

 (–4.18) 

FINt 0.012 
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 (0.31) 

EPRt –0.053**  

 (–2.22) 

SIZEt 0.009 

 (1.40) 

LEVt 0.040 

 (1.28) 

ROAt 0.009 

 (1.07) 

DACCt –0.006 

 (–1.22) 

TENUREt –0.067***  

 (–3.59) 

BIGNt 0.119***  

 (4.19) 

GCt 0.049** 

 (2.17) 

Observations 13,980 

Pseudo R2 0.1761 

Industry FE YES 

Year FE YES 
This table presents the first-stage probit 

regression results for a firm’s likelihood 

of making a financial restatement in 

year t. See Appendix 3.1 for variable 

definitions. Robust z-statistics in 

parentheses. 

***, **, * indicate statistical 

significance at the 1, 5, or 10% levels, 

respectively. 
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Chapter 4 Corporate social responsibility, tax aggressiveness, and tax-related 

restatements 

 

4.1. Introduction 

While the number of financial restatements has been declining in the past few years, tax-related 

financial restatements are on the rise. A report released by Audit Analytics in 2019 reveals that 

the proportion of tax-related financial restatements doubled from 6.0% to 13.9% from 2001 to 

2017; in terms of frequency of occurrence, tax-related issues are among the four main 

categories that have consistently been disclosed with the highest frequency each year since 

2009. By definition, tax-related restatements are financial restatements due to the 

misapplication of tax-related accounting standards (Burton and Tanyi 2019; Seetharaman et al. 

2011). According to Seetharaman et al. (2011), such restatement is triggered by weaknesses in 

a firm’s financial reporting over its tax accounts, which indicates the poor quality of tax-related 

disclosures. Some examples of tax-related restatements include restatements related to income 

tax issues in applying Financial Accounting Standards No. 109 (FAS 109), improper treatment 

of deferred tax liabilities or assets, and misuse of foreign tax credits. Scholz (2008) attributes 

the consistent presence of tax-related restatements to the inherent and increasing complexity of 

the tax code and tax-related accounting standards, as well as to the greater scrutiny of tax 

reporting. However, despite this increased importance, the literature provides limited evidence 

on the determinants and consequences of tax-related restatements, or how tax-related 

restatements are related to other corporate activities and decisions. To address this research gap, 

this study explores the relationship between CSR, tax aggressiveness, and tax-related financial 

restatements to answer the following research questions: (1) Are tax aggressive firms more apt 

to engage in tax-related financial restatements? (2) How will firms’ CSR performance 

influence the association between tax aggressiveness and tax-related restatements? (3) If tax-
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related restatements occur, will tax avoiders change their CSR performance as part of their 

post-restatement repair actions?      

Prior research has provided mixed evidence on the association between tax and financial 

reporting. Frank et al. (2009) find aggressive financial reporting tends to accompany aggressive 

tax reporting. They point out that nonconformity between accounting standards and tax 

regulation allow firms to concurrently engage in aggressive financial and tax reporting through 

managing book income upward and taxable income downward. In contrast, Lennox et al. (2013) 

find tax aggressive firms are less likely to fraudulently manipulate their financial statements in 

an attempt to avoid raising the suspicion of the SEC. I sharpen the analysis of this debate by 

isolating whether tax aggressive firms are more or less likely to link with tax-induced financial 

misreporting. I propose that firms with aggressive tax avoidance practices might be more 

hesitant to transparently disclose the organizational details related to certain tax strategies 

(Balakrishnan et al. 2019), which affects financial information transparency, draws attention 

from regulatory authorities, and triggers tax-related restatements. My analysis focuses on tax-

related restatements rather than on other types of financial restatements, because they are direct 

measures of tax-related financial reporting quality.  

Next, I evaluate the role of corporate culture and values in the relationship between tax 

aggressiveness and tax-related restatements. Aggressive tax avoiders may be less willing to 

fully disclose tax-related information in their financial statements (Balakrishnan et al. 2019), 

which induces information asymmetry and increases the propensity for tax-related financial 

misreporting. I argue that such effect can be more prominent for firms with lower levels of 

corporate culture and values, since corporate culture defines the overall ethical and behavioral 

protocols that firms comply with when making tax and financial reporting decisions. Ji et al. 

(2017) indicate fraudulent financial reporting is correlated with employee satisfaction and 

corporate culture, in particular, firms with a lower level of job satisfaction and a more poorly 
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rated culture are more prone to be subject to the SEC fraud enforcement actions and the lawsuits 

of securities class actions. As CSR represents an important dimension of corporate culture and 

ethical practices (Hanke and Stark 2009; Hoi et al. 2013), in this study I examine the role of 

CSR in tax aggressive firms prior to and following the occurrence of tax-related financial 

restatements. I argue that CSR can influence the association between tax aggressiveness and 

tax-related restatements either in terms of a commitment to behave responsibly (a corporate 

culture view) (Liao et al. 2019; Tran and O'Sullivan 2020; Wans 2020) or to camouflage 

opportunistic actions (a managerial opportunism view) (Bartov et al. 2020; Li et al. 2021). To 

comprehensively analyze CSR around tax-related restatements, I also consider the change in 

CSR performance from the pre- to post-restatement periods for tax aggressive firms 

experiencing a tax-related restatement. Prior reputation management studies assert that firms 

respond to negative events by making a stronger CSR commitment (Cornett et al. 2016; Zhang 

et al. 2020). Cornett et al. (2016) examine the relation between CSR and financial performance 

of commercial banks in the context of financial crisis. They find that banks improve their CSR 

activities after a crisis, thereby inferring the crisis can serve as a “weak-up call” to strengthen 

banks’ CSR records. Following this line of reasoning, I predict that tax aggressive firms may 

enhance post-restatement CSR performance to lessen adverse effects and restore their social 

legitimacy.  

I find that, on average, tax aggressiveness increases the likelihood of tax-related financial 

restatements, where a decrease in GAAP effective tax rate from 37.1% to 10.1% results in a 

40% increased likelihood of tax-related financial restatement announcements. This result 

suggests that firms engaging in more aggressive tax planning disclose lower quality tax 

information in their financial reports, which attracts greater regulatory scrutiny. This is 

consistent with Kubick et al. (2016), who suggest that tax aggressive firms are more likely to 

receive a tax-related SEC comment letter.  
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I further consider whether and how firms’ CSR practices affect the link between tax 

aggressiveness and tax-related financial misreporting. I find that the association between tax 

aggressiveness and subsequent tax-related restatements is less pronounced in firms with better 

CSR performance, while holding tax reporting aggressiveness constant. This result supports a 

corporate culture view of CSR, wherein firms with better CSR adhere to and extend the code 

of ethics to financial reporting, so that they are less likely to be subject to SEC investigations 

for tax violations. Last, I examine the extent to which CSR performance has changed for tax 

aggressive firms subsequent to a tax-related restatement if such a restatement has already 

occurred. I find that tax aggressive firms improve their CSR performance, consistent with the 

notion that managers use CSR for reputation management and legitimacy repair after negative 

events (Chakravarthy et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2020).  

I perform several additional tests to corroborate the main findings, including conducting 

propensity score matching and Heckman’s (1979) two-stage correction to address potential 

selection bias and capturing tax aggressiveness with alternative measures for robustness. I 

conduct further analyses for the seven CSR sub-categories and for total CSR strengths and 

concerns. The regression results reveal that tax aggressive firms with high levels of 

environment, community, and diversity performance are associated with a lower likelihood of 

future tax-related restatements, while community and diversity represent especially important 

elements of CSR performance improvement in the post-restatement period. This finding is 

consistent with Chakravarthy et al. (2014), who reveal that firms increase the frequency of 

reputation-building actions targeted at employees and communities after severe financial 

restatements. As to CSR strengths and concerns, I find that pronounced CSR strengths 

moderate the interplay between tax aggressiveness and the likelihood of future tax-related 

restatements, while there is no moderation effect when CSR concerns are high. For tax 

aggressive firms experiencing tax-related restatements, I report that post-restatement CSR 
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improvement is manifested in increased CSR strengths and reduced CSR concerns 

concurrently.  

This study makes several contributions to the literature. First, it expands the literature on 

financial reporting and regulatory scrutiny by focusing on tax-related restatements. Prior 

studies have discussed the determinants and consequences of financial restatements in general 

(Frank et al. 2009; Wans 2020) and fraudulent restatements (Chakravarthy et al. 2014; Lennox 

et al. 2013; Palmrose et al. 2004), yet less is known about restatements driven by tax-related 

issues. Tax-related restatements reflect a unique tension between firms and the SEC, where 

firms prefer ambiguous or partial tax disclosure to assist tax aggressiveness planning and 

regulators such as the SEC favor the accurate and complete disclosure of tax-related 

information. Therefore, my analysis provides a better understanding of tax-related restatements, 

their underlying drivers and impact on other corporate factors. This study also contributes to 

this line of literature by exploring the effects of firms’ aggressive tax behavior. With respect to 

the trade-off between tax and financial reporting, I show that overly aggressive tax practices 

do more harm than good, causing increased SEC scrutiny, and leading to a higher likelihood 

of tax-related financial restatements.  

Second, this study contributes to the CSR literature by providing insights into the 

connection between CSR activities and the extent of regulatory scrutiny over financial 

reporting. I show that the likelihood of future tax-related restatements is sensitive to CSR 

performance, conditional on a constant level of tax aggressiveness. This finding supports the 

view that adherence to sound CSR practices can hedge against reputation risk stemming from 

adverse corporate events. From a cultural and behavioral perspective, I corroborate the 

evidence in Kim et al. (2012) that CSR firms behave differently from other firms and their 

ethical conduct goes beyond CSR and extends to other aspects like financial reporting. Further, 

I distinguish my study from theirs by showing a lower risk of future tax-related restatements.   
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Finally, this study contributes to the risk management literature by reporting on the 

dynamic patterns in CSR activities among tax aggressive firms during the tax-related 

restatement period. Unlike previous studies that mainly document how CSR reduces negative 

market consequences (Bartov et al. 2020; Lins et al. 2017; Wans 2020) and protects firm value 

(Jo and Harjoto 2011) in the presence of bad news, I demonstrate that adverse financial events 

trigger a real change in firms’ CSR practices. My research on CSR change relates most strongly 

to two recent studies, Li et al. (2021) and Zhang et al. (2020). Li et al. (2021) report an increase 

in CSR performance for firms that are lead defendants in securities class action litigation 

lawsuits while Zhang et al. (2020) find restating firms improve CSR disclosure quality 

following financial restatements. I provide unique evidence from tax-related restatements that 

tax aggressive firms improve their CSR performance from the pre- to post-restatement periods 

to restore tainted reputation.    

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 4.2 provides the literature 

review and hypothesis development. Section 4.3 discusses the sample construction, variable 

measurement, and methodology. Section 4.4 presents the research results, Section 4.5 

summarizes the additional analyses performed, and Section 4.6 concludes.   

4.2. Literature review and hypothesis development 

4.2.1 Tax aggressiveness and tax-related restatements 

Prior research has extensively discussed the connection between aggressive tax avoidance and 

financial reporting. Frank et al. (2009) show a significant positive association between total 

book-tax differences and performance-matched accruals, consistent with firms simultaneously 

managing taxable income downward and book income upward. Further, they contend if a 

firm’s environment allows substantial discretion in tax decisions, it is also suitable for financial 

reporting discretion. In line with this, Ettredge et al. (2008) investigate the firms with positive 
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pretax book income and find that deferred tax metrics, such as deferred tax expenses and book-

tax income differences, are positively associated with earnings overstatement fraud. Although 

firms that overstate their earnings strive to increase book-tax conformity (Erickson et al. 2004), 

the nonconforming portion of fraudulent earnings is large enough to be detectable. These 

results support a consistency in aggressive reporting behaviors. A tax aggressive firm may 

extend its aggressive reporting to other aspects of corporate behavior, and thus is more likely 

to engage in aggressive financial reporting, contributing to an increased likelihood of financial 

misstatements. However, it is plausible that firms may avoid being aggressive in both tax and 

financial reporting to avoid attracting regulatory scrutiny. As suggested by Erickson et al. 

(2004), firms are willingly to pay additional taxes on inflated pretax earnings—in their case, 

firms paid $320 million taxes on overstated earnings of approximately $3.36 billion. They 

observe that a firm’s purpose for doing so is to alleviate the suspicion of investors, the SEC, 

and the IRS. Lennox et al. (2013) find tax aggressive firms are less likely to receive an 

Accounting and Auditing Enforcement Release (AAER), thus suggesting that some forms of 

aggressive tax planning do not incentivize managers to distort their firms’ financial reporting.  

Moreover, tax aggressiveness can affect the likelihood of financial restatements, 

especially tax-related financial restatements, as a result of poor-quality or the withheld tax-

related information. Kubick et al. (2016) find that tax aggressive firms are more apt to  receive 

a tax-related SEC comment letter, showing firms with higher levels of tax aggressiveness have 

poor-quality tax disclosure. Balakrishnan et al. (2019) document that firms with unusually low 

tax liabilities have a less transparent information environment, as characterized by larger 

analysts’ forecast errors, greater analysts’ forecast dispersion, and larger adverse selection 

components of the bid-ask spread. Further, tax aggressiveness may induce firms to 

intentionally obfuscate or withhold tax-related information. Hope et al. (2013) find tax 

aggressive firms opt to discontinue geographic earnings disclosure, aiming to withhold tax-
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related information by making their tax avoidance behavior less transparent. Dyreng et al. 

(2014) provide consistent evidence from UK firms to show that firms that fail to comply with 

mandatory subsidiary disclosure exhibit higher levels of tax aggressiveness. In addition, 

previous studies suggest that firms are concerned about the adverse reputational consequences 

of aggressive tax planning (Graham et al. 2014); therefore, tax aggressive firms may have an 

incentive to withhold tax-related information to avoid incurring reputation penalties. To the 

extent that external monitors are concerned about financial reporting quality, low-quality tax 

disclosure and the withholding of tax-related information by aggressive tax avoiders raise 

public suspicion and attract greater scrutiny, increase the probability of detecting a tax-related 

misstatement. Accordingly, I propose a positive relation between tax aggressiveness and the 

likelihood of tax-related financial restatements, leading to the following hypothesis:  

H4.1. The likelihood of tax-related restatements increases for tax aggressive firms. 

4.2.2 CSR, tax aggressiveness, and tax-related restatements 

The extant literature in management, finance, and accounting has suggested that CSR plays a 

vital role in shaping corporate performance and value (Kim et al. 2012; Li et al. 2021). Despite 

there being no consensus on how CSR affects other corporate activities and decisions, two 

views are particularly relevant to this study. I form a prediction concerning CSR performance 

and the likelihood of subsequent tax-related restatements based on managerial opportunism 

and corporate culture views. 

The first view highlights managerial opportunism by arguing that firms appear to employ 

CSR practices to camouflage opportunistic actions or financial misconduct. Petrovits (2006), 

for example, reports on the strategic use of corporate philanthropy programs to achieve 

financial reporting objectives, whereby firms reporting small earnings increases make income-

increasing discretionary foundation funding choices. Alternatively, others claim that CSR 
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investment is a costly diversion of scarce corporate resources from profit maximization, 

resulting in agency problems between managers and shareholders (Friedman 1970). Advocates 

contend that managers engage in CSR activities rather than devoting their efforts to shareholder 

wealth maximization, because they aim to extract private benefits by misreporting their firms’ 

true economic performance (Bartov et al. 2020; Hemingway and Maclagan 2004). In support 

of this, Prior et al. (2008) find a positive relation between CSR and earnings management for 

regulated firms. Drawing on agency theory, they interpret these results as managers enhancing 

CSR with incentives to promote a positive public image and disguise earnings manipulation. 

As such, to the extent that firms use CSR to reduce the suspicion of malevolent intent and 

conceal unethical reporting practices, I expect a positive relation between CSR performance 

and subsequent tax-related financial restatements, while holding tax reporting aggressiveness 

constant.          

Conversely, the corporate culture-based view speculates that social responsibility is part 

of shared beliefs and corporate culture. The previous literature suggests that corporate culture 

sets the tone for moral codes of business conduct, systematically affects managerial decisions, 

and provides practical guidance for appropriate corporate behavior (Hoi et al. 2013; Wans 

2020). Under this view, CSR firms are more likely to adhere to a corporate culture of “doing 

the right thing”, and their CSR attitudes may expand to other aspects of corporate behavior so 

that they are less likely to engage in illegal misconduct. Taking this argument, a number of 

studies provide evidence on a positive relation between CSR and financial reporting. Timbate 

and Park (2018) investigate S&P 500 US companies, finding that socially responsible firms are 

less likely to manage their earnings. Likewise, Kim et al. (2012) show that CSR firms avoid or 

reduce earnings manipulations through discretionary accruals, as compared with non-CSR 

counterparts. They infer that ethical concerns motivate managers to produce high-quality 

financial reports.  
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It is expected that a firm has an ethical obligation to deliver transparent and reliable 

financial information to its investors; in other words, financial misreporting is regarded by 

some society arbiters as irresponsible and can be the antithesis of CSR. Tran and O'Sullivan 

(2020) indicate that firms with high levels of CSR performance are less likely to receive the 

SEC enforcement actions for financial misstatements because they are less likely to be involved 

in financial misstatements. Consistently, Wans (2020) finds CSR firms behave in a more 

socially responsible manner by constraining engagement in financial misreporting, leading to 

a lower likelihood of financial restatements. To this end, I expect that firms with strong CSR 

performance are less likely to engage in future tax-related financial restatements, while holding 

the level of tax aggressiveness constant. I propose the following hypothesis in alternative form: 

H4.2. Tax aggressive firms with high CSR performance are less likely to engage in future tax-

related restatements than those with low CSR performance. 

Last, conditional on tax-related financial misstatements being detected, I consider the 

possible change of restating firms’ CSR performance as at least part of the post-restatement 

reputation repair strategy. A financial restatement can damage a firm’s reputation and 

competence (Dechow et al. 1996; Palmrose et al. 2004). Accordingly, a restating firm is 

incentivized to improve its post-restatement reputation with external stakeholders, and to take 

various actions to mitigate stakeholder concern about the firm’s fulfillment of commitments 

(Chakravarthy et al. 2014). Because it is widely recognized that CSR provides a positive signal 

regarding firm reputation (Janney and Gove 2011), firms use CSR activities as a form of 

reputation-building or reparation after adverse events (Chakravarthy et al. 2014; Li et al. 2021; 

Martínez-Ferrero et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2020). Chakravarthy et al. (2014) investigate a 

sample of firms involved in financial restatements due to intentional misreporting from 1997 

to 2006, finding that the managers of these firms take a series of actions, including community-

oriented repair action, to restore corporate reputation after severe restatements. They further 
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show that the post-restatement repair actions are a worthwhile endeavor, as these actions 

generate abnormal market returns and the firm’s reputation is rebuilt. Li et al. (2021) find that 

firms improve their CSR performance by increasing CSR strengths in the fraud-committing 

period. This finding is consistent with managers viewing CSR as a strategy to maintain a 

positive corporate image. Similarly, Zhang et al. (2020) contend that CSR can mitigate adverse 

effects on firms both financially and non-financially, and report a change in CSR disclosure 

for impacted firms following financial restatements. They reveal that firms alleviate skepticism 

and strengthen legitimacy by improving the disclosure quality of standalone CSR reports after 

financial restatements, thereby changing to a more conservative disclosure tone, increasing 

readability and report length, and strategically disclosing less forward-looking and 

sustainability-related content in CSR reports. Together, if a tax-related financial restatement 

occurs, I expect restating firms to improve their CSR performance in the post-restatement 

period, and such improvements will be more pronounced for highly aggressive restating firms 

striving for reputation restoration. I form the third hypothesis as follows:      

H4.3. Firms with high levels of tax aggressiveness are more likely to improve CSR 

performance after tax restatements than other firms 

4.3. Research design and method 

4.3.1 Data and sample  

The testing sample is derived from three data sources: tax-related restatements from Audit 

Analytics, social ratings from the MSCI ESG KLD database, and financial data from 

COMPUSTAT. The sample period is from 2000 to 201335. I define a tax-related restatement 

as a restatement caused by errors or irregularities relating to FAS 109 issues or accounting for 

 
35 After 2013, there is a large amount of missing values of performance indicators in the KLD database; 

hence, the KLD data after 2013 is not comparable with the 2000 to 2013 data.  
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uncertain tax positions (FIN 48) in Audit Analytics. For consistency with the prior literature 

on tax aggressiveness (Frank et al. 2009; Hoi et al. 2013), I exclude 2,054 firms domiciled 

outside of the US and 471 utility and financial firms in highly regulated industries (SIC codes 

4900-4949 and 6000-6999). These filtering criteria result in a final sample of 77,152 firm-year 

observations from 10,900 distinct firms.  

4.3.2 Variable measurement 

4.3.2.1 Measuring tax aggressiveness 

As mentioned in Hanlon and Heitzman (2010) and Lennox et al. (2013), tax aggressiveness 

measures are designed to capture the effect of nonconforming transactions that have a different 

impact for financial as opposed to tax reporting purposes, yet each measure has its own 

strengths and limitations. Therefore, I triangulate the evidence by using four measures of tax 

aggressiveness: total book-to-tax difference ( 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷 ), permanent book-to-tax difference 

(𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷), the inversed cash (𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅), and GAAP effective tax rates (𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅). 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷 is the 

ratio of total pretax financial income to taxable income by definition, where worldwide taxable 

income is the sum of the current federal and foreign tax expenses scaled by the US statutory 

tax rate (Frank et al. 2009). 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷 further decomposes the total book-to-tax difference and 

isolates the permanent portion of it, which reflects tax positions reducing the effective tax rate, 

improving financial earnings and earnings per share (Frank et al. 2009; Lennox et al. 2013). 

𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 is cash-basis tax avoidance measure using cash taxes paid scaled by adjusted pretax 

income (Dyreng et al. 2010). It reflects both permanent and temporary book-tax differences, 

and avoids the overestimation of current tax expense that arises from tax benefits on employee 

stock options (Hanlon and Shevlin 2002; Hoopes et al. 2012). My final measure of tax 

aggressiveness is the financial accounting effective tax rate 𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 , defined as total tax 

expense scaled by adjusted pretax income (Dyreng et al. 2010). It captures aggressive tax 
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planning through permanent book-tax differences, such as tax haven investments, investments 

in tax-exempt assets, and tax shelter activities. For the ease of interpretation across all tax 

aggressiveness measures, I multiply the two 𝐸𝑇𝑅 measures by –1 so that higher 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 

(𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅) denotes greater tax aggressiveness.  

4.3.2.2 Measuring CSR performance 

I employ KLD social ratings to assess firms’ CSR practices. KLD social ratings contain a set 

of indicators assessing positive and negative social, environmental, and governance 

performance using seven sub-categories: environment, community, diversity, employee 

relations, human rights, corporate governance, and product quality and safety. I construct a net 

CSR score (𝐶𝑆𝑅) by subtracting total concerns from total strengths, with a higher CSR score 

indicating stronger CSR performance. An indicator variable 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼 is utilized to identify 

whether firms exhibit greater CSR commitment.  

I opt for the KLD score rather than CSR disclosure for the purpose of this study. The 

direct interest is consistency in corporate practices—in particular, corporate tax and CSR 

behaviors. Although a firm’s CSR performance drives its voluntary disclosure (Clarkson et al. 

2008), there is a potential disconnect between firm-initiated CSR disclosure and third-party 

CSR performance ratings (Hoi et al. 2013). The KLD score is generated from various sources, 

including but not limited to firms’ voluntary disclosure. Accordingly, I argue that the KLD 

score reflects a relatively objective evaluation of actual CSR activities in contrast to firms’ 

discretionary disclosure of CSR performance. Further, existing studies show the KLD score to 

be a reliable proxy for CSR performance (Kim et al. 2012; Oh et al. 2017) and external 

stakeholders consider non-financial information provided by a third-party to be a more 

trustworthy source (Cohen et al. 2011).   

4.3.3 Empirical models 
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I use logistic regressions to test the first two hypotheses and ordinary least squares (OLS) 

regression to test the third hypothesis. Specifically, I examine the effect of corporate tax 

aggressiveness on the likelihood of tax-related restatements (H4.1), as shown below:  

𝑇𝐴𝑋𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛼2𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼3𝑇𝐸𝑁𝑈𝑅𝐸𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛼4𝐵𝐼𝐺𝑁𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼5𝐿𝐸𝑉𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼6𝑀𝑇𝐵𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼7𝑆𝐸𝐺𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼8𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼9𝑀𝐴𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝐹𝐸 +  𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝐸 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡

(4.1) 

To further explore whether the impact of tax aggressiveness on future tax-related 

restatements differs for high CSR performers as opposed to low CSR performers (H4.2), I 

estimate the following model: 

𝑇𝐴𝑋𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑖,𝑡+1 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛽2𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑡 × 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽4𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛽5𝑇𝐸𝑁𝑈𝑅𝐸𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽6𝐵𝐼𝐺𝑁𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽7𝐿𝐸𝑉𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽8𝑀𝑇𝐵𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽9𝑆𝐸𝐺𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽10𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛽11𝑀𝐴𝑖,𝑡 + 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝐹𝐸 +  𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝐸 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡

    (4.2) 

The dependent variable 𝑇𝐴𝑋𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑖,𝑡 is an indicator variable for a tax-related financial 

restatement of each firm 𝑖 in year 𝑡 in the model (4.1), and is a lead variable 𝑇𝐴𝑋𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑖,𝑡+1 

for a tax-related restatement in year 𝑡 +1 in the model (4.2). 𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆 

denotes one of four tax aggressiveness measures 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷, 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷, 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 and 𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅. In the 

model (4.1), My variable of interest is 𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆 , where H4.1 predicts a 

positive relation between 𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆 and 𝑇𝐴𝑋𝑅𝐸𝑆. In the model (4.2), I take 

one step further in this analysis by considering CSR, the variable of interest is the interaction 

term 𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑡 × 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼𝑖,𝑡. Its coefficient 𝛽2 captures the difference in the 
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likelihood of future tax-related restatements for tax aggressive firms with high CSR 

performance relative to those with low CSR performance. A negative 𝛽2 reflects a moderating 

effect of CSR on the relationship between tax aggressiveness and future tax-related 

restatements—in other words, the effect of tax aggressiveness on future tax-related 

restatements is less pronounced for firms that exhibit strong CSR performance.  

I include a number of control variables following previous research on tax aggressiveness 

and financial restatements. Appendix 4.1 presents the detailed definitions of these variables. I 

control for audit quality variables (𝑇𝐸𝑁𝑈𝑅𝐸 and 𝐵𝐼𝐺𝑁), as audit quality is associated with 

the incidence of tax-related financial misstatements (Burton and Tanyi 2019; Seetharaman et 

al. 2011). Moreover, firms with complicated accounting issues and operational activities are 

more likely to engage in tax-related restatements (Kinney Jr et al. 2004; Palmrose et al. 2004), 

so I control for these factors using the number of segments (𝑆𝐸𝐺), and indicator variables for 

foreign operations (𝐹𝑂𝑅) and merger and acquisitions (𝑀𝐴). Consistent with prior studies 

(Blouin et al. 2007; Burton and Tanyi 2019), I also control for firm-specific characteristics 

including size (𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸), financial leverage (𝐿𝐸𝑉), and market valuation (𝑀𝑇𝐵) that are expected 

to predict tax-related restatement announcements.   

Last, I employ a difference-in-difference approach and examine whether tax aggressive 

firms improve their CSR performance after tax-related restatements. Because CSR changes can 

take a long time to manifest (Bansal et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2020), I test this relation 

surrounding a tax-related restatement over a seven-year window, that is, three years before a 

restatement (years 𝑡-3 to 𝑡-1), during the restatement year (year 𝑡), and three years after the 

restatement (years 𝑡+1 to 𝑡+3). The regression model I employ is as follows: 
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𝐶𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾2𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑡 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛾3𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛾4𝑃𝑃𝐸𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾5𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾6𝑅𝑂𝐴𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾7𝐿𝐸𝑉𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾8𝑀𝑇𝐵𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛾9𝐴𝐺𝐸𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾10𝑅𝐷𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾11𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾12𝐴𝐷𝑉𝑖,𝑡 + 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝐹𝐸 + 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝐸

+ 𝜀𝑖,𝑡

In the model (4.3), the dependent variable is CSR performance (𝐶𝑆𝑅). 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 equals one 

for firm-years after a tax-related restatement announcement and zero otherwise. The interaction 

between 𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆  and 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇  captures the incremental change in CSR 

performance for tax aggressive firms in the post-restatement period compared to in the pre-

period. I predict a positive coefficient 𝛾2 for 𝑇𝐴𝑋 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑆𝑆 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 in H4.3. I 

define the control variables from the CSR literature (Gao et al. 2016; Harjoto and Jo 2011), 

which are 𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸, 𝐿𝐸𝑉, 𝑀𝑇𝐵, profitability (𝑅𝑂𝐴), firm age (𝐴𝐺𝐸), tangible and intangible 

investments (𝑃𝑃𝐸  and 𝑅𝐷 ), and capital and advertising expenditures (𝐶𝐴𝑃  and 𝐴𝐷𝑉 ), 

respectively. Finally, I include industry and year fixed effects in all regressions, and winsorize 

all continuous variables at the top and bottom 1% to mitigate the influence of extreme values. 

Standard errors are clustered by firms.  

4.4. Empirical results 

4.4.1 Summary statistics 

Table 4.1 presents the descriptive statistics for the key variables. Because of data requirements 

in the estimation procedures, the samples vary significantly from 16,208 to 77,152 firm-year 

observations. 𝑇𝐴𝑋𝑅𝐸𝑆 has a mean value of 0.004, indicating 307 tax-related restatement 

announcements in the sample period. In regard to book-tax differences, I interpret a negative 

(4.3) 
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mean 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷 (𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷) value of –0.704 (–0.690) as indicative of taxable income exceeding 

financial income. The sample statistics for tax aggressiveness measures 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 and 𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 

are consistent with those reported in Dyreng et al. (2010), Hoi et al. (2013), and Burton and 

Tanyi (2019). In referring to CSR measure, the mean value of 𝐶𝑆𝑅 is –0.387, implying that 

on average the sample CSR firms exhibit more concerns than strengths. The standard deviation 

is 2.480, and the first and third quartiles of 𝐶𝑆𝑅 are –2.000 and 1.000 respectively, showing 

that overall CSR performance varies among firms. For control variables, I note that an average 

firm has an asset value of $0.1 billion,36 and the firm age (𝐴𝐺𝐸) is approximately 15.5 years. 

The mean audit firm tenure (𝑇𝐸𝑁𝑈𝑅𝐸) is seven years, while over half of the firms are assured 

by Big N auditors (𝐵𝐼𝐺𝑁). Moreover, the firms report negative returns, as reflected in a mean 

ROA of –65.3%. Around 8.3% of firms are involved in merger and acquisition activities (𝑀𝐴), 

and 30.9% in foreign operations (𝐹𝑂𝑅). The means of research and development expense (𝑅𝐷), 

capital expenditure (𝐶𝐴𝑃), and advertising expense (𝐴𝐷𝑉) are 17.2%, 5.2%, and 3.9% of total 

assets, respectively. 

Table 4.1 Summary statistics 

N Mean SD Q1 Median Q3 

TAXRES 77,152 0.004 0.063 0.000 0.000 0.000 

TBTD 59,654 –0.704 3.734 –0.111 0.002 0.036 

PBTD 59,268 –0.690 3.710 –0.091 0.002 0.021 

CNETR 36,341 –0.236 0.223 –0.335 –0.204 –0.053

GNETR 38,720 –0.272 0.197 –0.375 –0.308 –0.114

CSR 16,208 –0.387 2.480 –2.000 –1.000 1.000 

SIZE 73,709 4.607 2.876 2.901 4.866 6.611 

AGE (yr) 77,152 15.501 13.763 6.000 11.000 21.000 

TENURE (yr) 73,408 6.996 6.189 2.000 5.000 10.000 

BIGN 77,152 0.592 0.491 0.000 1.000 1.000 

LEV 72,851 0.449 1.119 0.009 0.184 0.419 

ROA 72,767 –0.653 2.595 –0.252 0.004 0.084 

MTB 65,783 2.126 12.044 0.726 1.709 3.413 

SEG (num) 71,506 3.708 2.845 2.000 3.000 5.000 

FOR 77,152 0.309 0.462 0.000 0.000 1.000 

36 The calculation is based on [exp (4.607) = 100.183]. 
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MA 77,152 0.083 0.277 0.000 0.000 0.000 

PPE 73,032 0.238 0.239 0.054 0.151 0.352 

RD 43,808 0.172 0.368 0.006 0.051 0.162 

CAP 72,381 0.052 0.071 0.011 0.028 0.061 

ADV 27,851 0.039 0.074 0.004 0.013 0.040 

 

Table 4.2 reports the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients. Similar to prior 

research, the four tax aggressiveness proxies are positively correlated with each other (𝑝 < 

0.01). This implies that book-to-tax differences and effective tax rates capture the underlying 

tax aggressiveness construct collaboratively (Lennox et al. 2013). Specifically, when the book-

to-tax difference increases due to a reduction in taxable income relative to financial income 

(i.e., high tax aggressiveness measured by high 𝐵𝑇𝐷), the tax burden such as cash taxes paid 

decreases correspondingly (i.e., high tax aggressiveness measured by low 𝐸𝑇𝑅). With the 

exception of 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 , the other three tax aggressiveness measures are significantly and 

positively associated with 𝐶𝑆𝑅—exactly the opposite of my expectations. I attribute this 

difference to the effects of other variables and differences in firm characteristics.37 I also find 

that 𝐶𝑆𝑅 is positively correlated with 𝐴𝐺𝐸 (𝑝 < 0.01), 𝑇𝐸𝑁𝑈𝑅𝐸 (𝑝 < 0.01), 𝑅𝑂𝐴 (𝑝 < 

0.01), and 𝑀𝑇𝐵 (𝑝 < 0.01). To assess the extent of multicollinearity, I check for the variance 

inflation factors (VIFs) in the regression models. The untabulated results show that the highest 

VIF value is 2.61, which is well below the threshold of ten so that multicollinearity concerns 

are minimal (Neter et al. 1996).  

4.4.2 Results analyses and discussion 

Table 4.3 presents the results of the model (4.1) on whether the likelihood of tax-related 

restatements increases with the level of tax aggressiveness. The coefficients on tax 

 
37 In further analysis, I find that after removing the effects of all other variables, the partial correlation 

coefficient between 𝐶𝑆𝑅 and 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷 is –0.0056 (𝑝 > 0.10), the partial correlation coefficient between 

𝐶𝑆𝑅 and 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷 is –0.0134 (𝑝 > 0.10), and the partial correlation coefficient between 𝐶𝑆𝑅 and 𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 

is –0.0377 (𝑝 < 0.01). I also compute semipartial correlations of these variables and the results are similar.  
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Table 4.2 Correlation matrix 

  TBTD PBTD CNETR GNETR CSR SIZE AGE TENURE LEV ROA MTB SEG PPE RD CAP ADV 

TBTD  0.474*** 0.400*** 0.145*** 0.045*** 0.007 0.050*** 0.019 –0.036** 0.387*** 0.194*** 0.050*** –0.014 0.089*** 0.026* –0.033** 

PBTD 0.995***  0.172*** 0.496*** 0.111*** 0.031* 0.064*** 0.038** –0.137*** 0.384*** 0.273*** 0.118*** –0.056*** 0.208*** 0.01 –0.048*** 

CNETR 0.187*** 0.107***  0.348*** –0.012 –0.077*** –0.122*** –0.063*** –0.015 –0.183*** 0.070*** 0.063*** –0.193*** 0.286*** –0.140*** –0.152*** 

GNETR 0.086*** 0.206*** 0.323***  0.043*** 0.069*** 0.072*** –0.011 0.060*** –0.322*** –0.047*** 0.212*** –0.145*** 0.309*** –0.167*** –0.150*** 

CSR 0.045*** 0.050*** 0.007 0.040***  0.288*** 0.186*** 0.149*** 0.062*** 0.123*** 0.182*** 0.098*** 0.016 0.094*** 0.022 0.103*** 

SIZE 0.387*** 0.387*** –0.044*** –0.108*** 0.204***  0.458*** 0.255*** 0.468*** 0.064*** 0.063*** 0.250*** 0.201*** –0.145*** 0.043*** 0.130*** 

AGE 0.174*** 0.173*** –0.066*** –0.053*** 0.126*** 0.357***  0.264*** 0.233*** 0.082*** –0.095*** 0.240*** 0.233*** –0.103*** 0.032** 0.105*** 

TENURE 0.062*** 0.061*** –0.027*** –0.046*** 0.068*** 0.213*** 0.326***  0.108*** 0.086*** 0.040** 0.058*** 0.119*** –0.047*** 0.065*** 0.094*** 

LEV –0.393*** –0.395*** 0.044*** 0.037*** –0.031*** –0.356*** –0.096*** –0.048***  –0.168*** –0.01 0.060*** 0.200*** –0.269*** –0.030* 0.098*** 

ROA 0.620*** 0.622*** 0.034*** –0.091*** 0.069*** 0.509*** 0.179*** 0.077*** –0.631***  0.466*** –0.042*** 0.148*** –0.111*** 0.233*** 0.167*** 

MTB 0.120*** 0.124*** 0.029*** –0.001 0.057*** 0.122*** 0.023*** 0.025*** –0.161*** 0.188***  –0.02 0.005 0.155*** 0.151*** 0.075*** 

SEG 0.247*** 0.246*** –0.055*** –0.028*** 0.052*** 0.528*** 0.342*** 0.148*** –0.195*** 0.281*** 0.047***  –0.209*** 0.369*** –0.217*** –0.251*** 

PPE 0.054*** 0.052*** 0.072*** –0.020*** –0.053*** 0.193*** 0.051*** 0.034*** 0.025*** 0.052*** –0.015*** 0.007*  –0.542*** 0.753*** 0.319*** 

RD –0.329*** –0.331*** 0.101*** 0.150*** –0.015 –0.429*** –0.217*** –0.090*** 0.343*** –0.547*** –0.074*** –0.286*** –0.108***  –0.342*** –0.391*** 

CAP –0.030*** –0.030*** 0.063*** –0.028*** –0.026*** 0.039*** –0.098*** –0.025*** 0.011*** –0.032*** –0.002 –0.065*** 0.559*** 0.022***  0.276*** 

ADV –0.125*** –0.127*** –0.029*** –0.014* 0.062*** –0.178*** –0.110*** –0.037*** 0.135*** –0.229*** –0.038*** –0.157*** –0.014** 0.113*** 0.099***   

Lower-triangular cells report Pearson's correlation coefficients, upper-triangular cells are Spearman’s rank correlation. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix 4.1. 
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Table 4.3 Tax aggressiveness and tax-related restatements 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dep. Var.= TAXRESi,t TAXRESi,t TAXRESi,t TAXRESi,t 

TBTDi,t 0.367** 
   

 (2.51) 
   

PBTDi,t 
 

0.219* 
  

 

 
(1.80) 

  

CNETRi,t 
  

0.787* 
 

 

  
(1.66) 

 

GNETRi,t 
   

1.259*** 

 

   
(2.64) 

SIZEi,t 0.064 0.071* –0.048 –0.020 

 (1.59) (1.81) (–1.05) (–0.41) 
TENUREi,t 0.064 0.064 0.078 0.039 

 (0.91) (0.91) (0.92) (0.47) 
BIGNi,t 0.137 0.137 0.474* 0.418* 

 (0.75) (0.75) (1.89) (1.71) 
LEVi,t 0.086 0.065 0.852*** 0.774*** 

 (0.35) (0.27) (3.33) (2.75) 
MTBi,t –0.011 –0.010 –0.011 –0.010 

 (–1.56) (–1.53) (–1.32) (–1.06) 
SEGi,t 0.345*** 0.350*** 0.061 0.091 

 (2.74) (2.78) (0.39) (0.61) 
FORi,t 0.144 0.142 0.325* 0.247 

 (0.88) (0.87) (1.76) (1.44) 
MAi,t –0.224 –0.224 –0.440* –0.523* 

 (–1.05) (–1.05) (–1.68) (–1.91) 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 

Observations 56,403 56,051 30,293 35,092 

Pseudo R2 0.0832 0.0819 0.0536 0.0740 
***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 

levels, respectively, using two-tailed tests. 

This table presents the regression results of the effect of tax 

aggressiveness on the likelihood of tax-related restatements for Model 

4.1. The z-statistics reported in parentheses are based on robust 

standard errors clustered by firm. Variable definitions are provided in 

Appendix 4.1. 

 

aggressiveness measures are positive and marginally significant (𝑝 < 0.10) across all columns. 

In Column 1, 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷 is positively and significantly associated with 𝑇𝐴𝑋𝑅𝐸𝑆 at the 5% level; 

the economic magnitude of this relation implies that increasing total book-to-tax difference 

from –0.234 (the 25th percentile) to 0.030 (the 75th percentile) leads to an 11% increased 

likelihood of tax-related financial restatement announcements (from 0.47% to 0.52%), with all 

other variables evaluated at their sample mean. The positive relation between tax 

aggressiveness and tax-related restatements holds when the 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷 measure is replaced with 
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𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷  and 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅  in Columns 2 and 3 respectively. In Column 4, the coefficient of 

𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 is positive and statistically significant (𝑝 < 0.01), suggesting that a decrease in firms’ 

GAAP effective tax rate from 37.1% to 10.1% results in an increased likelihood of tax-related 

restatements rising by 40% (from 0.23% to 0.32%).38 Collectively, these findings support 

Hypothesis 1 that tax aggressive firms are more likely to be involved in tax-related financial 

restatements.  

In terms of the control variables, the coefficients of several control variables do not load 

consistently; with the exception of 𝑀𝐴, the results are generally in the expected direction. I 

find that 𝐿𝐸𝑉  is positively and significantly correlated with the inverse effective tax rate 

proxies (𝑝 < 0.01) in Columns 3 and 4, reinforcing prior research that high leveraged firms 

have more incentives to engage in accounting manipulation to satisfy financial covenants in 

existing debt contracts (Burton and Tanyi 2019; DeFond and Jiambalvo 1994). Meanwhile, 

similar to Peterson (2012), the positive and significant coefficients on 𝑆𝐸𝐺 (𝑝 < 0.01) in 

Columns 1 and 2 imply that organizational complexity contributes to the increased incidence 

of firms’ tax-related restatements.  

In Table 4.4, I report the regression results for Hypothesis 4.2. The coefficient on the 

interaction term 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼 × 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷  is negative and significant at the 1% level, and an 

untabulated odds ratio of 0.022 indicates the effect of tax aggressiveness on future tax-related 

restatements is 97.8% lower for high CSR performers than for low CSR performers after 

controlling for other factors. Likewise, I report a negative and significant coefficient of –2.742 

for 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼 × 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷 in Column 2, where the odds of tax-related restatements are 93.6% lower 

 
38 To be more intuitive, I interpret an increase of the negative GAAP effective tax rate (𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅) from 

–0.371 (the 25th percentile) to –0.101 (the 75th percentile) as a decrease the GAAP effective tax rate 

from 0.371 (the 25th percentile) to 0.101 (the 75th percentile). Thus, the 40% increase in tax-restatement 

likelihood is the estimated marginal effect of GAAP effective tax rate on the tax-related restatement 

likelihood.  
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(the untabulated odds ratio = 0.064) for high-CSR firms compared to low-CSR firms that 

engaged in aggressive tax practices. 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼 × 𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 is negative and significant (𝑝 < 0.05) 

for 𝑇𝐴𝑋𝑅𝐸𝑆  in year 𝑡 +1 in Column 4, while the coefficient on 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼 × 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅  is 

negative yet statistically insignificant in Column 3. Altogether, these results support a corporate 

culture view of CSR (Ji et al. 2017; Wans 2020). I suggest that CSR firms behave ethically and 

their commitment to social causes constrains unethical or illegal activities, so that they are less 

likely to engage in tax-related financial misreporting, holding the level of tax aggressiveness 

constant.  

Table 4.4 Tax aggressiveness, CSR, and the likelihood of future tax-related restatements 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dep. Var.= TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1 

TBTDi,t 2.873*** 
   

 (2.66) 
   

CSRHIi,t × TBTDi,t –3.797*** 
   

 (–3.31) 
   

PBTDi,t 
 

1.975*** 
  

 

 
(3.11) 

  

CSRHIi,t × PBTDi,t 
 

–2.742*** 
  

 

 
(–3.64) 

  

CNETRi,t 
  

0.320 
 

 

  
(0.47) 

 

CSRHIi,t × CNETRi,t 
  

–0.173 
 

 

  
(–0.16) 

 

GNETRi,t 
   

0.076 

 

   
(0.26) 

CSRHIi,t × GNETRi,t 
   

–1.031** 

 

   
(–2.19) 

CSRHIi,t 0.163 0.153 0.034 –0.135 

 (0.73) (0.69) (0.11) (–0.55) 
SIZEi,t 0.023 0.029 –0.068 0.016 

 (0.30) (0.39) (–0.87) (0.22) 
TENUREi,t –0.074 –0.072 –0.130 –0.105 

 (–0.80) (–0.77) (–1.40) (–1.18) 
BIGNi,t 0.506 0.507 0.651* 0.626* 

 (1.33) (1.33) (1.69) (1.70) 
LEVi,t 0.612 0.604 0.953** 0.682* 

 (1.33) (1.27) (2.20) (1.68) 
MTBi,t –0.019** –0.020** –0.014** –0.017** 

 (–2.24) (–2.29) (–2.02) (–2.09) 
SEGi,t 0.151 0.156 0.078 0.143 

 (0.80) (0.83) (0.39) (0.79) 
FORi,t 0.474* 0.441* 0.213 0.376* 

 (1.92) (1.80) (0.91) (1.66) 
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MAi,t –0.195 –0.195 –0.132 –0.228 

 (–0.66) (–0.66) (–0.45) (–0.81) 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 

Observations 12,456 12,422 10,850 13,804 

Pseudo R2 0.0709 0.0704 0.0597 0.0663 
***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, 

using two-tailed tests. 

This table reports the regression results from Model 4.2, presenting the impact of tax 

aggressiveness on subsequent tax-related restatements for high and low CSR performers. 

The z-statistics reported in parentheses are based on robust standard errors clustered by 

firm. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix 4.1. 

 

Table 4.5 presents the results for Hypothesis 4.3. In Panel A, I show a direct relation 

between tax aggressiveness and CSR performance without the interference of restatements. My 

tax aggressiveness measures 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷, 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷, and 𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 are negatively related to 𝐶𝑆𝑅 at 

least at the 10% level in Columns 1, 2 and 4. This implies behavioral consistency in CSR and 

tax practices, which are both influenced by firms’ shared beliefs and ethical culture (Hoi et al. 

2013). In general, the results suggest aggressive tax avoiders are poor CSR performers. The 

analysis also shows that CSR firms tend to be larger (𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸), older (𝐴𝐺𝐸), more profitable 

(𝑅𝑂𝐴), have higher growth potential (𝑀𝑇𝐵) and lower financial leverage (𝐿𝐸𝑉), and invest 

more in advertising (𝐴𝐷𝑉), research and development (𝑅𝐷).    

Table 4.5 Tax aggressiveness and subsequent CSR changes to tax-related restatements 

Panel A. Tax aggressiveness and CSR performance 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dep. Var.= CSRi,t CSRi,t CSRi,t CSRi,t 

TBTDi,t –0.709*    

 (–1.78)    

PBTDi,t  –0.720**   

  (–2.23)   

CNETRi,t   –0.019  

   (–0.14)  
GNETRi,t    –0.743*** 

    (–3.00) 

PPEi,t 0.186 0.187 0.216 0.219 

 (0.86) (0.86) (0.97) (0.97) 

SIZEi,t 0.383*** 0.384*** 0.453*** 0.448*** 

 (7.59) (7.60) (8.59) (8.15) 
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ROAi,t 1.256*** 1.283*** 1.907*** 2.151*** 

(3.43) (3.87) (5.79) (5.92) 

LEVi,t –0.650*** –0.641*** –0.707*** –0.720***

(–4.36) (–4.28) (–4.38) (–4.30) 

MTBi,t 0.010*** 0.010*** 0.013** 0.012** 

(2.84) (2.83) (2.57) (2.35) 

AGEi,t 0.134** 0.133** 0.189*** 0.195*** 

(2.30) (2.28) (3.10) (3.10) 

RDi,t 1.593*** 1.661*** 2.756*** 2.637*** 

(4.54) (4.75) (5.07) (4.45) 

CAPi,t –1.321 –3.939** –2.084* –2.789

(–1.23) (–2.48) (–1.70) (–1.31)

ADVi,t 3.869*** 3.940*** 4.027*** 4.126***

(3.23) (3.26) (2.90) (2.88) 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 

Observations 14,527 14,486 13,012 11,982 

Adjusted R2 0.170 0.170 0.191 0.194 

Panel B. Regression results of post-restatement CSR performance 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4)

Dep. Var.= CSRi,t CSRi,t CSRi,t CSRi,t

TBTDi,t
1.036 

   

(0.37) 

TBTDi,t × POSTi,t
4.135** 

(2.02) 

PBTDi,t
–0.471

(–0.28)

PBTDi,t × POSTi,t
4.196*

(1.93)

CNETRi,t
–0.981*

(–1.78)

CNETRi,t × POSTi,t
1.628**

(2.30)

GNETRi,t
–0.471**

(–2.09)

GNETRi,t × POSTi,t
0.640**

(2.12)

POSTi,t
–0.119 –0.105 0.279 –0.003

(–0.58) (–0.52) (1.12) (–0.02)

PPEi,t
0.627 0.551 0.882 0.821

(0.91) (0.80) (1.17) (1.14)

SIZEi,t
0.478*** 0.476*** 0.560*** 0.497***

(3.79) (3.76) (4.47) (4.30) 

ROAi,t
–0.254 0.545 1.760 1.651 
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(–0.12) (0.30) (0.99) (1.34) 

LEVi,t
–0.451 –0.365 –0.354 –0.297

(–1.09) (–0.91) (–0.75) (–0.68)

MTBi,t
–0.015* –0.015* –0.013 –0.010

(–1.70) (–1.71) (–1.19) (–1.11)

AGEi,t
–0.028 –0.009 0.049 0.061

(–0.14) (–0.05) (0.24) (0.32)

RDi,t
6.542 6.562 6.482 5.262

(1.39) (1.39) (1.51) (1.28)

CAPi,t
–7.926 –1.352 –8.132* –7.420*

(–1.59) (–0.23) (–1.73) (–1.86)

ADVi,t
12.862** 13.431** 10.151 10.734*

(2.31) (2.40) (1.58) (1.86)

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 

Observations 802 801 774 904 

Adjusted R2 0.320 0.320 0.344 0.335 

***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, 

respectively, using two-tailed tests. 

Panel A of this table presents the results of the impact of tax aggressiveness on 

CSR performance, and Panel B presents the CSR performance of tax aggressive 

firms in the post-restatement period (Model 4.3). The t values reported in 

parentheses are based on robust standard errors clustered by firm. Variable 

definitions are provided in Appendix 4.1.  

Next, I report the regression results of the model (4.3) in Panel B, which estimates the 

CSR changes for aggressive taxpayers subsequent to tax-related restatements. I find that the 

coefficients on 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 and 𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 are negative and significant at the conventional level in 

Columns 3 and 4, supporting the argument that tax aggressive firms devote less efforts to CSR 

activities. More importantly, consistent with my prediction, the interaction terms 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷 × 

𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇, 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇, and 𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 are significantly positively related to 𝐶𝑆𝑅 

(𝑝  < 0.05) while the coefficient on 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇  for 𝐶𝑆𝑅  is positive and marginally 

significant ( 𝑝  < 0.10). These findings indicate firms that exhibit high levels of tax 

aggressiveness increase their post-restatement CSR performance to a larger extent than those 

with low levels of tax aggressiveness, consistent with Chakravarthy et al. (2014) and Zhang et 

al. (2020) in showing that firms improve CSR to better repair their reputational damage after 

adverse events. The economic magnitude of subsequent improvement in CSR performance is 

consistently shown in all columns, for instance, the coefficient on 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 is 4.135 in 
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Column 1, implying that a one-unit increase in total book-tax difference is associated with an 

increase of 4.135 in CSR score from the pre- to post-restatement periods after controlling for 

other determinants of CSR performance. Taken together, Hypothesis 4.3 is supported.  

4.5. Robustness tests 

4.5.1 Matched propensity score analysis 

A potential concern in the analysis is the data in unbalanced panels, where the non-tax-related 

sample (76,845 firm-year observations) is much larger than the tax-restated sample (307 firm-

year observations). The tax-restated and non-tax-restated samples can be systematically 

different in ways that are correlated with tax variables, generating spurious results. To mitigate 

this concern, I conduct one-to-five propensity score matching (PSM) to ensure the tax-restated 

and non-tax-restated samples have similar characteristics, and cross-check the results in Tables 

4.3 and 4.4. Following Chakravarthy et al. (2014) and Zhang et al. (2020), I estimate a logit 

model for announcing tax-related restatements and match the tax-restated observations to non-

tax-restated observations by industry, year, and firm size. Each tax-restated treatment is 

matched to non-tax-restated controls that have the nearest propensity scores within a caliper of 

0.25 of the standard deviation of the propensity score (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1985). Then, I 

pool the tax-restated treatments and matched controls into four test samples for each of the four 

tax aggressiveness measures.  

Table 4.6 Panels A and B present the regression results of H4.1 and H4.2 using this 

matched-sample. Consistent with H4.1, I find that 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷 , 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷 , 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 , and 𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 

have positive and significant coefficients in Panel A, confirming a positive relation between 

tax aggressiveness and the likelihood of tax-related restatement. In Panel B, the interactions 

between high CSR performance and tax aggressiveness are negative and significant with one 

exception of a negative but insignificant coefficient on 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼 × 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅  in Column 3, 
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supporting the inference of H4.2 that firms with higher CSR performance have a lower 

likelihood of future tax-related financial restatements.  

Table 4.6 Propensity score matching 

Panel A. Regression results of H4.1 using a matched sample 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dep. Var.= TAXRESi,t TAXRESi,t TAXRESi,t TAXRESi,t 

TBTDi,t 0.210** 
   

 (2.12) 
   

PBTDi,t 
 

0.120* 
  

 

 
(1.68) 

  

CNETRi,t 
  

0.971** 
 

 

  
(2.15) 

 

GNETRi,t 
   

1.210** 

 

   
(2.38) 

SIZEi,t –0.067 –0.062 –0.123** –0.094* 

 (–1.57) (–1.48) (–2.28) (–1.82) 
TENUREi,t 0.022 0.021 0.028 –0.006 

 (0.31) (0.29) (0.32) (–0.07) 
BIGNi,t 0.108 0.113 0.375 0.340 

 (0.62) (0.64) (1.50) (1.38) 
LEVi,t 0.291 0.264 1.060*** 0.928*** 

 (1.08) (0.99) (3.80) (3.13) 
MTBi,t –0.013 –0.013 –0.015 –0.015 

 (–1.54) (–1.60) (–1.52) (–1.46) 
SEGi,t 0.286** 0.290*** 0.024 0.111 

 (2.57) (2.61) (0.16) (0.82) 
FORi,t 0.168 0.168 0.191 0.123 

 (1.07) (1.07) (0.99) (0.69) 
MAi,t –0.273 –0.270 –0.516* –0.610** 

 (–1.24) (–1.23) (–1.87) (–2.16) 

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 

Observations 6,933 6,911 5,056 5,384 

Pseudo R2 0.0481 0.0473 0.0512 0.0601 

 

Panel B. Regression results of H4.2 using a matched sample 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Dep. Var.= TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1 

TBTDi,t 3.233** 
   

 (2.44) 
   

CSRHIi,t × TBTDi,t –4.403** 
   

 (–2.44) 
   

PBTDi,t 
 

1.983** 
  

 

 
(2.47) 

  

CSRHIi,t × PBTDi,t 
 

–2.050* 
  

 

 
(–1.65) 

  

CNETRi,t 
  

0.115 
 

 

  
(0.18) 
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CSRHIi,t × CNETRi,t –0.192

(–0.22)
GNETRi,t 0.308 

(1.19) 
CSRHIi,t × GNETRi,t –1.040**

(–2.44)
CSRHIi,t 0.182 0.175 0.088 –0.135

(0.86) (0.83) (0.30) (–0.61)
SIZEi,t 0.031 0.029 –0.052 –0.003

(0.44) (0.40) (–0.72) (–0.05)
TENUREi,t –0.089 –0.087 –0.180* –0.103

(–0.91) (–0.90) (–1.81) (–1.08)
BIGNi,t 0.452 0.457 0.494 0.397

(1.19) (1.21) (1.34) (1.21)
LEVi,t 0.410 0.422 0.917** 0.548

(0.82) (0.76) (2.05) (1.21)
MTBi,t –0.015 –0.016 –0.012 –0.010

(–1.38) (–1.49) (–1.29) (–1.09)
SEGi,t 0.132 0.146 0.010 0.062

(0.82) (0.91) (0.05) (0.40)
FORi,t 0.458** 0.394* 0.235 0.359*

(2.01) (1.72) (1.00) (1.70)
MAi,t –0.150 –0.162 –0.148 –0.239

(–0.50) (–0.53) (–0.49) (–0.82)

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 

Observations 2,806 2,801 2,582 3,127 

Pseudo R2 0.0877 0.0867 0.0852 0.0818 
***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, 

using two-tailed tests.   

This table reports the regression results of a propensity-score matched sample. Panel A 

presents regression results of the effect of tax aggressiveness on the likelihood of tax-

related restatements for Model 4.1, and Panel B reports the regression results from Model 

4.2. The z-statistics reported in parentheses are based on robust standard errors clustered 

by firm. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix 4.1.  

4.5.2 Heckman two-stage analysis 

The analyses are possibly endogenous, because the association between tax-related financial 

restatement likelihood and CSR performance may suffer from sample selection bias. It may be 

the case that other underlying factors such as political preference and firm financial 

performance exert influence on CSR activities, thereby providing an alternative explanation 

for CSR-financial restatement relation. To alleviate this concern, I conduct Heckman’s (1979) 

two-stage correction and re-estimate the regressions. 
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Panel A. First-stage probit model of CSR performance 

Model (1) 

Dep. Var.= CSRHIi,t

PEi,t 0.229*** 

(4.41) 
KZi,t –0.036***

(–3.77)
ADVi,t 1.434**

(2.31)
IOi,t 0.078 

(0.71) 
ROAi,t 0.155 

(1.10) 
LEVi,t –0.310**

(–2.42)
SIZEi,t 0.318***

(17.54)
MTBi,t 0.006**

(2.58) 
AGEi,t 0.069** 

(2.04) 

Industry FE YES 

Year FE YES 

Observations 14,781 

Pseudo R2 0.1493 

Panel B. Regression results of H4.2 controlling for inverse Mills ratio 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4)

Dep. Var.= TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1

TBTDi,t 2.943** 
   

(2.08) 
CSRHIi,t × TBTDi,t –4.146***

(–2.82)
PBTDi,t 1.866** 

(2.40) 
CSRHIi,t × PBTDi,t –2.973***

(–3.42)
CNETRi,t 

 
0.272 

(0.38) 
CSRHIi,t × CNETRi,t –0.562

(–0.54)
GNETRi,t 

 
0.109 

(0.37) 
CSRHIi,t × GNETRi,t –1.042*

(–1.96)
CSRHIi,t 0.013 –0.002 –0.215 –0.282

(0.05) (–0.01) (–0.64) (–1.03)
SIZEi,t 0.034 0.053 0.111 0.038

(0.18) (0.28) (0.55) (0.21)
TENUREi,t –0.004 –0.002 –0.075 –0.045

(–0.04) (–0.02) (–0.72) (–0.46)
BIGNi,t 0.414 0.412 0.500 0.534

Table 4.7 Heckman two-stage approach 
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(1.07) (1.06) (1.29) (1.43) 
LEVi,t 0.627 0.597 0.814 0.719 

(1.15) (1.07) (1.53) (1.52) 
MTBi,t –0.015* –0.015* –0.013 –0.012

(–1.69) (–1.71) (–1.55) (–1.50)
SEGi,t 0.078 0.083 –0.049 0.056

(0.41) (0.44) (–0.24) (0.31)
FORi,t 0.543** 0.504** 0.376 0.468**

(2.11) (1.96) (1.57) (2.01)
MAi,t –0.219 –0.216 –0.149 –0.259

(–0.68) (–0.66) (–0.47) (–0.84)
IMRi,t 0.014 0.060 0.659 0.048

(0.02) (0.08) (0.83) (0.07)

Industry FE YES YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES YES 

Observations 11,426 11,396 9,957 12,665 

Pseudo R2 0.0756 0.0747 0.0674 0.0697 

Panel C. Regression results of H4.3 controlling for inverse Mills ratio 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4)

Dep. Var.= CSRi,t CSRi,t CSRi,t CSRi,t

TBTDi,t 0.327 

(0.13) 

TBTDi,t × POSTi,t 3.662* 

(1.86) 

PBTDi,t –0.986

(–0.67)

PBTDi,t × POSTi,t 3.749*

(1.84)

CNETRi,t –1.324**

(–2.40)

CNETRi,t × POSTi,t 1.681**

(2.50)

GNETRi,t –0.503**

(–2.50)

GNETRi,t × POSTi,t 0.710**

(2.15)

POSTi,t –0.085 –0.070 0.269 0.033 

(–0.41) (–0.34) (1.02) (0.15) 

PPEi,t 0.378 0.322 0.646 0.665 

(0.54) (0.46) (0.87) (0.93) 

SIZEi,t 0.534* 0.528 0.519 0.489 

(1.67) (1.63) (1.58) (1.57) 

ROAi,t 0.675 1.345 1.893 1.943 

(0.33) (0.81) (1.17) (1.63) 

LEVi,t –0.148 –0.133 0.191 0.194 

(–0.33) (–0.30) (0.39) (0.42) 
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MTBi,t –0.005 –0.005 –0.003 –0.001

(–0.45) (–0.48) (–0.33) (–0.12)

AGEi,t –0.148 –0.135 –0.121 –0.085

(–0.69) (–0.63) (–0.56) (–0.42)

RDi,t 6.619* 6.658* 6.007 4.056

(1.68) (1.66) (1.55) (1.07)

CAPi,t –5.422 –1.042 –6.596 –6.670*

(–1.20) (–0.19) (–1.46) (–1.77)

ADVi,t 13.519** 13.450*** 12.953** 13.227*** 

(2.59) (2.66) (2.38) (2.77) 

IMRi,t 0.193 0.177 –0.145 –0.018

(0.17) (0.15) (–0.12) (–0.02)

Industry FE 716 716 695 812 

Year FE 0.346 0.345 0.386 0.373 

Observations YES YES YES YES 

Adjusted R2 YES YES YES YES 

***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 levels, respectively, using two-

tailed tests.   

This table reports the regression results controlling for selection bias. Panel A presents the first-stage 

probit regression results for a firm’s likelihood of exhibiting high CSR performance in year t, Panel 

B shows the impact of tax aggressiveness and CSR performance on subsequent tax-related 

restatement likelihood (Model 4.2), Panel C presents the CSR performance of tax aggressive firms 

in the post-restatement period (Model 4.3). The z-statistics (t values) reported in parentheses are 

based on robust standard errors clustered by firm. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix 4.1.  

Table 4.7 presents the results. I employ 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼 as the dependent variable in the first-

stage probit model. Following Hoi et al. (2013) and Di Giuli and Kostovetsky (2014), I use the 

external political environment (𝑃𝐸) as the primary instrumental variable. 𝑃𝐸 is an indicator 

variable of one if a firm is headquartered in a Democratic state, and zero if headquartered in a 

Republican state. Given that the Democratic platform is committed to support workers and 

consumers by creating internationally recognized labor and environmental standards, it is more 

congruent with the underlying percepts of CSR (Griffin and Sun 2013). In line with this, Di 

Giuli and Kostovetsky (2014) find firms headquartered in Democratic states exhibit higher 

levels of CSR performance than firms in Republican states. Accordingly, I expect that 𝑃𝐸 is 

highly correlated with 𝐶𝑆𝑅, while there is little or no correlation between political geography 

and the occurrence of tax-related restatements. Based on prior research (Cheng et al. 2014; Jo 

and Harjoto 2012), I also use other instrumental variables such as financial constraints (𝐾𝑍), 

profitability (𝑅𝑂𝐴), and firm age (𝐴𝐺𝐸), and control for CSR-related factors including firm 
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size (𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 ), market potential (𝑀𝑇𝐵 ), leverage (𝐿𝐸𝑉 ), institutional ownership (𝐼𝑂 ), and 

advertising expenses (𝐴𝐷𝑉).  

As shown in Panel A, the instrumental variables 𝑃𝐸 and 𝐴𝐺𝐸 are significantly and 

positively related to 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼 (𝑝 < 0.05) and the coefficient on 𝐾𝑍 is significantly negative 

(𝑝 < 0.01). The estimated coefficients of other variables have the predicted signs. I calculate 

the inverse Mill’s ratio ( 𝐼𝑀𝑅 ) from the first-stage probit regression, then add it as an 

explanatory variable to the second-stage baseline regressions to correct for potential self-

selection bias. Panels B and C report the second-stage regression results of H4.2 and H4.3 

respectively. The insignificant 𝐼𝑀𝑅 indicates sample selection bias is not a major concern. In 

both panels, the variables of interest, the coefficients on interaction terms, retain the same signs 

and significance, suggesting that the results are unaffected by the correction of self-selection 

bias.   

4.5.3 CSR sub-category analysis 

To further understand the impact of different CSR dimensions, I perform additional analyses 

for H4.2 and H4.3 by replacing CSR with each of the seven CSR sub-categories. Specifically, 

I re-estimate Table 4.4 substituting the indicator variables of each high-level CSR sub-category 

for 𝐶𝑆𝑅𝐻𝐼 in respect to H4.2, and re-estimate Table 4.5 Panel B by substituting the net scores 

of each CSR sub-category for 𝐶𝑆𝑅 with regard to H4.3. In untabulated results, I find that tax 

aggressive firms with high levels of environment, community, and diversity performance are 

less likely to undergo future tax-related financial restatement likelihood.39 For firms that have 

 
39 I find that two of four interactions of high-level environment (high-level community) performance 

and tax aggressiveness are negative and significant at the 1% level, and two high-level diversity and tax 

aggressiveness interactions are negative and marginally significant (𝑝 < 0.10). The other coefficients 

of the CSR sub-category and tax interactions have the expected signs, albeit insignificant.  
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restated their tax-related financial statements, they devote more effort to the community and 

diversity aspects of CSR in the post-restatement period.40  

Further, I disaggregate the overall CSR performance and consider total CSR strengths 

and total CSR concerns separately for H4.2 and H4.3. Total CSR strengths refers to the sum of 

strengths from seven CSR sub-categories, and total CSR concerns connotes the sum of 

concerns from CSR sub-categories.41 My untabulated results show that firms with high CSR 

strengths are associated with a lower likelihood of tax restatements in year 𝑡+1, while there is 

no significant association between high CSR concerns and future tax restatements. For H4.3, I 

find that 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 is positively related to CSR strengths and the negative coefficients 

on 𝐵𝑇𝐷 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 (𝑝 < 0.10) and 𝐺𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 (𝑝 < 0.01) for CSR concerns. This shows 

that tax aggressive firms increase their CSR strengths and decrease CSR concerns after the 

occurrence of a tax-related restatement, corroborating the evidence of subsequent improvement 

in overall CSR performance.  

4.5.4 Alternative tax measures 

There are a wide range of proxies to measure tax aggressiveness, each with its advantages and 

limitations (Hanlon and Heitzman 2010). Table 4.8 uses three additional alternative tax 

aggressiveness measures in the regression analysis for robustness. The first measure is tax 

shelter score 𝑆𝐻𝐸𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑅 from Wilson (2009), which captures a firm’s likelihood of engaging 

in specific tax sheltering transactions. The second measure is 𝑍𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅, an inversed measure of 

the effective tax rate calculated following Zimmerman (1983). The third measure is 

 
40 I note that 𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 is significantly and positively associated with community performance 

( 𝑝  < 0.05), and two 𝐵𝑇𝐷  and 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇  interactions ( 𝑇𝐵𝑇𝐷 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇  and  𝑃𝐵𝑇𝐷 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 ) are 

positively related to corporate diversity performance (𝑝 < 0.05).  
41  To investigate whether the results are sensitive to the construct of CSR proxy, I calculate an 

alternative CSR measure of six sub-categories excluding corporate governance and conduct an 

additional test for H4.3. I re-estimate H4.2 and generate a new indicator variable for high-level CSR 

performance based on the median of this alternative CSR measure. The results are similar for all of the 

regression specifications. 
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discretionary book-to-tax difference 𝐷𝑇𝐴𝑋  developed by Frank et al. (2009), which is 

intended to isolate the discretionary portion of permanent book-tax difference and reflect tax 

shelter activities.  

Table 4.8 Alternative tax measures 

Panel A. Regression results of H4.1 using alternative measures of tax aggressiveness 

Model (1) (2) (3) 

Dep. Var.= TAXRESi,t TAXRESi,t TAXRESi,t 

SHELTERi,t 0.581**   

 (2.10)   

ZNETRi,t 
 0.110**  

  (2.39)  

DTAXi,t 
  -1.473 

   (-1.01) 

SIZEi,t 0.081 0.096*** -0.008 

 (1.54) (4.28) (-0.14) 

TENUREi,t 0.055 0.193*** -0.108 

 (0.44) (3.31) (-0.80) 

BIGNi,t -0.035 0.049 0.002 

 (-0.41) (0.99) (0.03) 

LEVi,t 0.270 0.058 0.465* 

 (1.25) (0.46) (1.70) 

MTBi,t -0.348 -0.353* 0.387 

 (-0.88) (-1.78) (0.75) 

SEGi,t -0.193 0.010 -0.253 

 (-0.78) (0.07) (-0.88) 

FORi,t -0.000 0.000 -1.102 

 (-0.39) (0.32) (-0.41) 

MAi,t -0.004 0.030 -0.210 

 (-0.02) (0.29) (-0.93) 

Industry FE YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES 

Observations 28,214 124,300 14,915 

Pseudo R2 0.0646 0.0601 0.0533 
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Panel B. Regression results of H4.2 using alternative measures of tax aggressiveness 

Model (1) (2) (3) 

Dep. Var.= TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1 TAXRESi,t+1 

SHELTERi,t 1.652 
  

 (1.20) 
  

CSRHIi,t × SHELTERi,t -1.553 
  

 (-0.94) 
  

ZNETRi,t 
 

0.242*** 
 

 

 
(3.33) 

 

CSRHIi,t × ZNETRi,t 
 

-0.105 
 

 

 
(-0.90) 

 

DTAXi,t 
  

2.541* 

 

  
(1.68) 

CSRHIi,t × DTAXi,t 
  

-8.614** 

 

  
(-2.03) 

CSRHIi,t 1.633 -0.060 0.341 

 (1.07) (-0.27) (0.91) 
SIZEi,t -0.101 0.016 -0.110 

 (-0.68) (0.24) (-0.94) 
TENUREi,t -0.086 0.208 0.015 

 (-0.28) (1.40) (0.06) 
BIGNi,t -0.002 -0.121 -0.123 

 (-0.02) (-1.29) (-0.72) 
LEVi,t 0.963 0.495 0.793 

 (1.27) (1.48) (1.29) 
MTBi,t 1.274** 0.599 2.316*** 

 (2.02) (1.25) (3.62) 
SEGi,t 0.214 -0.272 0.193 

 (0.51) (-0.97) (0.47) 
FORi,t 2.257 0.734 -6.174 

 (1.21) (0.98) (-1.55) 
MAi,t -0.023 0.150 0.312 

 (-0.06) (0.79) (0.82) 

Industry FE YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES 

Observations 4,923 16,314 4,228 

Pseudo R2 0.0900 0.0699 0.121 

 

Panel C. Regression results of H4.3 using alternative measures of tax aggressiveness 

Model (1) (2) (3) 

Dep. Var.= CSRi,t CSRi,t CSRi,t 

SHELTERi,t -0.610 
  

 (-0.63) 
  

SHELTERi,t × POSTi,t 0.797 
  

 (0.72) 
  

ZNETRi,t 
 

-0.057 
 

 
 

(-0.46) 
 

ZNETRi,t × POSTi,t 
 

0.094 
 

 
 

(0.68) 
 

DTAXi,t 
  

-4.373** 
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(-2.02) 

DTAXi,t × POSTi,t 6.681** 

(2.16) 

POSTi,t -0.956 -0.119 -0.033

(-1.06) (-0.56) (-0.11)

PPEi,t -0.052 1.000 -0.010

(-0.04) (1.43) (-0.01)

SIZEi,t 0.964*** 0.439*** 0.570**

(4.11) (4.01) (2.54)

ROAi,t 1.332 1.433 -0.120

(0.85) (1.34) (-0.05)

LEVi,t -0.363 0.302 -0.306

(-0.45) (0.78) (-0.66)

MTBi,t -0.028** -0.002 -0.027***

(-2.41) (-0.23) (-2.62)

AGEi,t -0.351 -0.068 -0.294

(-0.91) (-0.34) (-1.13)

RDi,t 4.725 4.494 -1.122

(1.16) (1.20) (-0.32)

CAPi,t -4.101 -4.317 -0.803

(-0.69) (-1.21) (-0.10)

ADVi,t 11.056 12.299** 12.035** 

(1.57) (2.49) (2.33) 

Industry FE YES YES YES 

Year FE YES YES YES 

Observations 321 838 274 

Adjusted R2 0.419 0.370 0.341 

***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 

levels, respectively, using two-tailed tests.   

This table reports the regression results using alternative tax 

measures. Panel A the effect of tax aggressiveness on the likelihood 

of tax-related restatements (Model 4.1), Panel B shows the impact 

of tax aggressiveness and CSR performance on subsequent tax-

related restatement likelihood (Model 4.2), Panel C presents the 

CSR performance of tax aggressive firms in the post-restatement 

period (Model 4.3). The z-statistics (t values) reported in parentheses 

are based on robust standard errors clustered by firm. Variable 

definitions are provided in Appendix 4.1.  

In Table 4.8, I note 𝑆𝐻𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸𝑅 and 𝑍𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅 are significantly and positively associated 

with the tax-restatement likelihood (𝑝 < 0.05), providing support for the argument that firms 

that display high tax aggressiveness are more likely to have a tax-related restatement. Moreover, 

I find the main inferences of H4.2 and H4.3 remain when using the alternative measure 𝐷𝑇𝐴𝑋. 

As for the other two tax variables, 𝑆𝐻𝐸𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑅 and 𝑍𝑁𝐸𝑇𝑅, their interaction estimates have 

the expected signs yet are not significant. One plausible explanation may be that tax measures 
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like 𝑆𝐻𝐸𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑅 and 𝐷𝑇𝐴𝑋 focus more on managerial discretion relating to tax planning (e.g., 

nonconforming and non-deferral) instead of capturing certain tax avoidance strategies (e.g., 

municipal bond investments); thus, they do not significantly affect tax-related restatements and 

CSR performance. Overall, these results are generally in line with the primary findings.  

4.6. Conclusion 

Given the increasing trend in tax-related financial restatements over the past two decades, 

regulators and tax authorities have focused considerable attention on tax-related financial 

misreporting and urged for more evidence on the determinants and consequences of tax-related 

restatement announcements (Burton and Tanyi 2019; Fox and Wilson 2019). In this study, I 

carefully consider the inherent link between tax aggressiveness, CSR and tax-related 

restatements. I first document that firms’ tax aggressiveness elicits tax-related financial 

restatements, confirming the association between aggressive tax avoidance and tax-related 

financial misreporting. Having established this baseline result, I then investigate the role of 

CSR on tax aggressiveness and tax-related restatements, finding that the positive effect of tax 

aggressiveness on the likelihood of future tax-related restatements is less pronounced for firms 

with high levels of CSR performance. In additional analysis, I report that the most prominent 

CSR elements in this relationship involve environment, community, and diversity perspectives 

of CSR performance; and only CSR strengths mediate the interplay between tax aggressiveness 

and future tax-related restatements when CSR strengths and concerns are considered separately. 

Finally, I examine the change in CSR performance for tax aggressive firms in actual instances 

of tax-related restatements. I find that firms exhibiting more tax aggressive behavior 

significantly improve their CSR performance by increasing CSR strengths and decreasing CSR 

concerns concurrently after experiencing tax-related restatements. A detailed analysis of CSR 

sub-categories shows that the post-restatement CSR improvement reflects in higher levels of 

community and diversity performance.  
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My findings have implications for regulators, investors, and academics. They inform 

regulators that targeting tax aggressive firms could help to identify tax-related financial 

restatements. By showing how aggressive tax reporting and tax-related financial reporting are 

related, I suggest that closer cooperation between tax authorities and regulators can curb 

financial misreporting as well as over-aggressive tax behavior. My findings are also important 

to investors in their assessment of the likelihood of tax-related restatements as per tax reporting 

aggressiveness and CSR performance. I answer the call for research on the characteristics 

associated with aggressive corporate reporting (Frank et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2012), indicating 

that CSR firms are more prudent in tax-related financial reporting to serve the interest of all 

stakeholders than their non-CSR counterparts with the same level of tax aggressiveness. 

Moreover, these results offer helpful insights for academics by showing ethics and reputation 

as key factors affecting corporate financial reporting and management decisions. Firms with 

CSR performance adhere to high ethical values and practices, consequently refraining from 

overly aggressive tax and financial reporting and suffering fewer regulatory sanctions and 

reputational penalties. As for CSR practitioners, I provide an empirical underpinning for good 

CSR practices and achievements in reputation and risk management using the setting of tax-

related restatements, reinforcing the CSR-based crisis response of firms as a bolstering strategy 

in various contexts (Chakravarthy et al. 2014; Ham and Kim 2019; Lins et al. 2017).  

I acknowledge several research design limitations. Although I attempt to control for 

alternative explanations for my findings by conducting multiple tests and I cannot completely 

account for all extraneous explanations, I suggest that it is unlikely that a systematic correlation 

exists between these explanations and tax-related financial restatements. Further, the CSR 

performance data are sourced from KLD social ratings from 2000 to 2013; as such, one 

limitation of this study is that I do not examine more recent years when federal tax reform and 

other tax law changes (e.g., Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017) occurred. In addition, I caution that 
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these findings are sensitive to how I measure tax aggressiveness. Last, I clarify that I do not 

attempt to establish the causal direction between tax aggressiveness, CSR and tax-related 

restatements. Instead, my aim is to analyze how firms strategically coordinate their CSR and 

tax actions prior to, and following the announcement of tax-related restatements, as these 

decisions tend to occur concurrently (Lennox et al. 2013).  

My results offer some interesting opportunities for future research. For instance, future 

research can investigate how managers trade off tax and financial reporting benefits, and 

whether firms attempt to be optimally aggressive in the pursuit of social goals alongside profit 

goals. The literature would also benefit from examining whether the market consequences of 

tax-related restatements vary for CSR and non-CSR firms exhibiting different levels of tax 

aggressiveness. I hope these findings stimulate future research on tax, CSR, and financial 

reporting, or related topics. 
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Appendix 4.1 Variable definitions 

Variable Definition 

Variables in the main regressions 

Tax-related variables 

TAXRES An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm announces a tax-related 

financial restatement in year t, and 0 otherwise. 

TBTD Total book-to-tax difference is defined as the difference between book 

income and taxable income scaled by lagged total assets based on Wilson 

(2009): TBTD = [pre-tax income – (current federal tax expense + current 

foreign tax expense)/statutory tax rate]/lagged total assets = [PI – (TXFED 

+ TXFO)/0.35]/lagged AT  

PBTD Permanent book-to-tax difference is defined as the difference between total 

book-to-tax difference and temporary book-to tax difference based on 

Frank et al. (2009): PBTD = total book-to-tax difference – (deferred tax 

expense/statutory tax rate)/ lagged total assets = TBTD – 

(TXDI/0.35)/lagged AT 

CNETR Inversed cash effective tax rate is defined as the ratio of cash taxes paid to 

pre-tax income adjusted for special items based on Dyreng et al. (2010), I 

multiply this measure by (–1) so that an increase in the measure reflects 

higher tax aggressiveness: CNETR = [TXPD/ (PI – SPI)] × (–1) 

GNETR Inversed financial accounting effective tax rate is defined as the ratio of 

total tax expense to pre-tax income adjusted for special items based on 

Dyreng et al. (2010), I multiply this measure by (–1) so that an increase in 

the measure reflects higher tax aggressiveness: GNETR = [TXT/ (PI – 

SPI)] × (–1) 

CSR variables  

CSR A net CSR score of seven KLD sub-categories (environment, community, 

diversity, employee relations, human rights, corporate governance and 

product quality and safety), calculated using total CSR strengths less total 

CSR concerns.  

CSRHI An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm’s net KLD score is larger than 

the median of the sample, and 0 otherwise. 

Control variables  

POST An indicator variable that equals 1 if in the post-restatement period (from 

year t to t + 3), and 0 otherwise.   

SIZE Natural logarithm of total assets. 

TENURE Natural logarithm of the number of years that a firm is audited by the same 

audit firm. 

BIGN An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm engages a Big N auditor, and 0 

otherwise. 

LEV Leverage ratio, measured as total debt (DLTT + DLC) scaled by total 

assets. 

MTB Market to book ratio, measured as market value of equity (PRCC_F × 

CSHO) scaled by book value of equity (CEQ). 

SEG Natural logarithm of a firm’s total business and geographic segments.  

FOR An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm has foreign operations (PIFO), 

and 0 otherwise. 

MA An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm had an acquisition that 

contributed to sales (AQS), and 0 otherwise.  

ROA Return on assets, calculated as pre-tax income (PI) divided by total assets. 
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AGE Natural logarithm of the number of years that a firm is listed on 

COMPUSTAT. 

PPE Property, plant and equipment (PPENT) scaled by total assets. 

RD Research and development expense (XRD) scaled by total assets. 

CAP Capital expenditure (CAPX) scaled by toal assets. 

ADV Advertising expense (XAD) scaled by total assets. 

Variables in robustness tests 

SHELTER Tax shelter score is calculated using the model and coefficients from 

Wilson (2009). 
ZNETR Inversed effective tax rate is defined as the difference between total tax 

expense and change in deferred tax scaled by operating cash flows based on 

Zimmerman (1983), I multiply this measure by (–1) so that an increase in 

the measure reflects higher tax aggressiveness: ZNETR = [(TXT–

ΔTXDITC)/OANCF] × (–1) 
DTAX Discretionary book-to-tax difference is defined as the residual from the 

model based on Frank et al. (2009). 

PE An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm headquartered in a Democratic 

state, and 0 if headquartered in a Republican state. 

KZ KZ score is a measure of financial constraint calculated using the model 

and coefficients from Kaplan and Zingales (1997).  

IO The proportion of the number of shares held by institutional investors to the 

total number of shares outstanding. 

IMR An inverse Mills ratio is used to control for the likelihood of a firm being a 

high CSR performer, calculated from the first-stage probit model in Table 

4.7 Panel A.  
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

 

This thesis examines the role of CSR on corporate reputation repair in the context of financial 

restatements. Relying on legitimacy, signaling, reputation risk management, corporate culture, 

and agency theories, I investigate the CSR changes in restating firms and their impact on firm 

value protection from the perspectives of financial analysts, auditors, and tax authorities 

following restatements. I find that restating CSR firms increase the quality of their CSR 

disclosure more than their non-restating CSR counterparts after the occurrence of restatements. 

For restating firms with high-quality CSR disclosure, analysts respond faster to restatement 

announcements and issue optimistic post-restatement forecasts, even after downward revisions. 

Moreover, I report that restating CSR firms are associated with smaller forecast errors and less 

value reduction, supporting the insurance-like effects of CSR during crisis periods. For audit 

fees and auditor changes, I indicate that CSR disclosure is incrementally informative to auditors, 

as the post-restatement audit fee is $0.856 million lower for restating CSR firms than for non-

CSR firms in the post-restatement period if no auditor change occurs. Consistent with CSR 

firms signaling a strong commitment to quality reporting (Lys et al. 2015), I find restating CSR 

firms are more likely to change auditors subsequent to restatements; and those that change 

auditors are more inclined to change from a non-industry expert to an industry expert. 

Furthermore, when I examine the link between CSR performance, tax aggressiveness, and tax-

related financial restatements, I find a positive relation between firms’ tax aggressiveness and 

tax-related financial misreporting. Firms engaging in aggressive tax avoidance may be 

reluctant to transparently disclose tax-related information in financial statements (Inger et al. 

2018; Robinson and Schmidt 2013), yet low reporting transparency can attract additional 

attention from SEC regulators and result in a higher likelihood of tax-related misstatements. 

Finally, I consider the role of CSR when investigating tax aggressiveness and restatements, 
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finding that firms with high levels of CSR performance are associated with lower incidences 

of future tax-related restatements. I also reveal that tax aggressive firms experiencing tax-

related restatements enhance the overall CSR performance, consistent with firms signaling 

their trustworthiness through improvement efforts following misconduct (Chakravarthy et al. 

2014; Li et al. 2021).  

Taken together, this thesis shows that CSR practices and disclosure are valuable for firms 

facing a crisis—in this case, firms experiencing financial restatements. While restatements 

increase information uncertainty (Barniv and Cao 2009; Nguyen and Puri 2014), the voluntary 

non-financial disclosure of restating firms provides incremental information, thereby 

enhancing the information environment. Furthermore, the accumulated CSR capital helps 

restating firms to preserve their organizational legitimacy and lessens the adverse effect of 

financial restatements on analyst forecasts and audit fees. CSR firms are more actively engaged 

in post-restatement reputation repair activities relative to non-CSR firms, as reflected by an 

increase in the extent and quality of CSR disclosure, improved CSR performance, and a greater 

likelihood of changing to industry-expert auditors. Accordingly, this thesis extends the findings 

of Chakravarthy et al. (2014), Christensen (2016), and Bartov et al. (2020) by showing that the 

value of CSR during financial restatements lies not only in its insurance-like benefits but goes 

further in the pursuit of sustainable development through constantly promoting ethical 

corporate behavior.   

The findings of this thesis have valuable implications for regulators, managers, 

stakeholders, and academics. Financial restatements create uncertainty in a firm’s information 

environment; accordingly, financial analysts and auditors seek out additional information, 

including CSR, to gain a more holistic understanding of restating firms. I show that restating 

firms’ CSR disclosure assists auditors and analysts in their judgments and decision-making, 

which provides some empirical justification for corporate reporting reform towards integrated 
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reporting. My findings may also be of interest to managers by emphasizing a substantive 

approach to CSR reporting and practices, but in such way that firms develop social resilience 

to negative shocks. Given the widespread adoption of CSR over the last decade, practitioners 

and academics should shift their attention from CSR initiation to the quality of CSR disclosure 

and substantive CSR activities, which can be critical success factors in corporate reputation 

risk management. Finally, by noting a dynamic pattern of CSR disclosure narratives and 

practices for restating firms, I uncover direct evidence that firms suffering greater reputational 

risk more instrumentally pursue CSR to gain insurance-like benefits, thus these findings are 

important to academics regarding the strategic use of CSR in the face of unfavorable events.  

My findings are subject to several limitations and offer opportunities for future research. 

First, this thesis discusses the determinants and consequences of financial restatements from a 

CSR perspective; it is unclear whether these findings relating to CSR can be generalized to 

other contexts. Considering the growing importance of CSR in modern business, it would be 

worthwhile investigating the effectiveness of CSR in countering various risks or in different 

countries. Second, as this thesis uses the issued standalone CSR reports to measure CSR 

disclosure quality, there is a possibility that not all standalone CSR reports of restating firms 

are included or the non-CSR firms have indeed been issued CSR reports but could not be 

obtained due to a lack of maintenance, despite cross-examination and careful scrutiny of the 

collected data. The potential misclassification of CSR and non-CSR firms may bring noises 

against the results (Dhaliwal et al. 2012). Also, I employ KLD ratings as a proxy for CSR 

performance, which limits the analysis to only those publicly listed firms covered by KLD 

social index. In addition to the several properties of CSR reporting and practices that I examine, 

future research might explore other CSR-related issues such as CSR assurance, CSR media 

coverage, and CSR committee composition. 
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